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KEEP UP THE PRESSURE
ON THE
GOOD PERSONS OFMISSOURIREGARDING GUNTHER
RUSSBACHER-IT
IS
WORKING, READERS! fllS WORKINGTHE STATE
IS ABOUT
READY
TO
I WON’T TELL YOU MORE AS
“DEAL”!
OUTCOME WILL DEPEND ON OUR OWN
CREDIBILITYAND
DISCRETION. PLEASE
KEEP THOSE CARDS, FAXES AND LETTERS-ALONG
WlTH PHONE CALLSPGURZNGIN-THEREMUSTBEEVIDENCE
OFFULLlXXXJSANDATTEIVTION.
WHILE
YOU’REATIT, DON’TOVERLOOKNAFTAWlTH CALLS AND FAXES X) YOUR CONGRESSMEN--TODAY
AND TOMORROWAFTER WEDNESDAYIT WlLLBE TOOLATE
To MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND UNDO
THAT WHICH WOULD BE SET IN MO-

TION.

FIRST

CLASS

I believe the voice of the people
has spoken.
You readers have enjoyed Dr. Young’s
comments scattered throughout the paper
and want to know just where he is and
what he is doing that could possibly be
more important than the paper-NOTHING (that is, more important).
Dr. Young, however, has a much different “purpose” than editing a paper-he is a
profoundly qualified scientist. WE HAVE
HIM DEEP IN STUDY AS HE ALSO EFFORTS TO UNWIND AND UNPACK SOME
OF HIS NECESSARY REFERENCE MATERIALS, AFTER SEVERAL YEARS, NOW,
NOT HAVING TIME TO DO SO. He is
working closely with Dr. Tesla and our own
Cmdr. Soltec. However, the ONE that
keeps annoying him night and day is Cmdr.
Korton (Tomero(s) Maasu) who also steps
in with several of you as you ponder rather
difficult to answer questions. Maasu Korton
is our ‘Head of Communications”. Thus

MAIL

INSIDE

far, with our team, Dr. Young is the only
one who actually UNDERSTANDS our
communications systeins-and yet he too
is incapable of structuring such a system.
This means that he must study diligently
as we move closer and closer to totally
OPEN communications. This is piled on
top of other research-and therefore, we
had to give him separation and time to
absorb massive amounts of technical information. He is, further, a “night person”
as almost all of your productive scientists
have been. His schedules are totally in
opposition to “Earth Man’s”-being productive in the silent hours (partly to neutralize interruptions) and “rests’@while the
world spins in chaos. Each one in immediate service will function according to
optimum productivity.
I will, however, impose upon him to
enter Editorials or Commentary as he can
work this into his schedule. He, person(Please

see A DIFFERENCE,

THIS

ISSUE

page 49)
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HATONN

SET MY PEOPLE FREE!
We realize that as we begin this writing
we are also beginning a new JOURNAL.
This in turn means that we must give some
backup for a&JOURNAL”which was placed
in CONTACTbut in all likelihood would not
be available to those who only take the
JOURNALS.
Our thrust this day, week, month, yearWHATEVER IT TAKES-is to gain the release, even if with restrictions and conditions, of Gunther Russbacher. It becomes
urgent for his health that the tug-o-war
stops.
The things pertinent to your ‘knowing”
are told by many as of this time-therefore
this man is not a major threat to the
criminals in power-more than information from any resource running around
freely-rid of incarceration.
I have asked that ones write, copy information, and individually demand of Gover:
nor Camahan of Missouri-to let this man
go. Gunther will withdraw from focus and
is willing to “give up his country” (USA)
which he has served all of his life to return
to Austria to never again set foot on American soil if that is what is required to have
opportunity to live out his remaining time
in peace-with some portions of his family.
Gunther had to demand release from a
hospital wherein he was to have heart
catheterization because it became evident
that the intent was that he never live to
walk out of the place. The man was shackled “spread eagle” onto the bed without
ability to cough, spit or breath easily. This,
because the Elite criminals wish to keep
him silent.
Governor Carnahan has the power to
commute the sentence, which has been
sewed a hundred times over for the piddling offense claimed-not committedjust claimed. Bail is set at nearly half a
million dollars for acheckwritten by one of
Gunther’s ‘sheep-dip” names and cashed
by another of his identities (as set up by
YOUR government intelligence children).
What they REALLY don’t like is that his
wife continues to struggle for his freedom
and they really want to hush her. We have
her in protection so the silencing has not
been easy to achieve. Herein they have
solution to both problemdeport
Gunther
back to Austria and she will go with him.
He has served ENOUGH.
Did he begin by SERVING GOD OF

LIGHT? No. He was exactly like any of the
rest of you-involved in living to the hilt
whatever excitement might come along
andjoining, after being coerced and bribed,
special intelligence forces for the United
States of America. He is a captain in the
Navy [equivalent to Army colonel] and therefore, high in Naval Intelligence-who has
now for the most part betrayed him-for
whatever reasons which shall, from me,
remain untold at this time. I remind you
ones of something often said by me regarding MAN-GOD CARES NOT WHAT A MAN
WAS-HE
IUAN~!

ONLY RECOGNIZES

WHAT A

What holds this man, however, is that
he is recognized as being attached to MY
COMMAND. I have four (or so) craft in my
tractor tow. I have a craft that sits OVER
White Sands Proving Groundsat all timessometimes “visible” and sometimes not.
Am I a trouble maker? Not really, because
the games of Earth are your doing, not
mine. However, I do have a mission which
is NOT to pull down anything-it is to get a
remnant of our people clear and secure
and ultimately, off your place. These are
God’s (of Creator) souled beings of whom I
speak. GOD AND CHRISTED BEINGS ARE
EXTRATERRESTRIALS, MY FRIENDSANY WAY YOU DEFINE IT! Little Grays,
serpent people, etc. are conjured, and sometimes manufactured, beings of man-manufacture. You are playing out your experiences on a stage now devoid of LIFE
source recovery-as you are headed.
Those who continue to serve Satanic
preferences are certainly free to do so
without our intervention-our
mission
is to attend OUR people and our orders
are to BRING THE WORD OF TRUTH
back to your attention. Along with that
order comes a final offering of that
which IS wrong in your perceptions so
that you can, if you choose, make informed decisions about your status and
perceived ‘future” status as manifest
(physical) humanoids.
In either instance the decisions and choices AND
ACTIONS will be performed in human
consciousness of this manifested presentation. I simply remind all of you:
GOD WINS!!
LESS CONFUSION
I am not here today to make explanations or teach you the workings of
either our Command or the Universe. I
am, however, going to offer insight-

again-into the workings of one case in
point.
Why there is claim against
Russbacher and its absurdity and petition the Elite to let this man go-because each day that passes WE SHALL
REVEAL MORE AND MORE INSIGHT
TO THAT WHICH HAS TAKEN PLACESTARTING WITH THE HIERARCHY OF
MISSOURI.
In the paper this week we will have
run a letter from Rodney Stich, author
of Defrauding America (GET IT), to Attorney General Criminal Attorney General Reno. We will offer, ongoing, other
writings to various entities from this
same writer. You seem to get the point
more quickly from a human author
than from an invisible speaker of whom
you have to make ‘other” decisions.
We have asked you to appeal to Governor Carnahan because he has the
most readily available power to act immediately, or at the least, CAN DO SO.
Of course there are HIGHER Elite pulling his strings-but
the discomfort of
the tightening noose may well annoy
him into taking action to remove the
focus you-the-people will now bring to
bear on his office and State. The revelations in JUST the prison system in
Missouri is worthy of eternal sanctions
against your public *servants’-possibly only surpassed by Texas in injustice. That, however, is not our business. Our business at hand becomes a
responsibility of someone to bring justice to this man and give him freedom
when it is your own ‘servants” who
have incarcerated him in exchange for
honorable and long service to your nation. YOU BETRAYED AND ALLOWED
THE DEATHS OF YOUR POW/ MIAs-IS
THERE NO LIMITTO THAT WHICH YOUTHE-PEOPLE WILL ALLOW? IS A YELLOW RIBBON SYMBOL OF COWARDICE-ENOUGH FORYOUR CONSCIENCE
TO COMMIT MURDER? SO BE IT.
I ask you to keep the cards and
letters POURING IN DAILY to these ones
in power-the
pen must be mightier
than is the sword for, with the swordyou cannot win, except for incarceration of selves. Is ‘onem person worth it?
Yes, for if YOU do not act in protection
of that ‘one”-WHO
SHALL COME TO
ATTENDYOUINYOURHOUROFNEED?
Those people in *power’ must realize
that the focus of those of REAL POWER
(the citizenry of the nation) is FULLY
UPON THEM SO THAT EVERY MOVE
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THEY MAKE IS SEEN IN LIGHT OF
In 1989, as shown by the attached letter Vice-President and President of the United
TRUTH!
from Missouri Secretary of State Roy Blunt States, is shown by who is stated on the
(one of your close friends at that time), the bottom of the secret memorandum to reROSS PEROT
Secretary of State entered a conspiracy to ceive a copy: George Bush. Bush has
falsely charge CIA operative Gunther repeatedly stated, and lied to the American
Thank you readers who have made sure Russbachemvithcrimina.loffenses (through people, that he did not know about the
Ross gets the CONTACTI He is certainly CIA proprietary Southwest Latex Supply arms-for-hostage negotiations until after
becoming informed from SOME source and which was operated by Russbacher). By the November 1986 downing of the C- 123
he is showing you what one man CAN DO denying him bail, and repeatedly delaying belonging to a CIA proprietary, Southern
to cause great consternation among the the start of the trial for almost a year, Air Transport (the infamous Hasenfus
powers that be. NAFTA is the ONE LARG- Russbacher was pressured into an Alford flight). But this memorandum shows that
EST SIGN OF FINAL MOVEMENT INTO Plea, upon the promise that he would be Bush was kept advised by the director of
THE NEW WORLD ORDERTHATYOU WILL released. He was then placed on proba- the CIA, at least six months earlier. That
SEE! SUPPORT PEROT! We are not look- tion, terms of which he could not meet document has major national significance,
ing for PERFECTION; we are desperately because of his CIA activities and which and reflects one facet of the convoluted
SEARCHING FOR A LEADER who is willing were never objected to, until it was time to pattern of criminality involving people in
to change in the direction of the needs of again silence him because of what he knew control of federal entities, undermining the
the citizens. Is he ‘of’ the Elite? Yes, but about corrupt White House and other ac- United States. (You and other officials in
the State of Missouri are shown as aiding
when knowing comes and truth evolves
tivities.
EVEN THE MOST EVIL CAN CHANGE!
In Februa.ty 1992, a Missouri judge and abetting these acts.):
A. The docum ent establishes that
Show me WHO ELSE have you? One step revoked Russbacher’s probation, based
at a time is the way a journey is made- upon a comp!aint from the U.S. Depart- Gunther Russbacher was a key member
START and then hold the course and you ment of Justice that Russbacher had im- of the Of&e of Naval Intelligence, and
personated a Naval officer while he and his impliedly indicates that he was a naval
shall achieve the goal of destination.
wife were billeted at Castle Air Force Base officer. (I have various forms of evidence
witofs
noti: PZeuse seepages 33 &I on approximately July 30, 1990. This clearly supporting that fact.)
B. The docum ent eetablisher that a
34 fat Letters b use QS guides avid revocation resultedin Russbacher starting
a
2
l-year
sentence
in
federal
prison.
Here
former
Vice-Resident and Resident of
-4
are a few of the pertinent facts showing the the United States was invohrsd in secret
RODNEY STICH: GOVERNOR
fraudulent scheme by Missouri officials: and unlawful activities and then Bed to
1. As I wrote in De$rauding America, the American people about his involveMEL CARNAHAN
Russbacher was billeted at Castle Air Force ment. Since the Iran-Contra affair inOctober 2 1, 1993
Base, as authorized by orders from the .volved massive smuggling of drugs into
Navy’s CincPac, based upon his duties the United States, made possible by the
Governor Mel Carnahan
with the Office of Naval Intelligence and so-called Iran-Contra affair, Bush’s lyState Capitol Building
ing takes on greater significance for the
Central Intelligence Agency.
Jefferson City, MO 65 101
2. Russbacher was not allowed to American people and to the survival of
present testimony of CIA/ON1 personnel, the United States. Further, this aspect
Office 3 14 75 l-3222
and personnel in the U.S. Department of of epidemic criminality in government
Fax
314 751-4458
Justicewithheld exculpatory evidence from is ouly one facet of the epidemic and
the hearing. This exculpatory evidence endemic corruption and its exposure
Mansion 314 751-4141
included, inter a&z, documents showing threatens to reveal to the American
FAX
314 751-9219
Russbacher to be a naval officer. If he was people the massive efGrts to destroy
in fact a naval officer, he of course could the United States financially and morBeing sent by FAX and certified mail (P not be charged with impersonating one ally.
888 324 266)
It is my understanding that personnel
(even though he was never seen in a Naval
in control ofthe U.S. Department of Justice
uniform).
Dear Governor Carnahan:
3. The following document dated May have caused a detainer to be placed against
20, 1986, from CIA Director Bill Casey, Mr. Russbacher, seeking to deport him.
I am bringing the following very serious establishes that Russbacher was (and is) a On the basis of the attached document
matters to your attention, and demanding key person within the Office of Naval Intel- showing Russbacher to be attached to
that you take prompt corrective action to ligence. That document, dated May 20, the Office of Naval Intelligence (and
redress an injustice that you were involved 1986, was from Bill Casey, Director of the further supported by. large amount of
in from the very beginning. The Second CIA, to John Poindexter of NSA (National evidence I have in my possession), it
Revised Edition of DefmudingAmericawill Security Agency), making reference to a shows that U.S. Attorney Generals, inmake reference to this letter and your secret operationknownas MAGGPIE. The eluding the present Janet Reno, and
actions, as it has already made reference to bo$y of the document refers to a flight from other Justice Department personnel,
your response when I requested a clean Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion Airport to Teheran, are seeking to silence Russbacher
copy of the Blunt ietter. (See page 6)
and named some of the participants, in- through criminal misuse of the nation’s
Very briefly (since you already have a eluding Robert Hunt (ONI); Bud McFarlane highest law-enforcement agency. I feel
copy of the first printing of Defrauding (NSA); George Cave (CIA); and Howard that it would be appropriate for your
Amrica), officials in control of the State of Teicher (CIA). Adjacent to “Subject” are two office to also step in and expose this
Missouri have engaged in a scheme to names, identified as the pilots of the air- criminal misuse of the powerful Justice
so as to prevent
imprison a key CIA/ON1 operative, and craft. One is Segal John Robert (CIA) and Department,
have caused him to be falsely imprisoned. the other is Russbacher Karl Gunther ONI. Russbacher’s deportation. [H: I take exThe two documents attached to this letter
4. Another significant aspect of this ception tothisparticular portion of this
If THAT is the only
furnish additional evidence of thiscriminal memorandum, as it reflects upon the crimi- proposal/petition.
conspiracy.
nality of key officials, including the former way’ that Russbacher will be released-
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Defrauding
America
By RODNEYSTICH

Dir

Ordering Information:

Diablo’kestem Press,
P.O. Box 5,
Alamo, CA 94507
- $3.50; California Residents - $1.43 tax.

Price - $22.00; Shipping/Handling - $2.50; Foreign/Shipping
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so let it be. The man plans to return to
Austria anyway for he has had quite
enough of your U.S. FREE WORLD JUSTICE!]

Page 5
and federal corruption described and
supported by various forms of evidence
in Defrauding Am.e+u are considered
true and very serious).
***

Further, Russbacher is on the verge of
a heart attack and badly needs open-heart
surgery.
I request that you order
Rodney Stich: P.O. Box 5, Alamo, CA
Russbacher immediately transferred to a 94507; phone: 5 lo-944- 1930/820-7250;
suitable hospital where his needed surgery FAX 5 10-295-1203. Author: DEFRAUDcan be performed. [H: Or, preferably, get ING AMERICA, and UNFRL!3lVDLY EWEShim released so he can attend his own Sugu of Corruption.
medical-health needs which will negate
Readers, Rodney has done a massively
need for surgery.]
important and helpful job of writing indiI also remind you that you have failed to vidually to each person of power directly
respond to my September 2 1, 1993 letter involved in this act of criminal incarceraconcerning the “Blunt” letter. I am re- tion of an innocent fellow-citizen now a
questing a clean copy of that Blunt letter. political prisoner.
I believe it is now time to begin, readers,
I understand your Secretary of State Roy
Blunt, misusing Missouri offices and the to do a LOT of writing and information
power of the state to falsely charge scattering. It would appear very helpful if
Russbacher with criminal offenses, which you individuals would make sure copies of
ended with Russbacher pleading an Alford your letters, copies of these letters and
Plea to get released from his one-year- copies of CONTACT be sent directly to
confinement (even though he was not Program Producers of such as 60 MINUTES-DEMANDING
INVESTIGATION
gaWl.
As a final comment, I realize that if you AND AIRING!
You ask me about such as RFA [Rat%
take the action now, that you should have
taken a long time ago, it raises the risk of tie Aand Tom Valentine-it
is
exposing federal officials in the three useless cost and work, friends. YOU
branches of the federal government that HAVETO GETTOTHEMEDIAWATCHED
have converted their offices and positions BY THE MASSES AND INVOLVED PARof trust into a racketeering enterprise. TIES IF YOU ARE TO HAVE HEARING.
That, however, is not a consideration un- uTHEYn ARE TOO VULNERABLE AND
deryour responsibilities toMr. Russbacher, COWARDLY TO RUN THIS STORY AT
under state and federal law, and as Gover- ANY RATE--ALL OF THEM. WE CARE
nor of the State of Missouri.
NOT-THE
POINT
IS
TO
GET
The pattern of judicial misconduct by RUSSBACHERRELEASED-NOTSPLATMissouri judges shows that relief must TER HIS BLOOD OVER SOME URIGHcome from another area, and that area can TEOUS” ALTAR.
OH, BY THE WAY,
only be the office of the governor.
READERS, ‘WE” HAVEQUITE A FEW OF
Incidentally, I have other documents, THE uORIGINALB” ON BOARD-NOW
various forms of evidence, and other docu- WOULDN’T THAT BE SOME INTERESTmerits to arrive, establishing Russbacher ING ENCOUNTERS IN PERSONAL ‘THIS
as an officer in the Office of Naval Intelli- IS YOUR LIFE, GEORGE BUSH, ET
gence.
AL.?“?? Never underestimate possibiliPlease advise as to your intentions.
ties, good friends1
We can be pretty
Sincerely,
Rodney Stich
cc:
May 20, 1986 memorandum from CIA
Director Caseyto Poindexter(significance
is that it shows Russbacher as a member
of the Office of Naval Intelligence).
ExhibitofOffuttAFBshowingRussbacher
as Captain, ONI.
May 14, 1986 letter from Missouri Secretary of State Roy Blunt [See next
page.] (significance is that it shows the
scheme by Missouri officials filing false
charges -against Russbacher (through
Southwest Latex Supply) and admitting
in the letter that they “have no grounds
for these charges”).
Book review and excerpts from other
reviews (significance being that the state

creative when the situation merits it.

BY THE WAY, GEORGE GREEN,
SPEAKING OF ORIGINALS....
Doesanyone other than me take noteof
the newest America West catalog? What
happened to the BIG PUSH FOR RUSSELL’S
WORKS? Surely, George, there is not
trouble in the pits? 0Well, we have an
n the morning next,
INFORMAL h
regarding th
(Because of court orders it is necessmy for us to black out
certain names and organizations.)matter.
It is time “I” made my presence known
because, after all, it is myself and Germain
that are under attack-not a little “Old
Lady from Pasadena”. Perhaps I can ‘reason” with attorneys and Magistrates. I
have no problem being uaccepted” as quite
genuine if ever given the opportunity to
share. There is quite a lot of information I

can easily share regarding both George
Green AND the Will this change the
world? No, but the interested parties may
wellwish to adjust their expectationsregarding large settlements from the Ekkers who
have NOTHING and possibly refocus on one
such as Green who perpetrated the “Contempt” AND has resources (I guess)-he
continues to tell the public that he owns a
BANK-and that usually requires ASSETS!
He is also STILL introduced as a “millionaire
business-man/builder”. He tells ones, now,
that he “settled” and IS PAYING off $60,000
at $10,000 per MONTH tom.
I WONDER
IF -KNOWS
THAT?
Anotherthingverynotedaboutthe’Catalog” from.Desireeis that almost all the books
really stressed are works I, MYSELF,
BROUGHT INTO THE REALM OF GREEN’S
PERCEPTION. HE MISUSES OTHER AUTHORS AS BADLY IN MANY INSTANCESAS
HE HAS OUR OWN WORK. If, however, it
brings more Truth to a blind world-I offer
my blessings upon the SNord”in Truth, not
the “work’ of the adversary-for there is
much that is total lie and misrepresentation
within many, many of the offered volumes. If
you cannot see the hand of false-guidancein
play-then you shall surely come to realize
the difference. A distributor of books may
offer ANYTHING available-but it usually
does not work out too well to set yourself up
.as an authority on TRUTH if you offer garbage at your table, also, and present it as
upon a basis of Truth.
Does Hatonn give his enemy no quarter?
Right1Whenwarisdeclared byonewhosays
“111
get those bastards ifit is the last thing I
do”-realize it will not come to pass although
he may be in his final acts (last thing) of
expression. But what of ones %roundbthe
key player in opposition? They make THEIR
CHOICES,just as Desire6will tell you-and
pull you into the net if you allow it. Surely
enough-the choices are YOURS. And, the
USE of Mary SummerRain??(sic sic) ...pretty
much tells it all, does&t it? Well, perhaps the
“white eyes” have to have something upon
which to “count coup”-such as “token”
Indians, but what of the honor of the Native
Sister or Brother-indeed that which is sent
forth shall spiral back as surely as the
Universal Laws shall stand-into infinity!
I see that they, too, ask for seminars and
lectures so that they can TEACH you how to
survive, how to grow spiritually, etc. Is this
somewhat like asking the Head of the IRS to
come speak to you on saving on your taxes?
Are these the SAME persons who only have
toiled in the Accounts Receivable and Payable books in adjustments?
THESECREI’OFWINNING,ULTIMATELY,
THIS WAR-IS TO KNOW THINE ENEMY-1
KNOW MINE! THEY, HOWEVER, DO NOT
KNOW THEMSELVES! AND, READERS,
NO-GEORGE AND DESIREE GREEN AND
GRANTMEGAN-ARENOTMYENEMIESTHEY ONLY “THINK” THEY ARE.
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And what of Little Crow who George now
proclaims has denounced Dharma and her
work?
Well, he is no ‘token” Indian, good
friends. He tells it like it is and most of his
“token’ brethren dislike him for it above all
who havejoined with the crowd and voted-in
morality of such as coed-sweatlodges, etc.
Being TRUE to your tradition and KNOWING
is a hard, hard path to tread, my friendslike walking in wet cement in dry cement
boots. The ?-ed” road of the Truth-bringers
is perhaps ‘red” because of the blood of the
travelers mixed with the tears wretched from
the souls moving on the horrendously responsiblejourney! Ponder it. Ah yes, anyone
can ‘preach” supreme this or that, dream
therapy,ascendingprocedures-butDREAM
you must-for without the vision of the
dream-there will be no awakening into
reality-only the irresponsible repetition of
infinite misperceptions.

yourphcipZes in the midsfof those who have
no ears. Have the courage and conuktion to
dmw or to@nf and fo ue&e for those who
have no eyes. Beazuseiinless v are doing
what ya want to do, you m a cuptiue. s

to *be” someplace to have it-you can have
all the darkness and devoidance of God you
can handle-just about anywhere! The
TRUTH is within and YOU ARE THE
“POINT”, good friends-YOU ARE THE
POINT!
AHO!
One day a person asked Little Crow:
‘So what’s the greatest thing you ever
It is all very simple, readers, you search did that you think is a self accomplishand find-you search and you do not fmd- ment?” He answered: “GOT OUT OF
but alwaysthereissearchinginthisexpresMY OWN WAY”.... uI DIED. I GOT OUT
sion of experiencing. You want your “how OF MY WAY Sq I COULD GET ON AND
to’s” and you fail to even consider the possi- DO WHAT I HAD TO DO.”
bilities of what is, what from,
Some of you have DIED! Ones who
. what to and
what for!
came before that death are gone except
In Little Crow’s culture, for instance in vague rememberings for the lessons
(CULTURE OF TRUTH), ’ ....there is no hell, gained-and
EAGLES were fledged at
which is a plus. There is no damnation, the passing.
Teachers were evolved
which is a plus, and there is no salvation- worthy of the mantle of ‘cohan”-not
in
only life. You transit and you live it again =great material awards” but in the
and you transit and you live it again and graduation graded by the energies gone
you transit and you live it again, until one before. Indeed; EAGLES are born from
day you don’t have to transit anymore....” the ashes of flightless, grounded enerLITTLE CROW: 4/ 14/91:
So, perhaps you are left to wonder about gies who once knew greatness and have
this hell and damnation trip dumped on settled for the entrapment upon the
.... “Have the bmvey and coumge to you. Well, Hell is the ‘absence of Light”- ‘wheel*.
dteamyourdreaminthe
midst of non-dream- the “dark ages of ignorance”-DEVOID OF
WHY DON’TYOU TRY GETTING OUT
ers. Have the mmge and wnviction?o state THE GREAT SPIRIT, GOD. You don’t have OF YOUR OWN WAY?
Salu

Sorting The TRUTH
From PROPAGANDA
11/10/93 #l

HATONN

POLISHED POLITICIANS AND SPARKLING DECEIT
If you watched, as we requested, the
encounter between Mr. Perot and Mr. Goreyou saw Khazarian Elitism at its same lying
corruptive best (or worst). Note: Khazarian
Zionist Elite One World Order criminals are
not really good at what they d-just personally suggestive, insinuating and insulting so
that the distraction loses the point at issue.
Was Larry King’s program out to get Perot
or defend NAFTA? “That” SHOULD tell you
witnessestothedownfallofanation (YOURS)
all you need to know about the players in this
game of treason.
The wondrously beautiful thing about
such encountersis that the sorry excuses for
“man” insult the dignity and intelligence of
the opponent until such time as Mr. Perot, as
instance,will only come back fighting harder
as the realization of the REAL facts hit him
squarelywhere it hurts most-his own Godly

appreciation of self and family and that
which they have gained through hard work,
open business and intelligent participation.
Did he USE the systemto acquire? I certainly
do hope so! After all, the adversary makes
the rules-he just doesn’t like it when an
honest person gains from his dirty rules.
Believe me, citizens-ifyou thinkyou can
compare a small free trade zone at an airport
with NAFTA-you have a free trade zone in
your brain cavity.
What is offered for your eyes on this
subjectcomes from avolume ofworkinto the
thousandsof pages of select Elite ‘side agreements” of which Mr. Gore most certainly
FAILS TO DESCRIBE. This has been one of
the most SECRET national sellouts ever
perpetratedupon nations-and is the FINAL
key in the U.S. for takeover by the New World
Order, hook, line, and the lead weight-and
lead KILLS.

note that your ‘Administration” and hoods
in hood ARE THE MOST ANTI-SEMITIC
GREMLINS ALIVE TODAY-THEY, AND
THE NEW WORLD ORDER FROM THE
COMMITTEE OF 300 DOWN. IN THEIR
OWN DEFINITION OF ‘SEMITIC” YOU ARE
BEINGSHOWNTHESEIMPOSTERS’WORK
AGAINST THE WORKING PEOPLE OF
THEIR ACCLAIMED “OWN”. Most “Jews”,
dear ones, are working citizens, average
working people, in a world gone mad. I
DENOUNCE YOUR GOVERNMENT AS
BEING TOTALLY ANTI-SEMITICI
Even more interesting, last evening,
one of the major NAFTA supporters is
relating NAFTA passage or failure as being
the same destructive force as the HOLOCAU.ST!!??!!.....where “4” to 6 million
Jews were slain. What does one have to
do with the other? Both are birthed by
the Zionist Elite. AND NOTE: THERE

IS A COMING NEED FOR uDAIUAGE
CONTROL” AGAINST CONTACT,
good
ANTI-SEMITIC
friends--THERE IS A LOT OF DIFFERIn the truest sense of the word, you will ENCE BETWEEN u4” AND 6 MILLION
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PEOPLE!!
You can be sure that 4
million is a long way too high a number of holocaust Victims
of Jewish
extraction”
if the numbers are “corning down” while payoffs pick up.

I, further, expect you ones to go to
the Jewish resources and get HELP for
our causes FROM THE “IAsraeli lobbyists, etc. WE ARE THE “i”SRAELITES
AND THOSE FALSE CLAIMANTS ARE
“ANTI-SEMITIC”!!!
The native Americans, as you might guess, WERE THE
FIRST “i”SRAELITES IN YOUR FUNCTIONING CIVILLZATION!
Along with
“them” were those of the areas of places
which are NOW recognized as the Philippines with the languages known as
Tagalog.
They dwell WITH original
Qspacen people. “Israel” means chosen
descendents OF GOD! The ones claiming the status of “israelis” (chosen ones
of God), NOW calling themselves “Jews”
are false presenters-THEY
ARE THE
DIRECT DESCENDENTS AND SLAVES
(YES, I SAID “SLAVES”) OF LUCIFERTHE DIRECT ADVERSARY OF GOD
CREATOR IN LIGHT.
Do I “hate” or even “dislike” the Hebrew? Stupid question! I, like you, am
of such lineage!
YOU JUST DON’T
KNOW YOUR ENEMY WHO COMMITS
TREASON WITHIN YOUR BLESSED AND
CHOSEN NATION AND WORLD. YOU.
HAD BEST BE TAKING LESSONS FROM
RUSSIA, MY FRIENDS-THOSE
WHO
STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM FROM THE
IRON GRIP OF “JEWISH” DICTATOR
AND ONE WORLD RULE ARE SHOWING YOU WHAT YOU CAN EXPECTIMMEDIATELY.
You want everything spelled out for
you the day BEFORE you are to be
inconvenienced so you can make last
minute adjustments in your POSSIBILITY thinking-then
blame God and
Hosts for your foolish antics.
I am going to do several things today. I am going to offer you information
which, incredibly, came out of one of
your major (but not yet TOTALLY controlled) newspapers. Why would ‘they”
let it through?
To serve THEIR OWN
purposes for propaganda in favor of the
Elite One World Order. What you had
best get out of it is THE TRUTH and
never mind what the propaganda will
bear. This requires that your training
and lessons be pretty current-or you
shall be fooled again into swallowing
the poison instead of the nourishment.
Then, we will offer you the next steps
being taken in the “new currency”-you
didn’t really think that method of control had gone away did you? Everything
is getting ready for “that cute little
‘everything’ card” being flashed around as
yourmedicalsecurityblanket. YOURWAYS
OF PROTECTINGYOURASSETS NARROW

CONTACT:

EVERY DAY, EVERY HOUR, -EVERY
MINUTE. AND YOU STILL LET GEORGE
GREEN TAMPER WITH ONE OFTHE ONLY
WORKABLE SOLUTIONS FOR SOME ASSISTANCEAVAILABLETOYOU! YES,THAT
‘TNSTITUTE”-FOR ONE DAY SOON SPELT,
LENTILS AND WINDPROOF CHEAPHOUSING WILL BE WORTH YOUR LIVES.
Green has started up the “receivership”, bankruptcy assault AGAIN. Why?
To getcha! No-to EFFORT to break the
privacy of the corporation and force records
to be made public. No, we said we would
not allow this and we shall give cause to
Nevada to be bashed about quite unmercifully if they allow such indiscretion to
be forced. THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO
WITH EKKERS-IT
IS THAT GREEN
SERVES THE ELITE AND THE EFFORT IS
TO BRING DOWN THE RESOURCES OF
GOD. YOU SEE, READERS, THERE IS NO
MAGIC OR MYSTICAL MAGICIAN TRICKS
WHICH GOD ALLOWS US TO USE-WE
HAVE TO USE THE SAME LAWS MADE
FOR THEMSELVES, OF THE WORLDLY
VARIETY. AND SO WE SHALL DO SO.
I ask two things from you readers this
day-get onto forcing the silencing of the
adversary against the Institute--yes, it
means more letter demands to the heads of
Nevada (and now Montana), the police for
the theft of gold, the recourse service of
those who can stop Luke Perry from thieving his Mother’s meagre livelihood, etc. It
is past time to FOLLOW-UP on the fast
mailings with legal actions. But I do not
need to take time to explain.
EKKERS IN COURT
Ekkers were in court again yesterday
regardingWell, it isn’t so bad-THE
MAGISTRATE TOLD DHARMA THAT SHE
COULD HAVE A TRIAL WITH JURY AND
HAD THE RIGHT FOR EKKERS TO REPRESENT THEMSELVES. Is this good or bad
news? Financially they (the Ekkers) have
no recourse for the Institute in protection
of “your” rights will not assist them. The
Institute is goin to bring massive damage
claims agains b
as soon as the paperwork can be drawn. So shall Ekkers-for
w
aided and abetted by one George
Green had contempt charges and conviction brought against innocent parties. WE
LOOK FORWARD WITH GREAT GLEETO A
TRIAL IN &
CATEGORIES. THIS ALL
HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH THE WORK
OF ONE WALTER RUSSELL, READERSIT HAS EVERYTHING TO DO WITH THE
SAME THING HAPPENING TO YOU-THEPEOPLE THROUGH SUCH AS NAFTA!
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WHAT YOU CAN DO and it won’t cost you
more than the trip to the store-make
voices loud enough to be heard!
We are going to give you, as fast as we
can, “what to do”. We offer the preceding
regarding the Institute and security of asset protection now under severe attack. I
can tell you now-YOU WILL WIN THE
ABOVE CAUSE-BECAUSE THE ELITE
USE NEVADA CORPORATIONS FORTHEIR
OWN PROTECTION AND BREAKING
THOSE RULES, REGULATIONS AND CORPORATE ,VEILS IS NOT GOING TO BE
ACCEPTABLE IFYOU DEMAND PRIVACY!
You may think the other letters did not
work--oh yes they did! Mr. Green has been
contacted by myriads of group+WHICH
“HE SAYS” WERE CALLING ABOUT
EKKERS, THE INSTITUTE, WELFARE
FRAUD AND THUS AND SO-NOBODY
HAS CONTACTED THE EKKERS ABOUT
ANY OF IT! IF, HOWEVER, YOU GET THE
“CAR” IN MOTION AND THEN GOT0 SLEEP
ATTHEWHEEL-YOU WILLACCOMPLISH
NOTHING BUT A WRECK.
So, what about Russbacher? I ask that
you do as last week’s paper suggested:
PLEASE WRITE DEMANDS TO GOVERNOR CARNAHAN WITH COPIES TO JANET
RENO-ANYBODY ELSE YOU WISH-B0
GRIT2 AND DAVID ROCKEFELLER (IT’S
UP TO YOU) BUT PLEASE USE AT LEAST
THE NAMES WE OFFERED FOR IMMEDIATE AND DIRECT INVOLVEMENT IN THE
IMMEDIATE FOCUS-GETTING
RUSSBACHER OUT. It is not just a good exercise
to get Russbacher, whoever he might be,
OUT-IT IS TO GIVE YOU RECOGNITION
THAT YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
CAN’T WIN!
Why don’t ones go to court and fight for
selves? Because it is pre-set that you
‘Can’t win!” if you do. Well, tell me-how
many casesdo you WIN, ifyou be a’regular
citizen”,WITHANATTORNEY? UNnLYOUR
CONS7?mmArIS NO LONGER EVEN ‘REFERRED TO” AS VALID-USE IT-OR
LOSE IT! You may well lose some ‘filing
fee” money from your “welfare” income but
man cannot LIVE BY ‘BREAD” ALONE,
CITIZENS! USE WHAT YOU STILL HAVE

OR KNOW-IT
YOU!

WILL SOON BE LOST TO

I suggest that in the cover letter to the
various recipients of your demands regarding Russbacher-that you demand his
release or if there is deportation that he be
given a minimum of 30 days to say his
good-byes and visit his family. He needs to
make arrangements to move his wife, contact ones overseas to prepare for their
arrival and just allow some dignity to this
RUSSBACHER
man who served YOU and YOUR NATION
You continue to ask, “What can I do?“. in honor as to “orders” given by this Elite
I am taunted about my “doom and gloomA monstrosity which has absorbed your govprojections with “no ‘what to do’s”. Here is ernment. He desires to live in Austria, his
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original home, anyway-AS AMERICA HAS
BEEN LESS THAN GRATEFUL FOR HIS
SERVICE AND DESTROYED EVERYTHING
HE HELD SACRED AND DEAR. YOU MUST
AS A REMNANT OF TRUTH AND JUSTICE-GET THIS MAN HIS FREEDOMEVEN IF IT DEPRIVE HIM OF HIS NATION.
SARA McCLENDON. PRESS CORP
You who watch White House Press conferences will recognize Sara McClendon.
She is following through on behalf of
Russbacher with Amnesty Itiernutional.
This contact was made originally by the
Constitutional Law Center and Mr. Dixon,
so we can anticipate this ongoing connection as well.
I am going to now offer miscellaneous
useful information of current writing for
YOUR use.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
QUOTING:
November 7, 1993
To: Sara McClendon 202-328- 1818
From: Rayelan Russbacher 408-4757336

Re: Information regarding the incarceration, isolation and medical diagnoSiS
and
treatment
of
Gunther
Russbacher.

For: Amnesty International
Gunther Russbacher is being held in
the isolation cell at the St. Charles County
Detention Center in St. Charles, Missouri,
30 1 N. Second St., St. Charles, MO 6330 1
* 314-949-3003. He has recently been
diagnosed with Hepatitis-B. The treatment is rest and good food.
However, it is impossible for him to get
either rest or good food while incarcerated
in a county jail. The noise level, 24 hours
a day, precludes rest. The food is lacking
in nutrition and barely edible, with a high
content of fat and carbohydrate. It contains very little protein and virtually no
fresh fruits or vegetables., In other words,
it is the usual prison fare. [H: This wouldn’t

be unexpected’ nor questioned except
for the fact that ones (prisoners) with
known infections such as AIDS and
HEPATITIS-B are also requtied to serve
in the kitchens preparing food for the
pris0ners.J

Gunther Russbacher is currently being
held on $450,000 CASH ONLY bail on
Class “C” and =D’ felonies, (which are just
slightly above the misdemeanor level [H:
and constitute Uplea bargaining’ iu ANY

court]). The charges are all bad checks,
HOWEVER, some are filed twice as both
bad checks and as ‘stealing by deceit’.
Because of this “double filing” it is difficult
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to come up with an accurate amount of the
alleged claimed bad checks. The lowest
figure is $2,000; the highest is $8,000. To
quote our public defender, Rob Fleming, “a
bail of $450,000 on this guy is pretty hard
to justify” (Fleming letter enclosed).
[H: It is very important for you to
realize that the checks in point are NOT

to represent him. Mr. Eisenstein was
successful in getting the charges dismissed.
But the prosecutor, John Zimmerman,
refiled the check charges as different
charges, probably “stealing by deceit”. In
addition to the check charges, the prosecutor threw a whole array of charges against
Captain Russbacher. All of the charges
had no victims issuing complaints, and
most of the charges were so obscured and
convoluted that they could not be figured
out.
After being iricarcerated in the St.
Charles County Jail for eight months, (11
months total incarceration), and experiencing a heart attack, Captain Russbacher
agreed to plead the Alford Plea and accept
probation. He was released from the county
jail on July 16,199O. Seventeen days later
he was arrested for IMPERSONATING a
Naval Officer. T]H: Is not the rank of

limitations, but the prosecutor still brought
the charges.
Gunther Russbacher was returned to
the St. Charles County Jail on September
15, 1993. Bond was set at $450,000
because Gunther is a flight risk, according
to the prosecutor. (INS has a hold on him,
and even if he is released, he will only be
turned over to the INS for deportation
proceedings.)
On August 30, 1989, the day Gunther
Russbacher married Rayelan Allan (a CIA
investigator, former radio talk show host,
and colleague of Barbara Honegger), St.
Charles County re-filed old charges which
were originally filed in November of 1986.
On that same day, August 30, 1989, new
charges were filed for “bad checks”. The
case (#1612) on which he is now being
held, are thosechecks that were filedon his
wedding day. (It should also be noted that
Captain Russbacher requested permission
from his superiors in the CIA and ON1 to
marry Ms. Allan. Permission was denied,
but he married her anyway.)
He was arrested two days after their
marriage. He was held for three months in
county jails in California on kidnap
charges. The alleged kidnap victim was
his wife’s niece.
These charges were
never pressed. He was then transferred
back to St. Charles County where he was
first held on the check charges on which he
is now incarcerated.
His wife hired a lawyer, Joel Eisenstein,

YEARS.
Gunther Russbacher was arrested for
impersonating a naval officer on September 1, 1990. Instead of returning him
immediately to Missouri, the Federal Government pressed charges against him for
misuse of government equipment. The
equipment in question was the.government
jet he u immediately transferred to the
state prison system.
Within a week he was attacked by three
guards and beaten with nightsticks. He
received three broken bones and a concussion. His entire 19 month incarceration in
the State Prison System was filled with
medical neglect, harassment, intimidation
and threats. [H: Yes indeed, readers,

“actually” BAD CHECKS!
They are
checks written by Russbacher to, under,
during, and while involved with CIA
operations under, through, while and
during his INTELLIGENCESERVICE code
names (aliases) so, in fact, there are NO
UBADs CHECKS AT ALL-HJST
BAD
GOVERNMENT!
The people involved,
however, (including you readers) have
to work on the presentation of material
as offeredby the deceivers themselvesand on THAT claim shall you have to
make your demands-Wght”
doesn’t
‘Captain” an officer? This man is one of
enter into this ‘release”.]
The 2 1 year sentence was vacated on the top fBght “aces” of your world. He
August 26, 1993 by the appellate judge, Captains the SR-71 BLACKBIRD and
Michael Brown. Judge Brown gave his trots people like George Bush to BIG
reason as “incompetent counsel”. The meetings in places like France (outreason for the incompetence was the de- sm
of Paris) along with such as The
fense lawyer did not advise his client that Resident, Head of CIA and thus and so.
all of the charges to which he was pleading I would HOPE he would qualify as an
guilty, were 18months over the statute of uof%er”.] These charges were immediately
limitations.
Judge Brown also clearly dropped, but the prosecutor in St. Charles
states that the prosecutor’s office knew used these charges to revoke his probathat these charges were over the statute of tion and sentence him to prison FOR 21

YOUR servant who was incarcerated in
Cambodia, tortured (had his flngernails
pulled out over and over again), now
comes to be incarcerated for that service, for political reasons (October Surprise is only one minor reason), and this
is the treatment of him and other prisoners in MISSOURI, UNDER THE GOVERNORSHIP OF ONE MEL CARNAHAN!
Death Row prisoners are better treated!
TWIS IS AMERICA, READERS4

Several months ago I sent a detailed
packet of information to the Amnesty International office in London in which I enclosed a color photograph of Gunther’s
fingertips. The picture showed them to be
swollen, inflamed and pussy. Gunther
Russbacher has no fingernails. Any expo-
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CONTACT:

sure to chemicals causes the fingertips to
swell and burst open with pus and blood.
We notified the prison authorities that the
assignment to the kitchen was too stressful for a man who had a serious heart
condition and required open heart surgery. We also stated that the pain was
excruciating and therefore exacerbating
his already serious heart condition. m
also stated that he had contracted hepatitis while a POW in SE Asia and as such
HE SHOULDN’T BE WORKING AROUND
FOOD. ESPECIALLY WITH OPEN BLEEDING WOUNDS. [H: Emphasis mine.]

In a letter, dated July 16, 1993, Dora
Schriro, the Director of the Missouri Prison
System, told me that blood tests did not
confirm that he carried the hepatitis virus.
P s stated previously in this letter Gunther
is, at this moment, being held in isola-

tion at the St. Charles county jail because he HAS HEPATITIS-B. He was told

that it had been incubating from two to six
months. He is receiving NO TREATMENT
for the Hepatitis, and because he has Hepatitis, he is receiving NO TREATMENT for his
very serious heart condition, which had
been previously diagnosed as needing quadruple by-pass surgery.
Because of the ridiculously high bail,
Gunther Russbacher is forced to accept
the medical or lack of medical treatment
that the jail offers.
One additional note: He is currently
being denied access to reporters, and because of the infectious state of his health,
his trial could very well be postponed until
he recovers from the hepatitis.
END OF THIS LETTER
CONTINUING QUOTING:
***
NOTE ON RELEASE
FROM HOSPITAL
Russbacher was hospitalized for heart
catheterization. When he was discharged
it was stated that he was “fully responsible”
for any and all ill effects that might result
from such action.
Why did he check himself out?
The reason Mr. Russbacher checked
himself out of the hospital is because HE
FEARED FOR HIS LIFE. He was checked
into the hospital for a thallium stress
test to diagnose his heart condition
(they said). HE WAS KEPT CHAINED,
HAND AND FOOTaPREAD
EAGLE-TO
THE BED.
Because he could not turn or even
move, he could get no rest. The hospital
kept administering large injections of
He
morphine to “help him sleep”.
checked himself out because he felt his
life was in danger from the treatment he
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was receiving. r)I: What would YOU do States. Your role in this involves the
under the circumstances4eath
is fraudulent prosecution of a Naval Officer
pretty permanent a condition.]
in the Office of Naval Intelligence and Cen-

To keep a man whose only “crimeRis a tral Intelligence Agency: Gunther Karl
“claimed” bad check amounting to about Russbacher.
$2,000, chained up like a mass murderer,
A partial explanation can be found in
[H: Which would not happen to a “mass the attached letter to Missouri Governor
murderer”], is incomprehensible.
Mel Carnahan and in the enclosed first
printing of DEFRAUDING AMERICA.
The
AND NOW, THE FINAL INSULT!
main issue I am bringing to your attention
is the attached memorandum from CIA
From the hospital stay, from Cardiology Director Bill Casey identifying Gunther
Diagnostics, Ltd., 2200 West Port Plz #2 12, Karl Russbacher as a member of the Office
St. Louis, MO 63146, Phone No.: (314) of Naval Intelligence. (I have other docu576-6707 FED: I.D. #43-12239963 comes ments and evidence showing Russbacher
the following BILL FOR SERVICES.
as a naval officer, including of course the
Gunther K. Russbacher, 30 1North Set- document presented during the February
ond, St. Charles MO 63301 [the county 7,1992probationrevocationhearingwhere
jail], from MARTIN W. SCHWARZE, D.O.: your office falsely charged Russbacher with
for an “initial” visit, $144.00, physician bill impersonating a naval officer.)
for treadmill, $156.00 and a hospital visit
Russbacher would be free, except for
at $58.00: $358.00. Immediately due and your charge that he impersonated a Naval
owing. It had a note written on the billing: officer. The attached document (plus oth“Ifyou have insurance, please let us know! ers that I have) clearly show that he was in
Otherwise, we do accept monthly pay- the U.S. Navy, and was in the covert branch
ments!“. [H: And YOU really believe the of the Office of Naval Intelligence and the
Billary plan for health care-will serve Central Intelligence Agency.
YOU well? Here you have a man tied
Not only has your fraudulent misuse of
down, drugged, can’t m-e, no defensestate prosecuting office resulted in an inplanned open heart surgery, Hepatitis nocent person being confined to state
and heart failure-A
PRISONEROFTHE
prison, but it is also contributing to the
STATE OF MISSOURI WHO IS RESPON- obstruction of justice relating to treasonSIBLEFOR HIS WELL-BEING--AND THEY ous, subversive, and criminal acts against
DEMAND HE PAY HIS OWN HOSPITAL theunited States. Russbacher had sought
BILL! People, the only money this man to expose some of these acts, and the
can access is the tiny amount that YOU evidence shows thatyouroffice, in ascheme
WILLING FRIENDS send to his “jail ac- with attorneys in the U.S. Department of
count” for small hygiene items. YES, Justice, sought to sequester evidence about
these offenses against the United States.
THE WORLD HAS GONE INSANE!]
With the presentation to you of the
attached
document showing Russbacher
RODNEY STICH TO TIM BRAUN
as a member of the Office of Naval IntelliPROSECUTING ATTORNEY,
gence (plus other documents and evidence
MISSOURI
that I have), you have an obligation to
return Russbacher to the position he was
Mr. Tim Braun
in before you fraudulently charged him
Prosecuting Attorney, Suite 60 1
with impersonating a Naval officer. That
300 No. Second Street
means, he was free, and would remain free
St. Charles, MO 63301
until his probation ended. It is my belief
Certified Mail P 888 324 265
that you should recognize the attached
document (and others that I can present)
Dear Mr. Braun:
as proof that Russbacher was a Naval
The purpose of this letter is to put you officer, and return him to the position he
on notice of facts supporting my charges in was in when you first filed the false charges
the Revised Second Edition of DEFRAUD- against him of having impersonated a NaZZVGAMERICA [H: Readers, PLEASE get val Officer.
Also attached is a letter by former Secthis book-we
just don’t have enough
retary of State Roy Blunt to prosecuting
time to offer it all, timely. Your VW
freedom andability todefend yours&es
attorney Scott S. Sifferman, stating in the
rests on what you can do here in these false charges against Southwest Latex
instances-if
YOU will not work for a Supply (which Russbacher was operating

brother in this k,ind of ABSOLUTE AND as an of&er in the CIA proprietary), @AS
FALSEimprisonment-WHOWILLHELP
YOU HAVE
SEEN,
WE HAVE
NO
YOU WHEN IT IS YOU OR YOURS?] that GROUNDS FOR THESE CHARGES.”
It

your office, in a scheme with other state
and national officials, are engaging in a
scheme to obstruct justice as it affects a
pattern of criminality against the United

appearsthatyour stateprosecutorsare on
the level of the federal prosecutors for
fraudulentlychargingcitinswithoffenses
when it is needed to cover up for the
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Confirmation,
YOU

ARE

Making

A Difference

Last Minute

News

We received

this Fax at 7:00 PM Monday

about done.

Our efforts have probably

after the paper was

saved Gunther’s

life and

that ought to make you feel very good.
We here in Tehachapi
for the humanity

thank you from the bottom

of our hearts

that you have shown.

We Still
need your
in
help
getting
him fully
released
from control of the
governmental
authorities.
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Phillips that the book was turned over to a ation of the harm inflicted upon the Ameri‘PhD.“, and that he found holes but did not can people, most of whom are totally unexplain. What qualifications would ‘a” aware of the harm and where it originates,
PhD. have to determine the truthfulness of could be halted, if people like you complied
the contents in that highly documented with federal criminal statutes requiringyou
book supported by all types of evidence? to report the charges and to publicize them.
The book, DEFRAUDING AMERICA, is We have courageous citizens being asthe product ofwhat the author found in the sassinated to silence them, while you
to discredit
way of hard-core corruption, starting while misuse your facilities
he was a federal investigator holding fed- those brave people fighting to exSincerely,
eral authority to make the charges that he pose the greatest harm ever inflicted
did. Added to his discoveries was the upon the United States.
I am enclosing a copy of one major
Rodney Stich
almost daily input for the last three years
Enclosures:
from a group of deep-cover-CIA/ON1opera- book review and excerpts from others,
tives who have risked their lives to come all of which are very favorable.
Book titled, Lkfmuding America
How about explaining what the holes
May 20, 1986 memorandum bv
forward.
CIA Director Bill Case-v
I have in my possession numerous gov- are in DEFRAUDING AMERICA so that
ernment documents showing the CIA/ON1 those who receive a copy of this letter
Infamous Blunt leiter.
status of these informants, and evidence can evaluate your answer.
END QUOTING
Sincerely,
supporting some of their statements. FiveRodney Stich
hundred and fifty pages of hard facts relat[H: I a8k that the Editors please re- ing to a pattern of criminal activities impli[H: Please, staff, make sure the
print @‘Books of The Week” iuformacating federal officials, and you have the
write-up is printed also.
[See next
tion. (See next page.)]
nerve to discredit all of it.
The accuracy of their information is page.] And, further, there were come
established by a combination of evidence, precious readers who funded the pub- .
CAN THIS EFFORT ‘HELP”?
of DEFRAUDING
AMERICA
including official government documents lication
You be the judge: Last evening we establishing their CIA/ON1 status; cross- and we are eternally grateful for that
were notified directly from the “horse’s checking their statements to me with the service to your nation.
Is this road %phtll’b?
YES, but
mouth” that there is no Judge left in the statements of other covert operatives. The
you
CAN
reclaim
it
if
you
are
willing
court that will agree to HEAR THIS book is full of specifics, and depicts an
a bit of effort. RERfEXGUNTHER RUSSBACHER CASE. “They” organized pattern of criminal activities to exertjust
cannot stand in the Light
will have to now take it out of the local against the American people, which are .BER-evtl
of TRUTH.
Uncovered, these crimijurisdiction of the system to get aJUDGE treasonous, subversive, and criminal.
willfall.
IT
You were-put on notice of these crimes, nalsbecomeKNOWNand
willing to take this case! KEEP UP THE
BARRAGE
OF THE
PEN,
DEAR and your position as a publisher, and IS UP TO YOUfl
FRIENDS-THE
SWORD CANNOT DO producer of radio programs, entails a reTHIS JOB-THE
PEN CAN!
sponsibility under federal criminal statutes, as a citizen, and as a newspaperman,
OLD FRIEND, CHUCK HARDER
to make these charges known. Instead,
you come up with this bizarre reason for
Yes, it IS hard to know your enemy for sequestering the charges made by a brave
your enemy is shrewd enough to FOOL group of insiders.
YOU unsuspecting people-by PRETENDIt is my belief that you are using your
HATONI’!
11/10/93 #2
ING to be right out front in PROTECTING newspaper, and your radio station, to misAND INFORMING YOU.
lead the listeners, to protect those involved
I would like you witnesses to make
Let me now share one more document in the epidemic corruption, and make posfrom Stich which speaks for itself and is sible the continuation of the great harm note of things you may have missed if you
directed to Chuck Harder,
upon the American people. w: Ym kr- weren’t “tuned” in to the ‘debate” (absurd
deed, such as supporting ones who offer term) last evening between Perot and Gore
QUOTING:
pure disinformation, George Green and on Lary King Live. It actual.Iy appeared
rest
crew. This comes DIRECTLY from lis- Mr. King was efforting to,be ‘f&“-the
was a debacle to the defmition of truth.
November 7, 1993 ’
teners,in your immediate locale!]
Mr. Gore pushed and pushed Perot on
I had indications prior to this recent
Chuck Harder, Publisher
‘PhD.” disclosure that you were engaging “how much funding has gone into keeping
People News Reporter
in a cover-up of these serious matters. NAFTA from being passed? He said funds
3 River Street
This latest event adds additional support in favor of NAFTA have been made public.
White Springs, FL 32096
to my thinking. I would not be surprised if Say what? You are talking about YOUR
A POFAX 904-397-4149
I was to discover you were secretly on a CIA NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY-NOT
retainer, misusing your position on the air, LITICAL ELECTION FOR NIT-WIT POLIDear Mr. Harder:
and as publisher, to protect this group that TICIANS! Then, came the disinformation
has, and is, inflicting enormous harm upon with incorrect numbers from Mr. Gore
I was recently informed that your pro- the United States and people of other coun- piled upon personal attacks against
the character of Mr. Perot and family.
ducer, Kent Phillips, speaking for you, said tries.
the book I wrote, DEFRAUDING AMERICA,
If you performed your duty, instead of ‘This” was a “debateA on the pros and
Yhas holes in it”, being why you refused to covering up, some of those people in prison cons of an international trade treaty?
make reference to it. When asked what the today,
_ _ who are scapegoats
___ _ - to silence them, Come, come!
“holes” were. the nerson was told bv
Mr.
would
very
possibly
be freed. The continuWhat I reallvd want vou to attend. I
J ~-~-

national crimes that Russbacher was seekingto expose.
Your name, and that of Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Philip W. Groenweghe,
among others, will be identified in the
Revised Second Edition of DEFRAUDING
AMERICA, in the sham prosecution of
Russbacher, and in aiding and abetting
the overall crimesagainst the United States.

Ross Perot/Al Gore

Debate
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however, is that during these discussions of expenses-MR.
PEROT SAID HE
COULD NOT EVEN BUY TIME ON ANY
MAJOR NETWORK IN AMERICA!
HE
WAS DENIED EVEN THE PURCHASE OF
TIME ON MEDIA TO DISCUSS THE
PLANNED AGREEMENT. HE HAS ONLY
BEEN ABLE TO PURCHASE TIME, ON
THIS SUBJECT, FROM VERY LOCAL
STATIONS-NONE
OF WHICH ARE CARRIED NATIONALLY 1 STILL THINK
THERE IS NOTHING
WRONG WITH
NAFTA?

For that reason, national readers don’t
get news.. .period.. ..I Ifwe, and other newspapers of such ilk don’t bring you FACTSyou have no way to get facts. Do you ever
hear about “Red” Beckman in the national
papers? How about on TV? Well, we have
written about him over the years and he
lectures and is a patriot of quite a bit of
fame in the circles of ‘citizens” who pay
attention. But ‘WE” can’t follow all the
patriots in trouble-there are too many
patriots in trouble!
Let me example the system called “Justice” in a simple update on Ekkers (Dharma/
Doris and E.J.). Remember that a couple
of months back the Sheriffs came to a
gathering wherein Dharma was speaking.
She and E.J. WERE ARRESTED in the
middle of that meeting-why? The claim
from the District Attorney was that they
had been seen trespassing on the lot adjacent to their prior property. Now, the facts
ARE, that the Ekkers have legal easement
on that property so they in no-wise COULD
have been “trespassing’@.I think, however,
that you get the picture.
Well, this was aheardRas to postponement of ‘conviction” but now comes up
again before a ‘Judge”. Guess what! The
‘JUDGE” is one, Randall, who personally
ruled that their property be turned over to
the RTC. It was and it was sold while
litigation was still underway. Worse, the
Ekkers had no legal counsel in this matter-so have to stand with “strange” fill-in
counsel. Mr. Tips will represent them “out
of loyalty”, but is unavailable for this upcoming encounter. Does the pressure ever
stop from this incredible Adver&.ry? NO!!
You must be stronger! GOD IS STRONGER-THEREFORE, YOU MUST WORK
WITHIN THAT SHIELD AND CLING TO AND
USE YOUR CONBTZTUTZO~R
YOU
WZLL -X

ZT ENTIRELYI

Why do I continue to use these ‘examples”, realizing you are weary of the
personal focus? BECAUSE YOU DONT
HAVE TO BE. SHOT IN THE FIRING
SQUAD LINEUP-IF-YOU
KNOW THE
GAME AND PAY ATTENTION TO THAT
WHICH HAPPENS TO PRIOR VICTIMS.
YBut,mso many of you retort, ‘Doris
and E.J. have Hatonn!” Oh? The minute
‘Hatonn” is mentioned in a courtroom
the case is reduced to total laughter

and ridicule. These people have NOTHING
more than you-except numbers of problems! And, perhaps, the FORCED need to
confront them on the Adversary’s schedule.
So what of Red Beckman? He has headed
a struggle to SHOW YOU, PROVE AND ANNOUNCETHEILLEGALITYOFAMENDMENT

16 OF YOUR CONSTITUTION. DO YOU
KNOW WHAT IS YOUR 16TH AMENDMENT-WITHOUT PEEKING? I THOUGHT
NOT!
We shall not go into it here but we will
offer you a FAXCOM received a couple of
days ago.

Schemes & Scams
Exposed In Montana
1 l/ 10193 W2

HATONN

From Center For Action/ Washington,
John R. Prukop. (Puyallup, Washington)
QUOTING:
Saying that ‘God is so much bigger,
they can’t do anything to me until they get
permission from God,” Montana’s Fighting
Redhead, Martin J. ‘RED” Beckman is
exuberant over the nationwide exposure of
the government’smany underhandedmethods of conducting its affairs. =Just look
back over the past 3-years and think about
how much corruption by the government
has been exposed by individuals and
groups all over America. Truly, Satan’s
Kingdom is beeairrprina
to divide a_crainst

plundered by tyrants employing a perversion of true law. The material in this wlume
is the documented evidence of the betmyal
of our trust and confidence by government
officials.
Tax-consuming public servants
have been administering and enforcing a
law which exkted only because no one was
payingtheptice
of liberty. Ourgreat nation
has beoomea victim because we have slept. 1,
And from the Introduction: “Be aware that
a new page is being written in American
history. Since 2913, our nation has been
wntrvlled by a few individuals e;rcercising
power stolen from we, the people. IWti.cians huue been violating their campaign
promises with impunity.... This book, mote
thananything else, demands an accounting
by those who thought they were not accountable.”

Many people are taking this research
work to the authorities at large and informing errant public servants of their duties
under the United States Criminal Code,
Title 18 at Section 4, entitled “Misprision of
Felony”. This law states that whoever,
having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of the
United States, conceals and does not as
soon as possible make known the same to
some judge or other person in civil or
military authority under the United States,
Never Was wilI not be misapplied in our shall be fined not more than $500 or imsituation,” referring of course to his book prisoned not more than three years or
by the same name that he and Bill Benson both. Additionally, Title 18 at Section 3
completed as a result of traveling to each of states that whoever, knowing that an ofthe. United States has been
the forty-eight contiguous States that al- fense against
_ legedlyratified the 16th Amendment to the committed, receives, relieves, COIIGOIW or
~onst&.&& the so-called “income tax assists the offender in order to hinder or
amendment”. Together they obtained cer- prevent his apprehension, trial or punishtified documents that prove conclusively ment, is an accessory after the fact.
that aen $e#em
of state Philander
Contacted by telephone this morning,
Knox, in collusion with the &Ii&~
of ‘RED” said he is aware that perhaps the
the Dep@rtment
of State, fmed
the County of Yellowstone might try to force
r~~~&ep&patfnqU+nS~t~
’ the illegal IRS sale of his property, because
ratification pre.
The legal research County Officials are unuwa?e of the law.
was completed in late 1984, and ?YHELAW Beckman has defied the illegal IRS action
MT
NEVER WAS was first published in and has occupied his property since 1979.
April, 1985. From the preface of this book He intends to file a $5~million dollar claim
is the follourhg passage:
against Yellowstone County next week for
‘Thepnxluctivity
of this nution is being their participation in ftig a bogus qNO-

itseW@

Amid rumors today that a SWAT team
had surrounded the Beckman Ranch to
perhaps physically evict the Beckmans
from their property, under a fourteen-anda-half-year-old unlawful IRS “NOTICE OF
FEDERAL TAX LIEN” which resulted in the
apparent foreclosure and sale, ‘RED” assured this reporter that while a SWAT team
has been doing training and surveillance
nearby, he isnot concerned for their safety.
“RED” states emphatically, “rhe Law that
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TICE OF FEDERAL TAX LIEN” and NOT a
LIEN. Should the County of Yellowstone
reject the claim, a decision they have 60days to make, Beckman has the option to file
an action in the Montana State District
Court in Yellowstone County. But, he says,
he hopes that his $5million dollar claim will
result in a meeting with the county commissioners, so they can be informed ofthe fraud
that’s been perpetrated by the IRS for many
years. “RED” says if they won’t listen, he will
seek remedy in the court and will at that time
subpoena the IRS District Director, District
and Regional Counsel as third parties to
testify under oath what specific law and the
particular type oftaxthey are applying in the
erroneous’NOTICE OFFEDERALTAXLIEN”
filings. “this will reveal how phoney the IRS
Codified Statutes really are, because Section
632 1 and 633 1 and many others only have
enforcement powers underTitle 27, which is
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,” Beckman
said. [H: Daes this statement about the

stitutionalists” and ‘Fully informed jurors’
who know the law from sittingon thevarious
juries throughout each county in the State.
Meanwhile, the governmentbureaucrats
are miffed at how the 6’4” Beckman, who
does not tiptoe through the tulips in his size
13cowboy boots, is always one-stepahead of
them, knowing what is reQllygoing on inside
the court house and county government.
He’s even had friends and people who work
on the “inside” in governmentand the courts
who are aware of things who say, “Red,
you’re right on target!”
.
Citing a new term he’s been throwing
aroundlatelyin bureaucraticciicles, hesays
“RAMBOITIS” pretty well sums up the siege
mentality of some of those in law enforcement-at least in Yellowstone County. But
not to worry, “RED” Beckman and The Montanu I@iluntes are lceeping carefit umtch
over everythingtheirsenmnts
do, and wsing the many schemes and saum that have,

inlrohmd in so many “wemingly unreInaticmB?]
Regarding the SWAT team, *RED” says
this past weekend there was quite a bit of
activity near his property, probably because
15 delegates from The Montanu I@iZar&s
were meeting at his ranch to discuss the ongoing crimes being committed by errant
elected and appointed public servants. The
Sheriff of Yellowstone County, Chuck Maxwell, also attended the meeting, arriving in
an unmarked vehicle. He was presented
with information concerning the validity of
the so-called 16th Income tax amendment.
At the gathering, ‘RED” says they couldn’t
name one incident where The Montuna @ilanteshad crossed the law, but in those same
13 years since they reorganized at a public
meeting held in Helena, they can document
case after case, and hundreds of pages of
evidence to prove the crimes committed by
public servants. ‘RED” recalled, in the PITSence of Yellowstone County Sheriff Chuck
Maxwell, that in Virginia City, Montana in
1864, the county Sheriff was hanged for the
crimes he had committed, adding, we’re not
backing up for a bunch ofcriminals and the
Sheriff of Yellowstone County knows it. We
wouldn’t wish the same fate on him.” Because of the gathering this past weekend,
‘RED” says they will form another group,
‘The Montana lG@anm (22mdk8 and will
send out a mailer to every registered voter in
the state of Montana in order to conduct
Town Meetings, county by county, to inform
alI of the people of the crimes that are being
committed and to also inform those who
would be selected to sit on a petit or Grand
Jury of their absolute right to judge not only
the facts in a case, but also the law. ‘RED”
says this will hopefully stop the government
fromwastingvaluabletimeandtaxdollarsin
the government’s attempt to prevent ‘Con-

Special note: The aspects of the application of IRS Code Section 6321, 6331 and
othersarethesubject ofadetailedreference
and research effort by Karl Granse in his
work, Ri&f to Property, a three-volume set
with two videos. This work together with
How to PnoperiySurrenderyour m
Security Number and Z%e Right to Tmuel are
available thmugh “We the People" Cornm&tee, 11910-C Meridian East, #142,

andare,destrvyingourl?epbl
‘Y?ed”says:
ATF not bring terror into your conscious- =A Jicst sod knows the Tnuth, avid ood is
new?
Why do you think the ATF is ti mocked.‘d p: Hold it in your hearts!]
latee

pUyallup,Washingon,Postal2ione98373/
TDC. Write or call for a free brochure and

details (206) 840-8071 FAX: (206) 840-

8074.
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people are ROT the
same WE THE PEOPLE indicted in the

%osxnos~ caper!]

END QUOTING
Well, Dharma and E.J. don’t have any
‘“vigilantes” to support them-only a cold
and hostile bunch of thugs out to “get
them”, Yes indeed, Dharma gets weak and
would like to quit-fortunately E.J. doesn’t
seem to do so-at least not at the same
time. It’s ok, readers, just knowing your
prayers support them in this work-IS
ENOUGH. I would share Dharrna’s last
outburst about it-“...it would be ok if you
did, in fact, only die oncebut facts are, we
die over and over and over again-and I’m
tired of it!” My suggestion? Create a Godly
WORLD in which to experience! Create
your play and build your PROOF-and the
goal shall be yours.
The basic “violations” of LAW as shown
in this above, DO NOT HOLD EXCLUSIVE
REFERENCETO IRS--BROKEN LAWSAPPLY TO ALL UNTO WHICH ALL LAWS
APPLY OR DO NOT APPLY! BUT, IF
ONE SET OF LAWS ARE BROKEN UNDER SHELTER OF OTHER LAWS-KNOW THAT ALL LAWS ARE BROKEN-starting with the OATH (LAW) OF OFFICE HOLDERS TO PROTECT CITIZENS
UNDER THE LAWS OF THE LAND
WHICH WAS BUILT ‘UNDER GOD”.
AND, FURTHER, GOOD FRIENDS, THE
ALLEGIANCE TO THE KOL NIDRE WILL
NOT CHANGE AN IOTA OF THE TRUTH
OF IT.

What GGReallv99
Happened
v

AA

In- Moscow?
11/10/93

W2

HATOWl

It ismandatoiythatyou SEEwhatismost
often offered to you in ?everse” intent. In
other words, as you read the following information-see the reverse TRUTH between
those lines. LIGHT in all forms is most often
invisible to the physical form.
QUOTING:
REBELS ARE LOUD WITH HATE
FOR JEWS
Howard Witt and James P. Gallagher,
Chicago %bun.e.
As run in the SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER, Monday, October 4, 1993.
MOSCOW-The angry men who orches-

trated the weekend events that led to
Monday’s fighting in Moscow-and many
thousands of their armed supporters who
swarmed into the streets behind themare die-hard Communists who never accepted the demise of the Soviet Union.
Many of the people who have taken up
arms against President Boris Yeltsin are
nationalists who fight to restore the glory
of the ‘Russian Motherland”, some are
neo-Nazis who wear swastika emblems
on their combat uniforms, and still others are disgruntled Russian army officers
who dream of re-creating the powerful
Soviet army.
Their ranks also include royalists who
want to restore the regime of the czars,
Russian Orthodox priestswho blessed antiYeltsin fighters before they rushed into
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combat, jack-booted Cossacks with long
swords and fur hats, and mercenary soldiers who have fought for pay in the numerous ethnic wars raging on Russia’s
periphery.
Although divided by radically different
ideologies--it was the Communists, after
all, who executed Russia’s last czar-they
are united by hatred for Yeltsin and his
radical plans for Russia. [H: Is everyone

Jews run the Kremlin, they say, and the unreasoning, deep-seated prejudices
White House in Washington. [H: RIGHT that spew from the Yeltsin opponents,

LIE?]

truth is very hard for the American
Zionists to swallow??]

ON!]

‘Go tell your Jew President Clinton
[true] that his Yid pig stooge Yeltsin [true]
is finished,” screamed one young man, his
face twisted with rage, at an American
correspondent outside the Ostankino TV
center Sunday night.
These are not isolated, random sentipicking up the “authority” as if factual, ments. For the last two weeks, since
of this writer’s thrust?
They do not Russia’s latest power crisis began, nearly
even have their ‘half”-truths
correct every conversation with supporters of the
much less their information about what parliament has veered at some point into
really happened.
How do these ones anti-Semitism. p: No-anti-Bolshevik

[H: Read CAREFULLY-here
was a
uslip” of the worst kind. Right here
was the credence to the statements
claimed BEING FACTS, not fantasy.],

many of them impoverished, poorly
educated workers and pensioners who
have suffered greatly under the sharp
economic transformations of the last
two years.
In fact, anti-Semitism is an ancient
problem in Russia, the land where the
czars dispatched their loyal Cossack
troops to wage murderous pogroms
presume to know what those Russian so-called JEWISH ZIONISTS.]
against Jewish villages.
And in mocitizens “were thinking” and their purThe beliefs are patently absurd-that ments of deep crisis, Russian antipose for wishing freedom for their coun- Yeltsin is Jewish, that his wife Naina is Semitism has always surged. [H: Hey,
try? Do you see how propaganda, spread Jewish (“what kind of a name is Naina?” is what about the Christian Holocaust
about under color of Uauthority and a commonly heard insinuation), that done by the Bolshevik
USemitics”?
experts is accepted even in the TOTAL Yeltsin’s entire cabinet is Jewish. w: So, Those uJews” murdered over 10 MILIf this amalgam of anti-democratic forces
were to succeed in seizing power, Russia
could be plunged back into totalitarianism. [H: Or perhaps, even, FREEDOM!]
But it seems equally likely that the
alliance simply would fracture ideological
lines; such marriages of convenience rarely
seem to last. [H: Oh barf.]
Communists, for example, still hate
fascists as a residue of World War II, while
Cossacks hate the Communists who tried
to outlaw them.
THEY HATE AMERICANS
They hate Westerners, and particularly
Americans, for the support they have given
Yeltsin-and the =decadence” they have
brought to the ancient Russian nation.
They
can’t
stand
Armenians,
Azerbaijanis, Chechens and any other nonRussian nationalities from the former Soviet Union, who are thought to have built
up mafias inside Russia to control business and commerce. (H: This is surely a

jest-why
would you like someone or
ones who bring crime, force and destruction to your Motherland and fellow-citizens? This seems like a great big
PLUS to me.]

Buttheyreservetbeirmostviciouswrath
for Jews, spitting hatred against them with
nearly every word they speak. [H: Now we--

get there, don’t we? The Uput-upon”
shouti.ngmoreUput-uponsgarbage.
Who
do you think destroyed Russia in the
Bolshevik Revolution?
Yep, those socslled, seIf-styledJEWS oftheKhazarian
Zionist One World Order!]

Jews destroyed the old Soviet Union,
they say, so they could steal its resources
and dominate its people. Jews control the
Russian economy, they say, and run it for
their own benefit; Jews own Russia’s mass
media, THEY SAY. [H: So the truth
hurts?-so

“they” say!]

LION people in their purge across
Russia. No so-called UHolocaust” Jew
One army deserter who has been guard- ever seems to remember that little
ing the parliament-an otherwise calm, escapade!]

rational and well-spoken man-suddenly
interrupted a conversation about politics
with the observation that patriarch Alexy,
the head of the Russian Orthodox Church,
is actually a Jew. pH:So what else is new?

As far back as the Fifteenth Century the
PnHocoIs have actively ordered the socaIled”Jews” (not so-called, however, in
the 15th century) to No. 4: uAs for what
you say of their destroying your synagogues: make your sons canons and
clerics in order that they may destroy
their churches.” I would also share with
you a UJewish” observation regarding
accomplishments
of the ONE WORLD
PLAN expressed in instructions from
thePmtocoIsofZtorr:
U...the6Churches’
are suffering from psralysis. The Jews
now have the Christian Churches accepting atheism-even
within their own
Christian Churches. We are rapidly succeeding in bringing the Goyim to their
knees.” Also, back in 1923 it was ob&UThuscomeRevolutionsinwhich
Christians do ail the fighting and of
which Jews reap ail the profits. Russia
is completely destroyed by the Jews.
Revolution has broken out in the EmIreland is almost a
pire of Britain.
Republic, in fact, if not in name, and the
_ a
Jews are prospering amazingly. Our socalled UBritishs Cabinet is in point of
fact a Bolshevik Cabinet in preliminary
stage. Our success is assured.” Indeed,
readers, the Zionist is all but finished in
success and the signs are obvious that
the egos of ones such as uRosenthal”
wiIl not much longer be silenced as to
that success.]

Today, anti-Semitic books and newspapers are freely sold in the subways of
major Russian cities. [H: Not to be

confused with already “taken” nations in which just to speak in question about the orthodox LIES of these
Zionist Khaears (JEWS but not Jews),
the speaker is immediately incarcerated as perpetrating
a “hate-crime”.
Ah, blind, blind lambs.]
The Mass-circulation Pravda news-

paper last summer brashly published a
story that resurrected the ancient canard that Jews kill Christian babies to
use their blood to bake matzos. [H:

Well, not to make matcos usually,
but often the Satanists, who fall into
the same category as spoken about
here, do use the blood for other
things.
This, however, is a use by
these authors to bring gore and outrageous attention
to totaI BS and
have no grain of truth to either statement. This is stinking Journalism at
its WORST!
FABRICATIOR
OF STORIES WHICH HAVE ABSOLUTELY
NO
BASIS IN FACT OR THOUGHT-JUST
FABRICATED FOR EMPHASIS OF THE
LIE.]
At one session last year, the

deputies repeatedly voted down one
Yeltsin nominee for a routine government post only because he was Jewish.
[H: If he was like the two authors of
this article-that
would seem reason
enough!]

Only after harangues from Speaker
Ruslan Khasbulatov, himself a Chechen
and the object of frequent snide remarks from extremist deputies, did the
parliament narrowly approve the nomination.
BLOOD LIBEL RESURRECTED
For more than a year, extremist ComBut facts have little to do with the munist and ndtionalist militants have
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been maneuvering their way into positions of influence inside and around
Russia’s parliament-aided
by Khasbulatov’s active purges of liberal deputies
from the leadership of legislative committees.

[H: Good grief, citizens, how are
you supposed
to get TRUTH when
this is the kind of propaganda
paid
for by the Elite to feed you blind
readers?
You think you no longer
have a ucold” war with Russia?
You
don’t-it
is UHOT AS HELL”!
Further, you who denounced my earlier
writings as being absurd-regarding
Khazars and Jewish influence in Russia, etc., had best take NOTICE.
No
matter what you THINK about the
“Jewish” Zionist “influence”
on nations about the world-you
had better realise they are infiltrated
into
thevery fiber of every so-called ufree”
nation or power-nation
around your
globe. And, I repeat, when the Titans
clash you may well not know WHO is
WHO-but
it is going to be forces of
incredible massivene8s-and
I remind
you to keep your survival gear handy
and a good hole in the ground.
The
Khasarian Zionists (now calling themselves Jews) ARE THE ANTI-CHRIST
SET FORTH
TO DESTROY
YOUR
PLANET.]

OPEN DEFIANCE
Some of these people are elected
legislators who belong to extreme nationalist, deeply anti-Semitic groups
such as the National Salvation Front,
which have openly called for the violent
overthrow of the Yeltsin government.
Others, such as hard-line Communist leader Viktor Anpilov, hold no
elected parliamentary position.
Anpilov, an organizer of the antiYeltsin demonstration last May during
which protesters wielding rocks and
steel rods clashed violently with police

[H: They had nothing else to use to
struggle
against
the horrendous
treasonists-Russian
people have no
allowance
for WEAPONS-sleepy
Amerikans!
There go you in just a
tiny bit of time... I], headed the group

of protesters who attacked the television center Sunday night. [H: And who

could stand with rocks and sticks
against
M- 18 (American
assisted)
tank8
and spotting
equipment?
Where wilI you citizens be when you
finally realise what has hit you?]

And some are experienced former
military officers.
The commander of the parliament’s
paramilitary defense forces, army Gen.
Albert Makaahov, had been fired from
his iob as commander of the Volaa

military district after backing the abortive August 1991 hard-line coup. He
commanded Sunday night’s assault on
the TV center.
Vice President Alexander Rutskoi, a
pilot, is a former Afghan war hero. He
was shot down twice and captured by
Mujahedeen rebels fighting the Sovietbacked Afghan regime-once
by an
American Sparrow ground-to-air missile, a fact that some observers believe
has contributed to his anti-Americanism. [H: H-m-m-n-n.]
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because you are being so badly ‘had”
by such as this that you won’t ever
know what put you into those planned

U.S. CONCENTRATION

CAMPS.

A friend from California has sent us
some material on those “Concentration
CampsA. He has attached a letter from
one Tony Alamo, whom some of you will
recognize in name.
I KNOW TONY
ALAMO AND I SHALL EFFORT TO SEE

THAT HE GETS SOME OF WHAT NOW

HAS POSSIBILITY
OF BEING EXPRESSED TO HIM WHO HAS SERVED
IN THE ARMY OF TRUTHBRINGERS.
NEO-NAZIS JOIN IN
TROUBLE?
MR. ALAMO?
OF
COURSE-ANYONE
WHO BRINGS
[H: Now comes the real balderTRUTH IS IN TROUBLE CONSTANTLY
dash.]
FROM THE ADVERSARY.
I WOULD
But there are also far less stable LIKE TO SHARE THE LETTER, HOWfighters in the anti-Yeltsin ranks.
EVER, BEFORE I DUMP THE CONKhasbulatov and Rutskoi, while end- CENTRATION CAMPS ON YOU.
lessly proclaiming their allegiance to
constitutionality and rule of law, actually agreed to allow about 100 goosestepping neo-Nazis from the Russian
National Unity party to join the ragtag
band of parliamentary guards. They
took the lead during Sunday’s assault
on police lines.
#These are our temporary allies,” explained army Col. Martinov, a guard
1 l/ 10193 W2
HATONN
assigned to protect the parliament’s
fourth floor.
QUOTING:
‘But I can assure you, we will never
allow fascism to rise in our country. If
Dear Concerned Christian:
these National Unity soldiers ever step
The message in this 2 1page brochure is
out of line, we will tell them to leave.”
not meant for the soul to become discourEND OF ARTICLE;
aged, but it’s meant for you to get down
before God in prayer with groanings to Him
END QUOTING
and pray that God will move away everyone
***
of today’s many mountains.
Today’s troubled world has been of old
Where do you suppose these ‘JOUR- prophesied. Sackcloth and ashes is today’s
NALISTS??” got their information? Do dress code. We are to obey the law of prayer
you actually think they would be up which is: ‘Praying always with all prayer
front in confrontation with ACTUAL and supplication in the Spirit, and watchGUNS? Don’t be silly, readers, these ing thereunto with all perseverance and
are paid propagandists-the
variety of supplicationfor all saints” (E;phesians6:18).
which would never be caught alive in We are to obey the law of suffering which is:
‘If any man will come after me, let him deny
front of guns OR TRUTH.
How many ofyou watched the tid-bit himself, and take up his cross daily, and
by Andy Rooney on 60 MINUTES this follow me,” Jesus said (Luke 9:23).
It’s a Christian’s duty to always have
last Sunday? His ‘miff” was about all
the well known personages and their their heart prepared for suffering, trials,
autobiographies.
He pointed out that temptation, for all sharpness and hardalmost ALL OF THE BOOKS are written ness; to be ready to meet and endure
“with” someone. Most ofwhat he pointed through every trial, suffering, and temptaout were ‘with” someone (ghost writer) tion, and to endure any hardship which
In other God may lay out before us in our Christian
called something NOLAN.
words Mr. Nolan has written all the warfare. But many will not obey the Lord
autobiographies for famous individu- andpray and prepare for today’s trials and
als and THAT is why such as Oliver the fiery trials in the near future, and
North has an autobiography of his life prepare for all the other things that are
and times BEFORE he ever picks up a incorporated to happen, prophesied about
pen or has a thought about what did or in both the Old and Near Testaments.
Jesus said, with the faith of a gram of a
did not happen in his experience.
Peonle. it is time vou PAY ATTENTION mustardseed’Whosoevershallsayuntothis

Tony Alamo

ThankYou
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mountain, Be thou removed, and be
thou cast into the sea; and shall not
doubt in his heart, but shall believe
that those things which he saith shall
come to pass; he shall have whatsoever
he saith” (Mark 11:23).
God is still very much on the throne
in heaven and He is still intently watching and listening to everything going on
and being said here on Earth. Yea, His

throne is in heaven but His eye is on the
Earth. He isn’t dead but He is alive. So
give Him your earnest prayer and obedience in all things, and watch the Lord
move away the mountains.
Warmest regards,
Your Brother in Christ Jesus,
Tony Alamo

Concentration

World Pastor
END QUOTING
***
Dharma, break this here, please for
the next series of writings will be very
long indeed. Thank you. We will take
up immediately at this point.

Ctimps
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This comes undated but was received
on 9 Nov. 1993. I am not happy to have to
ask Dharma to do the work required to
offer this, in full, to you-but I will! The
document comes from Tony Alamo via R.H.
but is written by William R. Pabst and
presented by SPIRAL: Society for the Protection of Individual Rights and Liberties.
CONCENTRATION CAMP PLANS
FOR U.S. CITIZENS
INTRODUCTION
QUOTING:
This transcript is presented by SPIRAL-Society for the Protection of Individual Rights and Liberties-a growing organization dedicated to informing the public of activities which could and do restrict
our inalienable freedoms, such as those
defined in the U.S. Constitution
Most of such activities are not likely to
be reported about in many of the news
medias most accessible to the masses for
obvious reasons. Therefore, it is necessary
to inform the public of these dangers of
losing our rights and liberties through
reports such as this.
The report you are about to read covers
one man’s research and diligent effort in
exposing the federal government plans for
implementing a dictatorial type of government in this country, including detention
of U.S. citizens considered ‘enemies of the
United States” in concentration camps set
up throughout the country for this purpose.
This particular information covers only
one small part of the many atrocities being
- .._I
. . . ,, .
..,,
4 . .._‘1

perpetrated against American citizens be- carriage. The man decided he would sehind the backs of the American public.. .. cretly collect one part from each department and assemble the carriage himself.
TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED MESSAGE
When this was done and he and his wife
CONCERNING
gathered up the pieces and assembled it.
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A
When they were finished they did not
DICTATORIAL GOVERNMENT
have a baby carriage; they had a maIN THE UNITED STATES OF
chine gun.
AMERICA
And that is exactly the situation that I
am going to present to you at this time. The
Center for the Study for Democratic InstiA NATIONAL EMERGENCY:
TOTAL TAKEOVER
tutions recently completed a proposed
constitution
for the “Newstates
of
This is William R. Pabst. My address is America”. The Center is Rockefeller
1434 West Alabama St., Houston, Texas funded. [H: I told you it was a timely
77006. My telephone number is: area code writing!] To give you an indication of the
713 521-9896. This is my 1979 updated type of constitution proposed, the term
report on the concentration camp program “national emergency” is mentioned 134
of the Dept. of Defense of the United States. times. The document did not have a Bill
On April 20, 1976, after a rapid and of Rights and the right to own arms was
thorough investigation, I filed suit on be- taken away. At the same time, house
half of the People of the United States Concurrent Resolution #28 awaited for
against various personages that had a key calling a constitutional convention on or
part in a conspiratorial program to do before July 4, 1976. the presiding officer
away with the United States as we know of such an event would have been Nelson
it. This is a progress report to you, the Rockefeller, Vice President and presiplaintiffs, you the People of the United dent pro tern of the Senate. This particuStates. The civil action number is 76-H- lar resolution awaited in committee.
667. It is entitled, “Complaint Against the Obviously money would not be spent on
Concentration Camp Program of the Dept. these massive programs unless there
of Defense”. It was filed in the U.S. District would be the chance for the actual impleCourt for the southern district of Texas, mentation of such a scheme.
However, in case the American people
Houston Division. The judge responsible
for the case was Judge Carl Beau (phonetic do not voluntarily adopt a new constispelling). [H: I’m sorry, this bears no tution; less troublesome to those who
udate” but we shall see that it is most desire dictatorship, there is Executive
Order #11490, which will include its
timely.]
You have no doubt heard the story: predecessors when it is sited herein.
Once upon a time, under
_ the
_ Nazi regime- in
_ The Executive Order authorizes the secGermany, a man worked on an assembly retaries of the various agencies to preline in a baby carriage factory. His wife was pare for any ‘national emergency type
but not limited
going to have a baby, but the Nazi govern- situation-including,
ment would not let anybody buy a baby to, those specified in the Executive OrA_
..*..-. _.. . ‘, **. . . I., ‘, ( .‘-‘, -:. s_*‘_:” -.. j ‘.’ :_>*1..; . *. ._,’ .
*_.’
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der itself. If you read the Order, there
is nothing at all left to the imagination.
For any conceivable pretext, a national
emergency may be declared based upon
this frightening decree, dated October
1969. The Order itself was prefaced in
March of 1969 by another Executive
Order which established the federal
regions and their capitals. All the departments of the government were involved, including the L.E.A.A. (Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration) and H.E.W. (Health, Education
and Welfare).
Congressman
Larry
McDonald has revealed to Congress that
various guerrilla and terrorist groups
were being financed by the federal government. If they (the terrorist groups)
actually began in search of activities,
Executive Order # 11490 would be activated.
But as mentioned previously, if you
will read Executive Order # 11490, you
will see that a ‘national emergency%
may be declared for any conceivable
pretext whatsoever.
If the Order itself
were activated, here is what would happen: The next day you and your family
would be standing in front of your local
post office with your neighbors; the
front doors bursting with block-long
lines of people waiting to be registered.
After waiting in line with your family for
hours, you finally
get channeled
through the doors. Once inside, you
overhear the postal clerk with his sidearm on telling a frightened registrant,
‘Look there is nothing I can do. The
truck behind the building will take you
to a work camp where you have been
assigned. Your wife has been assigned
to a factory and there’s nothing I can
do.” Then your son or daughter looks
up at you with a quivering voice and
asks, ‘Dad, why are we here?”
IMPLEMENTING THE
GOVERNMENT

NEW

Well, you see there’s much more to
life in a “free country” than paying your
mortgage. You’ have to be aware of what is
going on and act accordingly and participate in government; that is, get involved.
Examining the organization chart of Executive Order # 11490 to discover how we
have all helped finance (through our tax
dollars) the mechanics of the overthrow of
our Constitution, Executive Order # 11490
designates authority to the various departments of the federal government. [H: Why
haven’t we told you about this? WE
HAVE-OVER
AGAIN!]

AND OVER AGAIN

AND

If the Order were implemented Jthe Post
Office Dept. would be responsible for a
national registration. The State Dept. would
be responsible for the protection of the

United Nations personnel or property and
preventionofescapefromtheUnitedStates.
The Dept. of Defense would be responsible
for its expropriation of industry; direction
of service and a national production systern; control of censorship; and communication expropriation of non-industrial facilities. The Commerce Dept. would be
responsible for expropriation, selection and
international distribution of commodities
(which would be the actual looting of the
United States), census information and
human resources.
The Treasury Dept. would be responsible for collection of cash and non-cash
items and the re-creation of evidence of
assets and liabilities. The Justice Dept.
would have concurrent responsibility with
the Dept. of State for prevention of escape
from the U.S.; for replenishing the stockpile of narcotics; for a national police
force; for correctional and penat institutions; for mass feeding and housing of
prisoners and for use of prisoners to augment manpower-which would be slave
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Military PolicePrisoner-of-War(POW) Command at Lebonia, Michigan.
At this point I quote from retired Admiral Elmo Zumwalt’s (phonetic spelling) book,

ON WATCH: KISSINGER [H: Good old
Hank!] states, “I believe the American
people lack the will to do the things
necessary to achieve parity and to maintain maritime superiority. I believe we
must get the best deal we can in our
negotiations before
the United States
and the Soviets both perceive these
changes and the balance that occurs.
When these perceptions are in agreement, and both sides know the U.S. is
inferior, we must have gotten the best
deal we can. Americans at that time will
not be happy that I have settled for
second, but it will be too late.”
[H: R.H. continues
to correct
uAmerica” into “United State# which is
theoretically %orrect”. However, what
Mr. H. k MISSING is that “they” MEAN
uAmerican~ and with the NAFTA treaty
and all it entails that will be one big
place in which the U.S. will only be a
labor.
The Federal Bank (which is NOT a Fed- little portiml]
ZumwaIt said, Then why not take it to
eral bank) would be responsible for regulation and withdrawal of currency. The the American people? They will not accept

G.S.A. (General Services Administration) the decision to become second best while
would be responsible for confiscation of we are in a position of Gross National
private propertv for ltovernm ent use. Product twice that of the USSR.”
Kissinger responds, That’s a question
H.E.W. would be responsible for national3zation of education (which the Dept. of ofjudgement. IjudgethatwewUlnotget
Education has already done), health ser- their support, and if we see it and tell
vices, hospitals and mental institutions. that fact as we would have to, we would
The Labor Dept. would be responsible for lose our negotiating leverage with the
recruiting manpower; selecting manpower; Soviets.”
Zumwalt stated, ‘But isn’t that the ulreferring manpower; and allocating manpower so each particular person that was timate immorality in ademocracy; to make
registered at the post office in this national a decision for the people of such imporregistration would be told where he (or tance without consulting them?
Kissinger stated J‘Perhaps, but I doubt
she) was going to work. H.U.D. (Housing
8aUrban Development) would be respon- that there are 1 million who can even
sible for transfer of persons to temporary or understand the issue.”
Zumwalt responded’ “Even if that prepermanent housing in regional emergency
planning and cooperation. The Transpor- sumption is correct, those 1 million can
tation Dept. is responsible for emergency influence the opinions of the majority of the
enforcement and control and movement of people. I believe it is my duty to take the
passengers and the emergency operation other course.”
Kissinger responded, ‘YOU SHOULD
of the Alaskan railroad.
There are two specific agencies here TAKE CAR& LBST YOUR WORDS RBthat we need to look at and to keep in mind. SULT IN A REDUCTION IN THE NAW
They are: H.E.W. and Justice, as those two BUDGBT.”
So we see what the intention of the State
agencies are related to the Dept. of Defense. The various military departments Dept. is regarding the People. Another
are part of the Dept. of Defense. Under it, fact: On Dec. 30, 1975, the California
we have the Secretary of Army, Chief of National Guard announced in a press reStaff, Deputy Chief of Staff of Personnel lease (which I have) that the state’s Military
and law enforcement’ U.S. Army’s forces Police battalionswereorganid and trained
command, and continental Army Reserve to provide immediate response to virtually
&National Guard. And under thatwe have EVERY civil and man-made disaster’ as
the four armies dividing up the United well as to assist Law enforcement officers
States. Under the Fifth Army we have the in emergency situations; to carry out their
provost marshal, who is directly connected law enforcement as well as their military
to the Deputy Chief off Staff for law enforce- mission. When I asked four of the defenment personnel. Under the provost mar- dants in this case for their mission stateshal for the Fifth. Army we have the 300 ment they did not provide it-although
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they say it is public information.
The training spoken of for the California National Guard covers such subjects as dealing with individual civilians/civil population, detention procedures, citizen’s rights, and similar matters. And you know as well as I do that
when there is Martial Law, or Martial
Rule, citizens have NO rights-because the Constitittonis

pre-empted.

public. In every possible remote circumstance,
a takeover into “emergency”
status-be
it fire or flood!]

CONTROLLING THE MASSES
On February 16J1975Jin the SanGabrieZ
it was reported that the
L.E.A.A. (funded by the Dept. of Justice)
and the Police Foundation (funded by the
Ford Foundation) are prime movers toward
implementing a national police force. Each,
however, contends they support local police agencies. The total program involves
military units that have the function of
Valley Tnbune

Even the uniforms of the National
Guards who participate in this program are different from the regular uniforms. Army spokesmen will not reveal
more about the uniforms. But the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Dept. para-military taking over the administration of local
units, who have received this training and state governments. That program is
also, HAVE ARMY
BLACK FOR THEIR

FATIGUES
DIED
UNIFORMS.

A further fact is the disaster preparedness plan for the Marine Corps
Supply Center in Barstow, California.
Quoting from that document: “Under
the Constitution and the laws of the
United States, the preservation of law
and order is the responsibility of local
and state government.
And the authority to maintain the peace and enforce the law is invested in the authorities of those governments.” There are
specific exceptions to the above concept. One of these pertains to federal
intervention to civil disturbances in
certain situations.
Military
cornmanders are deemed to have the authority to take any measure reasonably
necessary for the protection of life and
property in the event of a sudden unexpetted public calamity which disrupts
the normal process of government and
presents an emergency so eminent as
to make it dangerous to await instructions from appropriate authorities. This
includes law enforcement duties. The
manual mentions something called
“Garden Plot Forces” J which we will
discuss at length in a few minutes.
Don Bell (who writes a weekly report) reported on July 25, 1975 [ii:
NEARLY
2 DECADE2
AGO!] that in
May of ‘75 the 303 Civil Affairs group of
the U.S. Army Reserves in Kearny, N.J.
conducted an exercise to sharpen plans
for a military takeover of the state
government
of New Jersey.
According to Colonel Frances Clark, they had
conducted similar
studies on how to

“Operation Garden Plot” (The Martial
Law program).

The method by which the national police concept is being presented to the publit has changed. It was first disguised
under the cover of protection against civil
disturbances. This program was as follows:
A) Keep the people fromgatheringin the
streets.
B) Isolate and neutralize the revolution’s
leadership.
c) Dispersal of crowds and demonstrators.
This is followed by successful prosecution in order to: 1)Validate the action ofthe
police; 2) Denying the arrestees propagandamaterials, and; 3),Denying them the
opportunity to recover money damages
against the police for arresting them.
Let me quote for you the scenario which
was developed for Cable Splicer One, Two
and Three to justify the needs for dealing
with civil disturbances: “Phase One-an
arrest and shooting provoke crowd unrest
and threats against public officials and a
riot beins to form; Phase Twepolice vehicles are ambushed’ various attempted
assassinations of public officials occur,
destruction and raiding of armories occur,
and thousands of people begin to gather
andlocalpolicelosecontrol; PhaseThreeincreased movement of rioters and the
crowds must be dispersed before they become sympathetic with the rioters. The
National Guard and the local police lose
control.’
This scenario provides for an orderly
transition from state to federal control.
The Deputy Attorney General of California
seize municipal
and county governcommented at a Cable Splicer Three conBut ference that anyone who attacks the
ment over the past few years.
a rwothis was the first time they had studied State-ev en verbally-becomes
Such units were lutionary and an enemy by definition.
STATE government.
trained during World War II to operate They are the enemy and must be. degovernments in the United States. When strayed. This program was taught in all
local violence or catastrophe struck, military’ reserve military and civilian pothe National Guard-under
command lice. The course name was ‘Civil Emerof the governor-went
into action. This gency Management Course’@. The official
is definitely NOT the situation at this explanation that was to be given if any
time....
[H: Well, you have seen it, questions were asked about the program

was: “This activity is a continuous, joint
law enforcement-military liaison effort and
a continuation of coordination established
last year.” [H: Well, whatwer Uyear” that

was is not material to another point you
had better consider very, very carefully.
Who of you know what is happening now
in your cross-training program WITH
the Russians (Soviets?) and your POLICE?
Right in the little town of
Tehachapi, California (Kern County)
LOCAL MEMBERS OF THE SHERIFF’S
DEPARTMENT HAVE TOP-LEVEL SWAT
TEAM MEMBERS WHO HAVE GONE m
MOSCOWTO CROSS-TRAIN! ALSOITIS
WELL KNOWN THAT RUSSIAN POLICE
ARE IN YOUR MAJOR POLICE ACADEMIES.
IF YOU AREN’T NERVOUS,
LITTLE ONES-YOU
ARE DEAD!
Yes
indeed, these are THE SAME sheriffs
who arrest El&en for trespass. Actually
they have gotten tobe on rather friendly
terms with one another-although
it
doesNOTstopthepoliticalharassment.
Ethers have always shown total respect
and consideration of the Police in any
form for they are simply sen&rg that
which is training reqaked.
This does
not make the scheme of the Elite worthy
of respect or consideration-except
as
attend safety and compliance.]
In 1976, the Oakland 7Wnm.e carried

the most complete explanation of what is
planned. It is reported in its entirety in the
National Chicle
which added an analysis to the story. (The Oakland Tribune’s
editor DIED SUDDENLY after the story
was published!) And I quote:
“Last Saturday the California National
Guard unveiled a new Law Enforcement
Assistance Force-LEAF, a specially trained
and outfitted Military Police unit, whose
members will serve as shock-troops in ‘he
state’s war against political protesters and
demonstrators.
“I saw a full-dress exhibition of what
the California
National Guard has
planned for the next American revolution. Helicopters JSWAT teams Jcivilian
military policemen in jack boots and
helmets, twelve-gage shotguns, .38 and
.45 caliber pistols, radios, walkie talkies, .and electrically-controlled
intelligence centers wired for instant communications with any police force in the
state.
‘LEAF is a l,OOO-member unit put
together this year to handle unique law
enforcement problems such as mass
civil disobedience’ protest demonstrations and riots. In other Words, breaking heads and taking names. LEAF has
the support of Governor Brown, a quarter-million dollars worth of grants from
the federal government’ and no public
opposition from civil liberties groups.
“For all its ineptitude however, LEAF

hasa~te~poufbMtyfromacivil
I
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liberty standpoint. It is a direct product
of the California
“Cable
Splicer”
conferences-a
series of high-level
SECRET meetings
between government officials,
law enforcement
officers
and military
planners
held
during the late ’60s and early ’70s.
The meetings were held as late as
1975, so far as many public records
show.
These were the conferences
which
Counter-Spy
magazine
had
identified as California’s “Garden Plot
Sub-plan”.
“Gary Davis-Gov.
Brown’s right
hand man-says
LEAF is to assist
civil police,
not to replace
them.
Gary says, “Civilians
could expect a
civilian type law enforcement
rather
than what ia commonly
known as
Martial Law.” Despite this assurance,
LEAF’s exercises
look disturbingly
like the military coup described
in
the novel, Seven
Days
in Way.

LEAF soldiers with nightsticks stood
at intersections, stopping cars with suspicious occupants, checking I.D. cards
and generally intimidating onlookers
with their SWAT style uniforms, their
sidearms and helmets. Perhaps more
ominously, several participants in the
role-playing exercises Saturday admitted that even under simulated pressure
there has already been a number of
incidents where the LEAF troops used
excessive force to quell disturbanceseven though their orders forbade it.”
(That ends the quotation.)
Former L.E.A.A. (Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration) administrator, Charles Ross Dovan (phonetic spelling), is on record as having stated that
local law enforcement has failed and
must be replaced by a national police
force.
Patrick Murphy, the adminis-

trator of the Police Foundation, states,
‘I have no fear of a national police force.
Our 40,000 police departments are not
sacred.* Ex-Attorney General William
Saxby warned that if we can go on as we
are, crime will invade us and the national police will take over.
For the policemen who do not cooperate and still want to be policemen,
there is the program of Contemporary
Research, Inc.- an organization of psychologists, sociologists, education specialists and economic experts-who
work toward a solution of many of
today’s social problems. The same organization develops specialized computer programming for the new worldwide military command and control
system, as well as computer based systems for law enforcement agencies at
all levels of government.
The LEAA alone will receive over a
billion dollars a year over the next 4
years-even
though it has been ineffec-
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tive against crime. This is because the Times; the foundation financed Fund for
LEAA is not geared to fighting crime; it Investigative Journalism, and; Don Wood
is geared to developing a system for of the trustworthy Ozark Sunbeam.
It
takeover
of the United States with involves the potential creation of a Police

the assistance
fense.

of the

Dept.

of De-

TO BE IMMEDIATELY CONTINUED.
END QUOTING
***

State through the use of the Pentagon
and its computerized intelligence dossier (lodged in the Pentagon basement)
of thousands of citizens by the National
Guard, state and local police departments, the LEAA, plainclothes military
forces, SWAT teams, and the Dept. of
Justice. I

Brigadier General J.L. Julienit (phonetic spelling), senior Army offker of the
Pentagon National Guard Bureau, has
admitted, “I know of no state that did not
have some form of these exercises within
the last year.”
1 l/10/93 14
IIATONN
Today the Cable Splicer handbook is
composed of 6 loose-leaf 3-ring binders
CONTINUATION OF COZVCENTRATIONthat are merely an outline for the impendCAMP PLANS FOR U.S. CRLZENS:
ing takeover and destruction of our Constitution. The Sixth Army used the term
‘Cable Splicer” for the name of the operaTHE PLANNED POLICE STATE
tion, but it has not revealed the name of the
operation in the other military areas within
QUOTING:
the U.S.
On page 4, paragraph 10 on Public
One of the programs the LEAA works on
in its fight against crime is psycho-sur- Information, the instructions state: ‘As a
gery. If you don’t cooperate with their means to prevent adverse publicity or misprograms, you are merely operated on so leading psychological effects in regard to
that you will be as cooperative as an adding coordinating, planning, and conducting
machine. Or, the LEAA supports drug this exercise, aU military participants
research for the same purpose-to neu- involved will perform such duties in
tralize neurological sources of violence. civilian clothing when exercise oriented
Hence, as an example, if a law were passed activities are conducted at law enforcewhereby the ownership of firearms was ment facilities. In the event inquiries are
declared to be illegal, you would be placed received regarding this exercise, the rein one of these programs if you did not sponse should be limited to identifying the
cooperate. The LEAA control exercise (at activity as a continuous, joint law enforcethe state’s level) is for the Office of Criminal ment-military liaison effort and a continuJustice Planning of the Governor’s Office. ation of coordination established last year.”
Here in Texas, Mr. Robert C. Klowers is still On page 6, security guidance is explained
the executive director in that office. But all to the effect that if anybody asks any
questions, limit the information that is
states have that particular department.
In May, 1975 the LEAA Newsletter de- given out on the basis of it being in the
scribes the function of one of its organiza- interest of *national interest” (security).
Now, in the festivities celebrating the
tions: the National Institute of Law Ensuccess
of completion of the exercises,
forcement & Criminal Justice. This organization funds something called the “United Attorney General Stanley R. Larsen, the
Nations Clearinghouse” in Rome, Italy. The commanding general of the Sixth Army
function of that organization is, among stated, @Themost serious challenge facing
other things, the exchange of Criminal all of us will be the challenge of discarding
For a
Justice System information with the our legitimate responsibilities.
Soviet Union. And it goes without saying significant portion of a society at large is
that we have nothing to learn from the likely to regard us with suspicion and to
CriminalJustice System of the SovietUnion. question, even challenge our authority
These incredible projects are being funded on the basic assumption of our profession. Part of this challenge we must be
with our tax dollars.
The code name for these projects are: prepared to deal with; a potentially dan“Garden Plot” and “Cable Splicer”. Garden gerous portion of our society which, in
Plot is the program to control the popula- truth, could well become the domestic
tion. Cable Splicer is the program for an enemy.n
The manual includes instructions on
orderly takeover of the state and local
governments by the federal government. operations of confinement facilities, hanAn investigation was completed in Nov. dling and processing prisoners-including
transporting,
housing
1975 by 4 sources: The conservative pub- searching,
__
-_
_ feeding,
- lication, American Cha2Zen.p; the leftist New and handling of the special class of persons

Thank you, Dharma, I know it has been
a very long day, dear, but I would really like
to cover another segment before we quit
this evening.
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facility here at Houston who I talked to;
called “detainees”. The plan also specifi- Anti-Defamation League (ADL).
“The ADL office in San Francisco is who explained to me that the prisoners
tally includes a proposition for CONFISCATION
OF PRIVATELY-OWNED
facing several civil suits and may be were called “inventoryA and “internees”.
WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION.
criminally indicted for its spying activi- He would not deny that the camps were for
ties against American citizens.
Roy U.S. citizens.
Bullock has been named as an ADL masI called the Pentagon, spoke with the
FILES ON POTENTIAL PRISONERS
ter spy for many years and kept the ADL defendant there, and then with the provost
The Army has over 350 separate record informed on ‘enemies” of Israel.......” marshal for the Fifth Army, and do you
know what? Not one of these persons
centers containing substantial informa- This is ADL B’nai B’rith, my friends.]
tion on civilian-political activities. VirtuSince 1970 local county and state police would deny that the system was for U.S.
ally every major Army unit has its own set forces all over the country have under- citizens. The provost marshal for the Fifth
aside from this. The Fifth Army of San taken crash programs to install various Army-when I mentioned the names of all
Antonio has over 100,000 files of its own. kinds of computerized information sys- the camp sites-said, Well, at least you’ve
The overall operation command post is a terns. A large portion of this is being paid got that right.” ’
The names of the detention facilities
domestic room at the Pentagon. There are for by the LEAA. Beginning in 1970, Con25 million cardson individuals and 760,000 gress and the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered that I gave him were a list that I had
on organizations held by the Defense Cen- the destruction of all these data banks, but acquired from the Ozark Sunbeam. That
tral Indexof investigations alone, And this they w=e not destroyed. All the out- list of names was the same list of facilities
information includes political, sociologi- lawed collection is now located at Mt. designated under the old Detention Act of
cal, economic and psychological profiles. Weather, Clark County, West Virginia and 1950 as “emergency detention centers”.
All this type of information on 25 million similar pentagon facilities designed as ad- But there is only one problem: That act
Americans. [H: REMEMBER: TWO DE- juncts to the president’s emergency pow- was supposed to have been reperled in
1971. After some research, I found out
CADES AGO! And, now you know of the ers under the Executive Orders.
The cadre of specialized persons to en- what the problem was. One CongressJewish Anti-Defamation
League’s inthe hearings were heId for
vohrement with listings through your force this plan are found in the U.S. Army man-hen
local city’s POLICE DEPARTMENTS!
Reserves-Military Police POW Command the repeal of the Emergency Detention
there are 17 other bits
YES, INDEED, IT IS SERIOUS!
May I at Lebonia, Michigan. Mr. Fenren (pho- Act-mentioned
oflawthat
pruvidedfortheSAMETHING.
share just one IittIe portion of Novem- netic spelling) of the 300th Military Police
her 8th (1993) SPOT”1GHZ front-page POW Command at Lebonia told me, when So it didn’t matter whether they ever rearticle: uAnother ADL Mole Unearthed: I called him from the Federal Information pealed the Emergency Detention Act. The
The web o/ ADL intrigue in the West Center at Houston, that the camps in the public was in fact tricked by the Congress
Coast and aclws the counfq
mws
Command were for foreign prisoners-of- of the United States! [H: And you think
evy~rll1om tang&d as new +tformation war and for “enemies of the United States”. NAFTA is a good deal! How do you
is uucouemd: Veteran revisionists
con- I asked him if enemies of the United States CAUSE Perot to take this information
I don’t know, United
We
netted to the Institute for Historical included U.S. citizens. He became angry, and act?
Review (DIR) in California have un- wouldn’t deny it, and referred me to a very Sfcz&-I
don’t know!]
earthed another deep-cover agent of the sinister individual at the Army Reserve
Here are the designated sites: [H: Don’t
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get your hopes up that these are ALL,
you now have designated sites from
wq
closed military base in your nation from as far back as there were
active military
bases, in addition to
acquired sites now all over the nation,
Canada and Mexico! You see, you are
already considered a New World Order
single nation!] Tucked away in the Appa-

lachian Mountains of central Pennsylvania
is a bustling town of approx. 10,000people.
Fifteen to twenty years ago it was a sleepy
village of 400. Allenwood, PA is linked to
New York City by Interstate U.S. 80. It
takes up approx. 400 acres and is surrounded by a lo-foot barbed-wire fence.

It now holds approx. 300 minimum security prisoners to keep it in shape. it could
hold 12,000 people from one day to the
next.
Thirty miles from Oklahoma City on
U.S. 66 is El Reno, Oklahoma with an
approx. population of 12,000. Due west, 6
miles from town, almost in sight of U.S. 66
is a complex of buildings which could pass
for a small school. However, the facility is
overshadowed by a guard house which
appears to be something like an airport
control tower+xcept that it’s manned by
a vigilant, uniformed guard. This is a
federal prison camp or detention center.
These camps are all located near superhighways or mar railroad tracks or both.

The federal prison camp at Florence,
Arizona could hold 3,500 prisoners, It is
presently kept in condition by approx. 400
legally convicted prisoners. Wickenburg,
Arizona is famous for its municipal airport,
which was once government owned. It is
now occupied by a private party. It is
rumored to be-capable of .being taken back
by+the federal government without notice.
Now there are a couple of other of these
facilities which are probably existing under the same arrangements. This particular rumor of instant take-back without
notice has existed for about 9 or 10 years.
The only way it can actually be established
is by looking at the local contract for the
Wickenburg Municipal Airport itself and
the parties that have possession of it.
As I mentioned previously, these names
were ratified by the provost marshal of the
Fifth Army who is in charge of the 300th
Military Police POW Command. He is the
one who verified them. He said, as I
mentioned before, “Well at least you’re got
that right.”
Some of the other locations are: Tulelake
in California-now in private hands. It can
be retaken ‘without notice”. Some of the
others: We have Mill Point, West Virginia.
I couldn’t find a thing on Mill Point but in
that area we have all kinds of prisons.
Amongthemare:Alderson,W.V.,awoman’s
federal reformatory; Lewisburg, W.V., a
federal prison; Greenville, S.C. in Greenville
County is now occupied by the StateYouth-

CONTACT:

ful Offenders Division. Even that is a
mystery to the people of that area.
At Montgomery, Alabama we have a
kderal civilian prison camp at Maxwell Air
Force Base. Now does THAT sound right?
There’s
one at Tucson,
Arizona,
DavisMonthan Air Base. In Alaskawe have
Elmendorf at Eielson Air Force Base.
And that brings us to a facility in Florida
called Avon Park, Florida.
I sent a
representative to see what was at Avon
Park, Fl. He found the Avon Park Bombing
and Gunnery Range, which is also listed as
the 56th Combat Support Squadron of the
U.S. Air Force; which is also listed as the
Avon Park Correctional Institute. No one is
permitted entrance and probably there is
no overfly permitted because it is a bombingand gunnery range. Thiswasone ofthe
places ratified by the provost marshal of
the Fifth Army.
In 1976, as well as on March 20, 1979,
I went to the Sheriff’s Dept. in Houston to
see if our local Sheriff’s Dept. had been
infiltrated by these plans. Well, it appears
so. I was put in contact with a Lt. Kiljan
(phonetic spelling)who is in charge of some
secret unit in the department. I asked himif
he had participatedin military training or in
training with military personnel here in the
Sheriffsdept. He denied it, and when I asked
him if he would testify so under oath he
became angry and stated, “You are just an
ordinary citizen. I don’t have to tell you
anything.” I later discoveredthat Lt. Kiljan is
the ex-director of the Houston branch office
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of the U.S. Secret Service. Now where does
his money come from? The area is administeredbytheHouston-GalvestonAmaCouncil.
In this regional-government plan, each
federal region is divided into state clearing
houses, and each state clearing house is
divided into area clearing houses. And in
our area we have the Houston-Galveston
Area Council. It serves as a conduit for
federal funds in two major areas: LEAA and
HEW.
Almost everybody thinks this organization (the Houston-Galveston Area Council)
is for the development of the area-the
geographical area here in Houston. But it
is not. It is for the development of LEAA
and HEW projects. Now this finds its
counterpart IN EVERY COMMUNITY
ACROSS THE U.S. It provides for these
agencies a liaison for intergovernmental
communications, interaction and coordination.
TO BE CONTINUED
END QUOTING
***
May insight and God WISDOM accompany the reading of this information. It
is*old”, readers, and you are now encircled
and the noose is closing. GOD HELP YOU
TO SEE AND HEAR.
salu.

Caliid

Prayer

I have alway; b&en fas+ated
6y the 3,3oo-year-oCd treasures of the
Egyptian king lutanfhamen:~
So*;in 1978 when the exhi6it came to Los
AnHeCes, where I was civing, I was ‘determivedto
see it.
_yrom a fist of G&et-safe CocatioGI chose t&cCosest--an outdoor shopping
maK~andarrived6efore
eight o’cCocf on a cold, raiizy morning, onliy to
inc.ahead Since I’drecently recoveredf+timyneumonia,
findd Glkf-Gong C.
I decidednot
to wait 6ut to try some indoor ticket sites. These too were
- -

crowded.

of my
UsuaCCy I taC&to Goda6sut m pro6Cems. Now that thepro6a6iGty
not getting a tic&et Coomed Yurge, 1 offeredaprayer
of relinquishment:
“Lord let my tic&et 6e 6ought 6y someone who wants to see the treasures
rayer,
6ut I eft Getter.
.as much as I do.” It wasn’t an easy
SeveraCweeks Cater my friendLin 6pa Smith tech d oned She was going to
the exhi6it that afternoon andneededhelj
wit K her chiCdren. Hoyin she
couldn’t hear the envy in my voice, I sax “of course I’liistay with t Bem.”
“.No,“she replied
“IJoudon’t understand. I especiaCC want the &ids to see
the exfii6it. I needyou
to he& me watch tfiem in t x e crowd”
“But, Linda, I don’t have a tic&et.”
“Ron didn’tget the da off,“she said. “‘yor your he&, you can use his ticket.”
“Oh, thank you, Sin 2 a,” I said- 6e ore hanging up. And then I whis ered
my tfianks to a Godwho cares a sfout all-our wishes, however smaC.P
--Tdith N. Dean, Conway, 3lrfansas
From Guideposts Magazine
For subscriptioas39 Seminary Hill Road
Carmel, NY 105129902
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WARS And Rumors

of WARS!
11/11/93 #l

HATONN

order a preemptive missile attack or even
an invasion of the South in a rerun of the
AND YOU “THINK”-NO WAR?
Korean war he launched four decades ago.
Nearly 2 million soldiers are dug in
I am interrupting the discussion on along the two sides of the 152-mile demiliConcentration Camps in the U.S. to report tarized zone separating North and South
on “wars and rumors of wars”! Remember Korea, 36,000 of them American troops
something very important: “The U.S. has [H: By the way, it has been at least two
geared itself for ‘two’ underway wars at a years now that the LIBERATOR, and now
time with ‘one’ MAJOR conflict.” So-you CONTACT, has been banned to all troops
are having rumors that deadlines are being in the U.S. military in that zone! I] who
set in Somalia for bringing your troops would be in the front line in any war
‘home’. Note, however, that they will NOT triggered by the North’s effort to bedo so until after your =holy” days. This is to come a renegade nuclear state.
further condition you to separation and
The crisis threatens to come to a head
family division.
over American attempts to force Kim to
You must now ‘look around” and see open his nuclear sites to the north of
where the other points of interference Pyongyang, the capital, to inspection by
might be established through all the pro- the international Atomic Energy Agency
paganda. You have to leave the Soviet (AEA).
encounters basically alone to keep image
Pyongyang insists that the sites are for
development butwhere else might there be peaceful purposes only; the CIA believes
established some serious conflict? Well, the North is trying to develop a nuclear
nice people
thereisaneed toget somethinggoinginthe bomb. [H: HoalongHyou
Asian sector to allow for focus change to believe this drivel? The North Koreans
to them through
‘protect the world from mad nuclear bomb- HAVE bombs-given
ers, etc.“, so let us turn to the ‘facr mills the CIA1 This, again, is the New World
hidden from you-the-people. We can go Order in full swing to take over soverright to Canada who is out to get you sign@ of EVERY nation 09 the gl&eANYWAY-because the NAFTA has all but my who drag their feet get mckd.
destroyed the nation of Canada.
The Qxcuse~ will always be something

or another to get public opinion swingFromTHESUNDAYTIMES,Nov. 7,1993 ing in the direction of support for ti
New World Order beast under guise of
QUOTING:
human rights, etc. How many North
Korean generals,
etc., wo uld the U.S.
US TARGETS CRUISE MISSILES
and Russia lllopr roaming
through every
AT KOREA
nuclear site in the U.S. and Russia?
Moreover, how long would you allow
Washington and Hong Kong:
THE them to aim misdles and have arbitrary
UNITED STATES has prepared plans for unilateral bombing raids on your couna cruise missile strike to wipe out North try before you would fight back? At the
Korea’s secret nuclear bomb-making
rate you are brought into and under
facility as its confrontation with the total control-you
would never strike
world’s last Stalinist regime turns into back-nly
continue to destroy OTHER
I
Resident Bill Clinton’s biggest foreign nations one by one.]
policy challenge.
American concerns )H: Note the total
Washington fears that president Kim 11 lumping of ALL “American” nations
Sung, who has massed more than 70% of under the facade of acceptability when
his 1 million-strong armed forces close to the meaning is: United States?] grew last

the border with South Korea, will himself week after satellites gave intelligence on

the latest North Korean troop movements.
They revealed that Kim now has more than
800,000 troops with tanks and artillery
massed in the area between Pyongyang
and the demilitarized zone (DMZ) that divides the North from the South. [H: Good

grief, wasn’t one WRONG and disastrous
war with Korea enough? Further, do
you see how this fits in with the “world
police force” and concentration camps
we are now writing about? You disperse
your troops around the globe and the
real forces (international strangers especially trained to handle U.S. citizens
by force) will move in. All dissenters will
be confined to incarceration holding
camps. Youare now WatchingthefulfIllment of the purpose for those camps we
are reminding you about.]

South Korea’s defense authorities
also reported that the North had been
strengthening military airbases and
reinforcing its air defense capability
around theyongbyon nuclearplantwith
SA5 surface-to-air missiles.
On Friday, North Korea called its
central party committee into emergency
session, and ordered its 1 million soldiers to a higher state of alert. South
Korean forces were also reported on the
alert.
A senior American official-returning from a trip to the region by Les
Aspin, the defense secretary-spoke
of
the danger of a desperate North Korea,
suffering from food shortages and economic stagnation, launching a conventional attack across the DMZ. [H: Sebalways making noise and placing the

blame on the other side when there is
no such thing remotely planned. Mr.
Aspin is simply telling YOU what is
planned from uyour” side. You plan to
blast North Korea off the map if you
can do so. Of course, short of full scale
nuclear attack from you-you
can’t
accomplish that so you simply do the
unconscionable thing and destroy them
and your own in bits and pieces-the
WORLD SATAN COALITION AT WORK!]

“These guys are starving and may feel
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that you can either starve or get killed in a
war,” said the Pentagon official, adding
that the Korean peninsula was “entering a
kind of danger zone”. Other officials in
Washington expressed surprize at his
“alarmist” remarks. p: So you go to

CONTACT:
(1 l/ 1 l/93) with Korea
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on your mind in the huge North Korean army went on a

line of importance? I thought not.] The
key to success is China from which North
Korea buys most of its oil, grain and coal.
It is an ally of Pyongyang but it also has
developed increasingly close relationswith
Somalia to FORCE FEED those who Seoul and, above all, it does not want the
didn’t want you-why
do you not just North to have nuclear weapons.
FEED the hungry and wouldn’t that
North Korea is the world’s most represwor& in all probability, better than war? sive state [H: That is what they have said
about EVERY state you have invaded
A sudden strike by the North would be and attacked.)-Amnesty
International
devastating on South Korea’s defenses. lists 150,000 political prisoners [H: Gosh,
But so would the retaliation on the North; you can best that number-ask Gunther
President Clinton haswarned that it “would Russbacher, Ray Renick, Bo G&z....
be the end of their country.”
and soon, you will have concentration
Over the past few days there have been camps filed to overflow with YOU.Eas

war-footing.
A defector from the North told the CIA
that the nuclear programme at Yongbyon
was more advanced than was originally
thought. ‘He came armed with a really
horrifying tale,” said one official. “rhey
lack only a few small pieces to complete a
device. It’s really scary.”
The stakes in this poker game are considerable. Clinton not only has a treaty
obligation to defend the South against the
North, if he backs down-as some American critics suspect he will-he could trigger an east Asia nuclear arms race, as
Japan has threatened to develop nuclear
weapons if North Korea does.
“If, as now seems likely, the US is perceived as having abdicated its decadeslong commitment to defend its friends and
allies in the region, it is predictable that
Japan, South Korea and probably Taiwan
and perhaps other Asian rim countries will
go nuclear,” said Frank Gaffney, the head
of the Center for Security Policy, a Washington think-tank. [H: Here you HAVE IT!

Everyone still with us? Unpleasant?
Womanizer?
Drunk? Question about
h,is sanity? Sounds like the whole of
your Congress to me, Supreme court
and average Administrative
executive
and supervfrorl] He was the alleged orga-

zations!
Isn’t it remarkable to read
things when YOU KNOW WHAT IS e
ALLY HAPPENING, recognize the players and CONNECTIONS?
DO YOU SEE
HOW KNOWING TRUTH COULD AND
WOULD SET YOU FREE?].

NOT FOR YOUR WAR-MONGERS!]

a series of crisis meetings in the Pentagon
and the White House to discuss contingency plans for the defense of South Korea,
including a limited strike on the North’s
nuclear facility with cruise missiles.
Jim Woolsey, the director of the CIA,
has described it as the most serious crisis
facing the administration, but the president has been receiving conflicting advice
from the advisers. The State Department
and the National Security Council are less
alarmed, arguing that North Korea is engaged in a huge bluff aimed at, winning
American concessions.
The State Department has dangled
American diplomatic recognition, trade
deals and the cancellation of a joint USSouth Korean military exercise in front of
the North Koreans without results, however, Bob Galucci, the chief State Department negotiator, found that North Korean
officials invariably renege on any compromise once they consult with their political
masters. [H: How many promises and

well as its most secretive. Despite the
general collapse of Communism in the
world and the disintegration of the North
Korean economy--the gross national product fell by more than 15% between 1990
and 1992-Kim has rejected any political
reforms. His regime is as hardline as ever.
Kim, an octogenarian, has handed over
day to day control to Kim Jong 11,his son,
an unpleasant womanizer and drunk who This is one of the MAJOR Tavistock
has a question-mark over his sanity. [H: World Order Committee of 300 organi-

nizer of North Korea’s sinister overseas
terrorist operations in the 198Os, which
culminated in the bombing of a South
Korean airliner in 1987with the loss of 115
lives. [H: Oh, NOWwe get 3hsreV Sorry,
readers, you can lay that little bombing

incident
right in the lap of SLO
agreements have your POLITICIANS bro- Connection’s Judge William Clark, a
ken-TO YOU? Would YOU trust them?] more recently recognized acting SecreClinton is now preparing to ask the UN tary of State! FOR THE UNITED STATES
Security Council to impose sanctions,which OF AMERICA!]

For much of the past 40 years since the
end of the Korean War an uneasy stalemate has existed on the divided peninsula,
punctuated by occasional border incidents.
But the North Korean leader pledged last
beginning to see the ploy and how in- December to reunify the Korean peninsula
sidious the lies are and the total ma- by force if necessary by 1995 pi: In other
both South Korea and Japan fear could
trigger an attack from the North.
The effectiveness of sanctions on acountry as isolated as North Korea is questionable. [H: Well, what about Haiti? Are you

nipulation of your mindset? WHAT ARE
YOU DOING, AMERICANS?
I use the
term “Americansn intentionally-you
are
considered now, all of you, one nation
under the control of the U.S.-actually
ALL under control of the Committee of
300 One World Government!
Suppose
these “North Koreans” and “China” and
the Ukraine, Georgia and other holders
of nuclear
weapons
DECIDE
TO
COUNTER THE WORLD TAKEOVER?
OUCH! KEEP YOUR HOLES READY AND
SUPPLIES AT HAND-YOU
ARE GOING
TONEEDTHEMANDFROMTHESOUNDS
OF THESE THREATS-PRETTY
SOON!
9ow many of you got up this morning

words-we
are going to give you unity
and happiness IF IT KILLS YOUI] Mili-

tary training was intensified and more
ammunition put aside, according to South
Korean sources. The number of air sorties
increased, and North Korea also moved
multiple rocket launchers closer to the
border area.
Then in March, the North decided to
withdraw from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty after IAEA inspectors found
signs of undeclared nuclear activity at the
Yongbyon plant. While American analysts
argued over whether the withdrawal was a
stratagem to gain time to develop a bomb or
a scheme to secure favors from America,

Last week pessimism seemed to reign
about the prospects of the United States
and North Korea reaching a compromise
that would head off a showdown. Analysts
saw little likelihood of Washington persuading North Korea through diplomacy in
the near future to abandon its nuclear
programme or to cooperate with the IAEA
by opening Yongbyon to international inspection again.
As the room for dialogue runs out, the
possibility of imposing international economic sanctions on North Korea through
the UN is increasingly mooted. Asian
experts say such a development is fraught
with danger.
Sanctions could provoke North Korea
into reacting violently, they fear, lashing
out in a defiant gesture against its perceived enemies. They could also trigger an
economic collapse so that the country simply implodes. Either way the ensuing
instability that would sweep the Korean
peninsula would be a disaster.
END QUOTING
[H: This entire presentation is a blatant “Intelligence” world plot to plant
total expectation and acceptance of an
attack against Korea.
Do YOU understand this? Do you, further, see that
with these announcements (ALL LIES)
YOU will DEMAND such an attack? It is
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distributes federal funds for two major
purposes: 1) Radio hook-ups between evcry police agency in the state of Texas for
SPEAKING OF GUNTHER- Fort Sam Houston, and; 2) Mental Health
NEWS FLASH: And, readers, it is time to programs, including programs for the menput every effort you can muster into atten- tally ill having priority of beds and hospition to this political prisoner. As of yester- t&S.
Another interesting fact to consider is
day, Gunther was readmitted to hospitalization. He was having severe chest pains that in the Pine Bluff, Arkansas Arsenal “3with no way to counter them. He is at the 2” is stored. It’s nerve gas which creates
Barnes-St. Peters Hospital which is be- sleepiness, disziness, stupor, and the
lieved to be in St. Peters, Missouri. The incapacity to move about. According to
physician’s
name is Dr. Lewen, 6 the Associated Press, the agent can be
Jungerman Circle, St, Peters, MO 63376. sprayed by aerosol, injected or sprayed
BARRAGE THE HOSPITAL AND THE GOV- over large areas by a bomb. The Military
ERNOR. IT IS YOUR TIME TO ACR (See has admitted that one potential use of
pages 33 8634 for addresses to write to.) the gas is for CIVILIAN CONTROL. So
Gunther is still “restrained” but this whatever they have planned theyve also
time with only one leg iron so he has less planned a way for you to go to your destirestriction than before. Here is the ‘kicker” nation in a tranquil state of mind.
HEW, by law, is operated in conjunction
however: The doctor informed Mrs.
Russbacher that there are only three ways with the United Nations through the World
that Gunther could possibly have gotten Health Organization (WHO). Back in 1948,
Hepatitis: 1) BLOOD TRANSFUSION 2) the International Congress on Mental
SHARE A NEEDLE (ILLEGAL DRUGS) AND Health-a U.N. organization-declared in
3) HOMOSEXUAL ACTIVITY. The doctor is its pamphlet, Mental Health and World
going to check Gunther, now, for HIV be- Ci~&nship, that, “prejudice, hostility or
cause he says: “HIV and Hepatitis al- excessive nationalism may become deeply
most ALWAYS go hand-in-hand.”
YOU imbedded in the developing personality
have to get this man out before they without awareness on part of the indimanage to KILL him!
None of these vidual concerned. In order to be effective,
things are serious to him IF you can get his efforts of changing individuals must be
appropriate to the successive stages of the
release and into a health regime.
Gunther is said to need an angiogram unfolding personality. While in a case of a
NOW, but they are unable to perform this group of society, change will be strongly
due to the possible spread of additional resisted unless an attitude of acceptance
infection as a result of the Hepatitis. has first been engendered.
“Principles of mental health cannot be
They, in an effort to get a more clearly
successfully
furthered in any society undefined picture, have been efforting to gather
medical records. They have contacted St. less there is progressive acceptance of the
Joseph Hospital for Gunther’s medical concept of world citisenship,” the docurecords regarding his heart condition from ment states. “Programs for social change
1989 through 1990 and, MYSTERIOUSLY, to be effective require a joint effort of psyTHE RECORDS ARE NOWHERE TO BE chiatrists and social scientists, working
together in cooperation with statesmen,
FOUND!
WVERNOR WE’RE HAD administrators and others in positions of
AS HE-WE
WOMT Tm
TWIS MUCH responsibility.” [H: Well, you’ve got it!

“get serious” time, readers.]
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the problem is: Let’s redistribute the wealth
among everyone. [H: Meaning, of course,
“everyone" in the Elite Corp of 300
Committee members. This too, MAY,
however, cause a “neurotic reaction”
which indeed may need incarceration
for protetctionof the deprived indMduaL]

Further, the reinterpretation and eventual eradication of the individual’s concept
of right and wrong-which has been the
basis of child training-are the belated
objectives of practically all effective psychotherapies. Now if we digress even further, to Beria (phonetic spelling), the director of the Soviet Secret Police in the 193Os,
we see he explained the communist political strategy through the use of “mental
healings” of psychiatry:
‘PSYCHO-POLITICS is the art science
of asserting and of maintaining a dominion
over the thoughts and loyalties of individuals, officers, bureaus, and masses, and the
effecting of the conquest of enemy nations
through mental “healing”.
‘You must
he
stated,
“until
every
teacher of
work,”
psychology unknowingly or knowingly
teaches only communistic doctrine under
the guise of psychology.” [H: So--you
have accomplished as much.]
[H: Editors, you knew it was coming-indeed,
we have to begin to rerun
as much as we can of the PSYCHOPOLITICS material with follow-on with
“brainwashing” information in the U.S.
and World. Repeat? YES! You ones are
in serious trouble, can’t remember what
you have been given and some are NEW
to the information and NEED IT ALL.]
Editor’s note: We will begin to remn
the Psycho-Politics
material as soon as
we have located and compiled it.

If you look at the Russian manual of
instruction of psycho-political warfare, we
see in chapter 9, “Psycho-political operations should at all times be alert to the
opportunities to organize for the betterment of the community mental health cenDoesn’t this make you sleep well at ters.”
LONGER1
Now, under the new national Mental
Readers, jpu can accomplish this night knowing all these adept persons
are working for your utotalcomforts and Health program at this moment p: Two
task with just a little bit of eflb
decades ago.] there are more than 600 of
PLEASM
so. We am~hwnb4ygmte- umindlessness”?]
The three phases of the development these communitv mental health cenjilqilqdssa&tionion~this~~timeof
are: 1) Mental hospitals for segregation, ters across the United States.
The
Back we go to Concentration Camps: care and protection of persons of unsound whole thing was promoted by Dr.
minds; 2) Community Mental Health Care Stanley F. Yoles (phonetic spelling), who
Centers, so that persons may be treated in was the director of the National InstiCONCENTRATKlN CAMP PLANS
their own neighborhood; 3) Child Care tute of Mental Health [H: Tavistock
FOR U.S. CllZENS
Centers for dealingwith early difficulties of Mind-alteration
organisation
of the
Committee of 300.) in 1969. And he
nationalism in a child’s life.
CONTINUATION, PART II:
Two years earlier, Major General G.B. stated back then that the newest trend
Chisholm, Deputy Minister of Health in in treating mental illness is care at
CONTINUE QUOTING:
Canada-who later became director of local health care centers where the
United Nations World Health Organiza- patient is not isolated from his (or her)
MENTAL COOPERATION IN
tion-explained, “Self defense may involve family and friends. They have been workTAKEOVER PLANS
a neurotic reaction when it means defend- ing on this program for 46 years pubI [researcher, William R. Pabst] exam- ing one’s own excessive material wealth licly [H: now nearly 3 /4 of a century],
ined their projects to see what they were from others who are in great need. This and now across the U.S.-through
attitude leads to war.. ..” So his solution to vour tax dollars-vou
have
603.
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centers, ~mmun.@MealthCentersthat
Frankenstein-type mental health prison in
are all part of this program. [H: Remem- Alaska. I wrote to Alaska (the officials, that
M
~(1s written almost 2 decades is) and asked them for a description of the
-O. Ahso YOU will note that families can land of 1 million acres that they were
well be %eated together” in these nice eligible to receive, under the Alaska Mental
“Cente+’
and/or in Central Holding Health Act, and where they are. And I also
CenterHeWer
known as Concentra- asked them for a copy of the inventory they
tion Camps. In fact, LOTS of peopleran for their facilities back at that same
BUNCH-an
all be “treated” at once.] time. Well, so far no answer. Probably I will

And this is how they are part of the never receive an answer without a court

program (It has already happened): In the order [not likely].
mid-1950s, there were set into motion an
interesting chain of events. About 1956
the Alaska Mental Health Bill was proposed and later passed. It granted approximately $12 million and 1million acres
of public land to Alaska so that it could

But through the years, there was a spot
in Alaska that was continually referred to:
Southeast of Fairbanks; southwest of
Fairbanks; northwest of Fairbanks-somewhere near Fairbanks. Then I received
information that a pilot had flown over the
develop it6 own mental health program. area once and had had his license revoked.
NOW this wasalittle abnormal since Alaska And so, for $1.85 each, I ordered the lowonly had a little over 400 people who level navigation maps from the federalgovWereChLSSinedasmentflyill!
ernment for Alaska and located the AlaskaAfter the bill was passed, Alaska passed Siberian Asylum for the treatment of enits own enabling legislation to get into the emies of the United States. It’s right where
mental health business. They started by rumor over the past 20 years had placed it:
adopting the essential elements ofthe Pub- southeast of Fairbanks. It stands out like
lit Health Service Draft Act on the hospital- a sore thumb! It’s the only one of that
ization of the mentally ill in the old @Inter- geometric configuration within the state of
state Compact on Mental Health-now Alaska, and you wilI note a black line
called the Uniform Mental Health Act. There running up through Fairbanks. and down
were no provisions for a iarv trial in it or over near that area of the map. That is the
anything else. You would just be picked up railroad that the Department of Transporand taken to the Alaskan-Siberian Asy- tation would take theemergency operation
lum-incommunicado
w: Sort of lihe of, under the Executive Order-if the ExEleanor and son, Rod, perfected on poor ecutive Order went into effect. And HEW
John. Have him admitted, demand and would be responsible for making a deterlegally require uno visitors", abandon mination of whether or not you were menhim totally and ‘Wsn finished--” they” tally disturbed because of your nationalisget the property, you get the”shaftw and tic tendencies, your love for the United
hopefully, for them, you shut up and die States, or your adherence to any political
alone without having to spendvery much or religious doctrine.
But let’s look a little further into the
on your uving expensss.l-and
the state
would also confiscate all of your personal @pe of program that the LEAA is paying for
and real property! And they actually tried through the Dept. of Justice. The Federal
to do it in 1954 in the case of Ford vs. Bureau of Prisons-located in the backMilinak (phonetic spellings), which declared woods of North Carolina, near a tiny village
the act as adopted in another state (Mis- called Butner-is constructing a mamsouri) [H: OUCH!, CAPT. RUSSBACHER!]
moth 42 acre research complex for prisonas unconstitutional. [H: SO WHAT?!? ers from throughout the East. Who will be
UConstitutional” has nothing to do with sent for experiments to test new behavioral
your treatment
through force, any programs and techniques? Target date
for COMPLETION OFTHE ENTIRE SYSlonger.]
The act itself still exists-and modi- TEM IS, IRONICALLY, 1984. [Ref: Orwell
fied-but essentially in the same form, the “I 9841
And so, they’re using right now, under
Uniform Mental Health Act, to which approximately 6 states subscribe. pH: Now the LEAA program, something called
almost all.] In passing most State Consti- anectine (phonetic spelling). Punishment
tutions-if you will check them from the for troublesome behaviorwithinthe prison
period of 1935-made a part of their con- is being done by drugs and shock, likely to
stitution the practice of having a person be the most selected examples of programs
submit to a go-day mental examination to that have made use of anectine-a derivadetermine his (or her) sanity, without any tive of South American curare.. Anectine
provision6 for a trial by jury. This was was originally used as a beginning factor to
part of the national program at that time. electro-convulsive shock. Such shocks
In this act, the governor could have applied to the head are so strong they
ANYONE picked up and sent to the Mental can break the great bones under the
Health Institution in Alaska or elsewhere. strain of resulting muscle contractions.
The results as rumors back in the 5Os, Since anectine paralyzed the muscles withwere that there was in fact a sinister, out dampening consciousness or the abil-
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ity to feel pain, by first injecting the inmates with it, researchers can turn up the
voltage as high as they want without cracking the inmates’ skeleton when his body is
thrown into convulsions by the jolt. [H:
Goodness, all Uthisw SHOULD correct
almost any incorrect thought processes
and heal a “disturbed” patient almost
instantly.]

What the anectine does, in short, is to
simulate death within 30 to 40 seconds of
injection. It brings on paralysis first, with
the small rapidly moving muscles in the
nose, fingers and eyes, and then in the
diaphragm and the cardiovascular system.
As a result, the patient cannot move or
breathe and yet remains fully conscious,
as though drowning and dying. This is
taken from the 1974 publication, HUMAN
BISIA~CU?.
TO BE CONTINUED
11/11/93 W2
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CONTINUATION: CONCENTRATION
CAMP PLANS FOR U.S. CITIZENS.

THE PEOPLE vs. THE CONSPIRATORS
The federal government answered my
(researcher, William Pabst) suit in June
(1976) by filing an unsworn general denial
of everything that I had alleged. I spoke
with the assistant U.S. Attorney in charge
of the case and asked him if he had gone to
the trouble to call any of the parties mentioned in the suits-since I had provided
not only the addresses, but their telephone
numbers to provide a faster means of investigation. He said he had not. He had not
even done a minimal amount of investigation of the case, yet he filed a denial of my
allegations.
I filed a motion in the meanwhile to take
the deposition of the person who writes the
training programs for the concentration
camp guards, Mr. Richard Burraga-the
75th Maneuver Air Command at Army
Reserve Center at Houston, Texas-stating
that in light of all the recent activity of
government agents, one of the agencies
involved might attempt to murder this key
witness, the author of the training camp
program. The federal judge denied my
motion, stating that I had not quotedenough
cases to him justifying my request. HOWever, he was also aware that there were no
cases existing on this set of facts, but as
you will see as I go along with this report,
he chose to ignore it.
I then made an agreement with the
assistant U.S. Attorney to take the deposition to Mr. Burraga. After I’d made the
arrangements, the U.S. Attorney refused
to voluntarily go along with taking the
deposition. It is very difficult to find
justice in our system of oo~S*
Law is
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usually practiced by the ‘buddy system”,
hence the court rules are overlooked or not
followed.
On July 20, 1976 a hearing was held at
the magistrate of Norman Black, U.S. District Court in Houston. The courtroom was
completely filled with spectators. And although the news media had been contacted, no representatives of the press
were there. There is a news media blackout
on this matter.
Brief oral arguments were presented.
The U.S. Attorney explained that I was not
the proper person to bring the suit because, although the free exercise of my
constitutional rights were threatened by
the concentration camp program alleged,
it did not constitute any injury. The magistrate was impressed with the information
I had thus far collected and stated that he
would bring it to the attention of the federal
judge. The U:S. Attorney tried to have my
investigation of the case halted, but the
magistrate would not go along that far with
a pre-arranged decision.
As an additional indication of what I
was up against, the original hearing was
scheduled for lo:30 in the morning. However, the U.S. Attorney had secretly had
the time changed to 2:30 in the afternoon.
The magistrate gave the U.S. Attorney permission to file for motion to dismiss because he felt that the concentration camp
program-to be used for persons who exercise their freedom of speech-did not
present any injury.
Now, on July 23 I had placed in the
Houston Post and in the Houston ChrvnicZe
newspapers the following advertisement in
the legal section. Quote: ‘Solicitation for
witnesses in Civil Action 78-H-667, Federal District Court of Houston, People
extemporal William Pabst vs. Gerald Ford
et al. The action titled: Complaint Against
the Concentration Camp Program of the
Dept. of Defense. Attention: If you have
participated in Operation Garden Plot,
Operation Cable Splicer, the 300th Militar-y Police Prisoner of War Command, or
the Army Reserve Civil Affairs group, you
may be involved in a program that needs to
be disclosed for this suit. To give your
testimony call or write: (and here I place my
name, address and telephone number).
As I previously mentioned, there is a
news media blackout on the story . Both
newspapers refused to carry the ad. First,
at the Houstonhst,
I had to threaten them
with a law-suit to carry out the ad, even
though I was paying for it. And then at the
Chronicle I had to meet with the president
and various vice presidents because a refusal from that paper had come up from
their own lawyers. Both newspapers iinally carried it, but only after two days of
complaining. The initial response of both
papers was: 7Ne don’t carry stories like
that” and: ‘Don’t you think that the people
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planning the concentration camps have
our best interests in mind?” As you will
hear for yourselves, the policies definitely
do NOT reflect our best interests.
The next event that occurred was that
the U.S. Attorney filed a “Statements of
Authority”, showing the reasons that he
could find why I should not be allowed to
take depositions to get more information
from the person who was writing the concentration camp guard training program.
However, his brief was completely filled
with misquotes of the law from many cases.
He’d mention the case and then invent
whatever the case should say. In my brief
to the court at this point, I notified the
judge of the violation of the law requiring
honesty in such matters. But the notification was ignored by the judge, who apparently sanctioned this most dishonest of
acts commonly known as “quoting out of
context”.
THE GENEVA CONVENTION
My brief was tiled on August 27, 1976.
On August 3 1, formal arguments were set.
The new courtroom of the magistrate was
almost filled again. However, no one from
the news media showed up for this hearing
either. The few who were contacted had
been told not to go; they would lose their

jobs.

At the hearing I introduced evidence
that heretofore had never been introduced
in any court of law in the U.S. The U.S.
Attorney had denied, you will remember,
everything in my suit without so much as
even a tiny investigation. So I introduced
him to evidence the following letter from
the Dept. of the Army, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff of Personnel, signed by: 1B
Sergeant, Colonel G.S., Acting Director of
Human Resources Development.
Quoting: ‘On behalf of President Ford, I
am replying to your letter 27 May, 1976,
regarding a news article in the DaZZus
Morning News. As much as he would like to, the
president cannot reply personally to every
communication he receives. Therefore, he
has asked the departments and agencies of
the federal government in those instances
where they have special knowledge or special authority underlogued.
YFor this reason your communication
was forwarded to officials of the Dept. of
Defense. Within the Dept. of Defense, the
Army is responsible for custody and treatment of enemy prisoners of war and civilian internees as defined under terms of the
Geneva Convention of 1949. Therefore, the
Army is prepared to detain prisonersofwar
and detainees as defined in Article IV of the
1949 Geneva Convention relative to the
treatment of prisoners of war and protection of civilian persons.
‘It is U.S. policy that its Armed Forces
adhere to the provisions of international

law to set the example for other countries
of the world to follow and respecting the
rights and dignity of those who become
victim of international conflict. It should
be noted that the Army program is designed for implementation during conditions of war between the U.S. and one or
more foreign countries. The Army had no
plans nordoesit maintaindetention camps
to imprison American citizens during”domestic crises.”
The problem with this letter is that &
not true, and that’s what I’m going to
discuss at this point. First of all, in verifying the authenticity of the claims in the
letter, I checked the Geneva text. There is
no article in the Geneva Convention entitled as the letter states. There is, however, on each of the classifications: “Protection of War Victims/Civilian Persons”
and a separate article on “Prisoners of
War”. That was the FIRST discrepancy.
The next problem with the letter from
President Ford’s representative is that it
states that the prisoner of war guard program is set up for the implementation for
“conditions of war between the U.S. and
one or more (foreign) countries.” However,
Article III of the Geneva Convention reads
that the treaty applies to (and I am quoting): ‘In case of an armed conflict, not of an
international character, occurring within
the territory of one of the high contracting
parties.” Obviously an armed conflict occurring with one’s own territory did not
mean between one or more ofthe parties to
the treaty, especially if only one is involved.
Now, the examples of this type of conflict in
the U.S. involving only the U.S. this
convention or treaty can go into operation-which includes the ~rocdurecl
for
setting UP the concentration camps.

Article LXVIII of the Convention states
(and I paraphrase): If you commit an offense that is solely intended to harm the
occupying power, not harming the life or
limb of members of the occupying power,
but merely talking against such a forcesuch as the Martial Law situation-you
can be imprisoned provided that the duration of such imprisonment is proportionate
to the offense committed. Well, President

Dwight Eisenhower didn’t feel that provision was strong enough. So he had the

following additions placed in the treaty,
which states: “TheU.8. reservestheriprht
to impose the death penaltv in accordance with the ~radsiox~~
of Article
LXVIII without remud to whether the
offenses referred to therein are punishable bv death under the law of the occupied territorv at the time the occtmation be&s.”

So not only can you be imprisoned for
having exercised freedom of speech, YOU
CAN BE PUT TO DEATH UNDER TRE
PROVISIONS OFTHEQENEVACONVENTION IN 1949 FORRAVIN~ERERCISED,
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OR ATTEMPTING TO EXERCISE FREEDOM OF SPEECH.
The next item that I introduced into
evidence was a field manual; FM 4 l-10,
‘Civil Affairs Operation”. You will remember at the outset that I mentioned Civil
Affairs groups. Let me quote to you from
that manual what one of the functions of
the Civil Affairs activities includes: “Item 4.
Assumption of full or partial executive,
legislative and judicial authority over a
country or area.A So let’s see what a
‘country or area” is defined as in the same
manual. It includes: ‘small towns and
rural areas, municipalities ofvarious population sizes, districts, counties, provinces
or states, regions of national government.”
Nowhere in the manual does it exclude
this program from being put into effect
right here in the United States. As a matter
of fact, in Keamy, New Jersey, the Civil
Affairs group went into that area and practiced taking over that governmental unit,
And yet the Army-in its letter of June 16states that these programs are not for us.
Yet they are practiced here in the United
States under conditions that can only occur here at home.
The study outline of field manual, FM
4 1- 10 on page j-24 under ‘Penal Institutions l-B”, you see there is a program on
concentration camps and labor campsnumber, location and capacity. It is im-
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Affairs company from Kansas City, MO.;
the 307th civil Affairs group from St.
Louis, MO.; the 490th Civil Affairs group
from Abilene, Tex.; the 413th company
from Hanlin, La.; the 12th S.S. group, 2nd
Battalion (headquarters unknown).
They’re ready to go into action. The
problem is that it appears they were ready
to take over the entire government of the
United States as their mission sets out.
One man who attended this staging area
talked to a Civil Affairs sergeant and asked
him what his job was. The sergeant explained that the civilians of this country
will really be surprised some day when the
Civil Affairs groups begin to operate the
government.
Now, the Dept. of the Army still maintains that all this is not for the United
State-yet this training continues here for
us. The evidence is overwhelming; the
plan exists for the imprisonment of
millions ofU.8. citizens. Andeven though

all this information was presented to the
federal magistrate, he still felt that no one
was injured by such a plot.
On the 2nd day of Sept. 1976, the
magistrate recommended to the federal
judge that the case be dismissed. And the
sole basis for this reasoning to dismiss was
that we have to actually be physically
injured before we can maintain a lawsuit of
this type. He did not feel that, although all
portant to note that a concentration
this active planning, preparation and traincamp and a labor camp ARE ALWAYS ing was going on, that any U.S. citizen had
LOCATED NEAR EACH OTHER FOR been injured-ven
though the citizen may
OBVIOUS REASONS.
fear exercising his (or her) freedom for fear
Again on page d-4 of the same manual of being detained and imprisoned in a
you’ll find a sample receipt for seized prop- concentration camp at a later date.
erty; a sample receipt written in English
IGNORING THE CONSTITUTION
and containing terminology applicable to
only U.S. territory.
The case of Tatum B. Laird, heard beOn page 8-2 of the same manual, under
the heading “rabies of Organization and fore the Supreme Court in 1974, is a case
Equipment”, we find that there are 3 other in point. It involved the Army intelligence
organizations that would be working along collecting apparatus, which was developwith the Civil Affairs operation: the Chemi- ing a list of names of persons who the Army
cal Service Organization, the Composite felt were troublesome. The Supreme Court
Service Organization, and the Psychologi- held that the making of lists of this type did
cal Operations Organization, along with not of and by itself present any injuries.
The minority opinion in that case was that
the various Civil Affairs organizations.
In July of that year (1976), the following the injury in the case with a program such
Civil Affairs groups met with the following as this made people afraid to use their
airborne groups at a staging area in Fort freedom of speech for fear of being sent to
Chaffee, Arkansas: A staging area is where jail for it. But the majority did not buy that
military units meet before they go into argument.
The difference between that case and
action. They met with the 82nd Airborne
and part of the 101st Airborne; the 32 1st this case-although we also have the comCivil Affairs group of San Antonio, Texas puter program-is that we have something
headquarters; the 362nd Civil Affairs bri- much fruther past that point: the concengade from Dallas, Texas; the 43 1st Civil tration camp guard program and the Civil
Affairs company from Little Rock, Arkan- Affairs program for the taking over of all
sas headquarters; the 306th Civil Affairs functions of our government. In light of
group, U.S. Army Reserves, Fayetteville, that the federal judge said that this is not
Arkansas commanded by Lt. Colonel N. an injury. As a matter of fact, the U.S.
McQuire (phonetic spelling) and William Attorney alleged that even if people were
Highland. The 486th Civil Affairs company placed in concentration camps, if thev
from Tulsa, Oklahoma; the 418th Civil were all treated the same thev would
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still not have the r&ht to go to federal

court.
On the 20th day of September, I filed a
memorandum to notify the magistrate and
the federal judge that I had discovered that
the federal government had a program for
a number of years TO SUSPEND OUR
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF THE WRIT
OF HABEAS CORPUS . This information
substantiated the complaint. Habeas corpus is the name of that legal instrument
utilized to bring someone before a judge
when that person is being illegally imprisoned or detained so that he (or she) may
obtain his (or her) freedom. THE CONSTITUTION STATES THAT THE WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS SHALL NEVER BE SUSPENDED.
I found the disturbing information in a
report; 94-755, 94th Congress, 2nd Session, April 26th, 1976, entitled “Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Americans, Book II”. On page 17-d, entitled
“FirstAmendment Rights”, the report states
that more importantly “rhe government
surveillance activities in the aggregate,
whether expressly intended to do so, do
deter the exercise of First Amendment rights
by American citizens who become aware of
the government’s domestic intelligence
program.”
Beginning on page 54 it is stated that,
beginning in 1946-four years before the
Emergency Detention Act of 1950 was
passed-the FBI advised the Attorney General that it had secretly compiled a secret
index of potentially dangerous persons.
The Justice Dept. then made tentative
plans for emergency detention based on
suspension of the privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus. Department officials deliberately avoided going to Congress. When
the Emergency Detention Act of 1950 was
passed, it did not authorize the suspension
of the writ of habeas corpus. But shortly
AFTER PASSAGE of that act, according

to a bureau docum ent, Attorney Ge4neral
J.R. M&raft told the FBI to disregard it
and to proceed with the program as
previously outlined.

A few sentences later on page 55 it
states,‘With the securityindex, usebder

standards to determine

potential dan-

gerousaess than those described in the
statute.” And unlike the act, Dept. plans
provided for issuing a master search warrant and a master arrest warran t. This is
the center importance; it is the same thing
that I am alleging in federal court. And yet
the magistrate chose to ignore those facts
ALSO.
We have government officials not only
ignoring the will of Congress, but doing the
opposite of what the Constitution provides
by planning illegally for the suspension of
the writ of habeas corpus. In addition, as
mentioned before, the master search warrant and the master arrest warrant are
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forms fed into the computer, which
print the names and addressed on them
from the TAPES PREVIOUSLY
PREPARED BY THE INTELLIGENCE-GATHERING PROGRAM.

As you are arrested, your home will be
searched and anything found there may be
confiscated. This program has existed
since 1946 up to and including 1973, and
without proper access to judicial discovery
techniques, it can’t be determined whether
the same plan now exists under the same
name or under another name RIGHT NOW.
This memorandum was filed on Sept.
28, 1976 to make this court aware of the
danger that our rights of freedom of speech
and lawful assembly are in. But the court,
on Sept. 30-after this notification was
received-dismissed the case. However, in
keeping with the practice of federal courts
in Houston of actively participating in the
obstruction of justice, I was not notified of
the dismissal until the 6th day of October-which gave me just 2 working days to
submit any further motion in a lo-day
period before time starts running for the
appeal.
What I have just said regarding the
federal courts in Houston is not only my
opinion; the Houston Chronicle, surprisingly, published an extensive document
severely criticizing the federal courts in
Houston for making up their own rules as
they go along with the proceedings, as well
as commenting on the Communist-like
Supreme Court attitude of the judges and
the court personnel. My experience here
has been that the court has returned to me
almost every document that I have filed.
Then, after a big argument, they accept the
document, stating that they just made a
mistake. In reality, the power structure
doesn’t want these types of cases in ANY
federal court.
SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE
On the 8th of Oct. I had submitted a
request for fmding the facts in the fang
which had been established by the evidence presented:
1. The 300th Military Police POW Command is located .at Livonia, Mich.
2. The Dept. of the Army has stated that
said Command exists per se the
Geneva Convention of 1949, a treaty
of the U.S., Article IV thereof under
the title relative to the treatment of
prisoners of war and protection of
civilian persons.
3. However, no such title exists in the
Geneva Conventions per se.
4. Nevertheless, there are separate
titles, one of which is: a. Multilateral
Protection of War Victims/ Prisoners
of War; b. Multilateral Protection of
War Victims/Civilian Persons.
5. Nevertheless, Article IV of both titles
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does not provide for the creation of
any military programs for concentration camps.
6. Whether Mr. Fenren of the 300th
Military Police POW Command has
stated that the purpose of the Command is for the detention of foreign
prisoners of war and enemies of the
United States.
7. Further, Article III, concerning civilian persons, makes the treaty applicable to conflicts occurring solely
within the territory of the United
States that are not of an intemational character, which is capable of
including any type of conflict in its
description whether it be civil war or
guerrilla activity or anything else.
The text states: “In case of armed
conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one
of the high contracting parties, each
party to a conflict shall be bound to
apply to the minimum of the following provisions.*
8. Dept of the Army field manual FM 4 l10, Civil Affairs Operations of Civil
Affairs Organization, listsas one of
its functions the assumption of full
or partial executive, legislative and
judicial authority over a country or
an area and there is no specific
exclusion of the United States as
such a country or area.
9. Said manual defines country along
certain geographical population basis, county, state regions and national government.
10. Said organization has in fact conducted practiced takeovers of local
and state governments in the continental United States, including but
not limited to the state of New Jersey.
11. Said organization includes in its
study outline on page j-24 a section
on concentration camps and labor
camps.
12. Said organization includes in it
composite service operations and
psychological operations organizations.
13.Said psychologicaloperation is working with the U.S. Public Health Service, are prepared to operate any
and/or all mental health facilities in
the United States as tools of repression against outspoken but nonviolent political conduct of the United
States citizens in conjunction with
all the above, which is to be used for
the same purpose.
14. Further, the Dept. of Justice, in conjunction with this program, has had
plans for the suspension of writ of
habeascorpussincetheyearof 1946;
has planned depriving persons being
detained under this total program

any means for protection against tyrannical political repression.
The plaintiff requested that the court
make findings of fact and draw conclusions of law, consistent therewith
as shown by the evidence on record
before the court. The effect of this
request is that the case must go back
to the district judge for further consideration. I mentioned that it appeared that all this planning for concentration camps was to be directed
against anyone regardless of his political persuasion or his ideology who
exercised freedom of speech against
the established power structure of
international bankers and multinational corporations. But with Proposition B-type movements threatening to reduce taxes throughout
our nation, I foresee an activation
of emergency programs so that the
parasites on the federal take wiB
continue to receive their checks.

TO BE CONTINUED.
END QUOTING
1 l/ 1 l/93 #3
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CONTINUATION: CONCHV7RAT1ON
CAMP PLANS MIR U.S. CllXZENS.
CONTINUE QUOTING:
PRICE OF PATRIOTISM
In the same Senate document, on intelligence activities on the rights of Americans referred to on pages 166 and 167,you
will find that the federal government has
targeted its intelligence activities against
one group ofAmericans. On page 166 the
first classification listed it rightists and
anti-communistgroups. And the fmt group
on page 167 on Army surveillance lists the
John Birch Society as number 1 and the
Young Americans for Freedom as the number 2 target. Therefore, the groups of U.S.
American citizens considered to be the
highest enemy of the United States by the
federal government at this time is the CONSERVATIVE PATRIOT.

Although this information has been
available since April of this year ( 1979), no
one has mentioned this incredible discovcry that the federal government considers
the patriotic conservative as its greatest
enemy. I have received all kinds of information regarding this case from all across
the United States.
PRICE OF APATHY
I obtained the 1945 report of the OSS
(Office of Strategic Services)-the precursorofthe CIA-7thArmy, WilliamW. Quinn,
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Colonel GFCAC of the G2, on the liberation collect a guilt or innocence of all its
of Dachau, a concentration camp dur- inhabitants for their complicity in coming the liberation in Germany. It con- mitting this most heinous of crimes,
tains many groups of information, but one would do well to remember the
11/11/93 #3
HATONN
the relevant portion of the report con- fearsome shadow that hands over evterns itself with the section on the erything in THIS state in which crime
OK, readers, the first of the wondrous
townspeople. Quoting from this report, has been incorporated and called THE letters are pouring in-PLEASE, continue.
On why the people of this little town GOVERNMENT.
I want to thank my most special friend,
didn’t complain or didn’t overthrow
So you can see how the whole pro- Suzy W. for offering us a copy of a letter to
oppressors but just continued to go gram is related here. My lawsuit was the SHERIFF of St. Charles County Jail.
along and get along even though they against one single aspect of the total pro- We offer it here so that you have guidelines
lost their freedom in the process. And gram: The enforcement arm of the con- if you would approach this person. Suzy
I quote:
spiracy. The people who make up the cadre has researched this situation and you will
“These words crop up and up again. that is going to occupy the concentration be in good hands with the information.
They are the rationalization of a man camps where enemies of the United States
who admits that he was a member of will be placed. Remember Solzahenitsyn’s
November 5, 1993
the Nazi party. ‘I was forced to do so by words in the ‘Gulag Archipelago’: “Resisbusiness reasons,’ they state. We were tance should have began right there but it
Sheriff Raymond Runyon
lied to in every respect but they admit did not begin. You aren’t gagged, you really
St. Charles County Jail
they knew the camp existed. But they can-you really ought to cry out that ar301 N. Second Street
saw the work detail to the inmates rests are being made on the strength of
St. Charles, MO 63301
passing through the streets under false accusations. If many such outcries
guard, and in some instances the S.S. had been heard all over the city arrests
Dear Sheriff Runyon:
behaved brutally even towards the would have no longer have been so easy.”
townspeople.
They, the tyrants, can’t work in the
Naval Captain Gunther Russbacher
“When asked if they realized that public eye. Those people who were so (Office of Naval Intelligence), ex-POW, has
within the last 3 months before the apathetic, hoping that nothing was really been held on an outrageously high cashliberation 13,000 men lost their lives wrong, that nothingwould happen to their only bail in St. Charles County Jail since
within stone’s throw ofwhere the people persons and property, sat back and being moved there about two weeks after
lived, they claimed they were shocked watched. The anarchists, financed by Judge Michael Brown, on August 30,1993,
and surprised.
multinational interests, looted and pillaged ordered his sentence vacated and the St.
‘When asked if they never saw trans- their country.
Charles County prosecutor’s office did not
ports of dead and dying pass through
If you think that all (that) is necessary is file an appeal.
Although I find this almost impossible
the streets along the railway, they re- to pay your house notes, to pay your TV
ferred only to the last one. They insist notes, to go vote when there is an election, to believe, I have been told it is fact: In
that most of the trains came in at night and to stand back during the rest of the Missouri, the county government is auand that they were sealed cars.
year and watch as your country and way of tonomous, and county sheriffs are account“Did they never ask what was in the life are replaced by a system in which you able to NO ONE, not the state attorney
endless procession of cars that came in will be a slave in a concentration camp, general, not even the governor, for all acfull and always went out empty? A you-not the conspirators-are guilty be- tivities within the jail. There is no staa;
monitor
board
to
typical reply was, We were told it was cause you, by silent acquiescence, invite review
administration’s treatment of prisoners,
all army material
and booty from tyranny and oppression.
France.’
And when you have to steal food to eat what happens among the jail population,
“It is established that anyone who because our production is for foreign use or investigate any of their complaints, restated that he saw only one train come because the Dept. of Commerce-through gardless how serious they may be. And
in in the daytime was telling a flat lie. Executive Order 11490 and its predeces- you, as Sheriff of St. Charles County, by
There are quite a few such people in ‘soreis responsible for international dis- Missouri state law, are King of the Jail
Dachau.”
tribution of our commodities, don’t sit in there, so to speak. Of course, this auThe analysis of the anti-Nazi ele- the culvert hiding and eating and wonder- tonomy also applies to the county prosecument of the town: 1) The people knew ingwhat happenedbecauseyou made itaIl tor and the presiding commissioner, c01lectively making a triune-led totalitarian
what was going on in the camp, even possible.
When your family is split up and system more usually associated with the
ten years prior to liberation; 2) the
town did a thriving business from the spread across the United States to do oppressive,tyrannicalregimesournational
concentration camp guard; 3) Ninety slave labor and you never see your government has been battling for 8Oyears.
And this is what Gunther Russbacher is
percent are guilty and have dabbed loved ones again, it will be your fault
now
up against. Surely you are aware that
themselves with the blood of innocent because you did nothing to prevent it.
human beings; 4) The people are to And once we lose our freedom we are Captain Russbacher’s real identity has
blame for their cowardice-they
were never going to regain it. That is why we been obscured and lied about, and ALL
all too cowardly. They didn’t want to must stand together to prevent the charges ever lodged against him by the
risk anything. And that was the way it loss of our freedom as citizens of the State of Missouri have been totally fabricated to cover the CIA’s funding of covert
was in all of Germany.
United States.
activities not authorized by Congress. But,
The co,nclusion of this report written
are you aware that there is PROOF of his
Thank you very much.
on Dachau in 1945 on the liberation of
real identity and PROOF that the current
the concentration camp applies today.
(Conclusion of the transcript of this alleged charges on which he is being held
The conclusion is as follows: If one is to
on acash-only$450,000 bail-%ad checks”
attempt tremendous tasks and accept taped report.)
totalling about $8,OOO-are FALSE charges,
the terrible responsibility of judging a
Sheriff Runyon, and the proofwill be shown
END QUOTING
whole town, assessing it in mass as to
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in court. If you examine all of the legal thority for his care, his executioner. -Those
proceedings in this case, you will clearly see whose lies and corrupt, illegal actions led to
there are no grounds on which to base his Captain Russbacher’s incarceration in your
conviction and incarceration; you will see facility are strategically removed from the
that you have been put in the position of scene; and you, as the person ultimately
holding Captain Russbacher ILLEGALLY.
responsible for his proper medical care and
I know the flagrant miscarriage ofjustice treatment-indeed, his very Ilfe while a
in his case was not initiated by you and I prisoner-are right there on the firing line.
realize that you are not one of the perpetra- And I can assure you: Not only to the Austors of the vicious web of lies and deceit that trian government, but to thousands of indihas kept him a prisoner of the Missouri State viduals and groups committed to protecting
government for over four years. However, and preserving Gunther Russbacher’s life
what the absolute authoritarian structure of and obtaining his freedom, his death in St.
county government does is put you squarely Charles County Jail would make him a
as the ONLY person to be held accountable universal martyr. And what will that make
for Captain Russbacher’s life, because you you, Sheriff Runyon? This is not a matter to
are the only one who can insure that he is be taken lightly, is it?
given optimum medical care immediately
and for as long as he is incarcerated in your
Yours truly,
jail.
The current situation demands not only
Suzanne Ward
your urgent attention, but ACTION. Just a
few days ago Captain Russbacher was given
cc:
a confirmed diagnosis of infectious hepatitis
B and sentenced to 60 more days in an NATIONAL POW STRIKE FORCE
isolation cell, where he already had been Joe Jordan
held for almost two weeks. This is a most 2615 Waugh Drive, Suite 2 17
suspicious development at this time, don’t Houston, TX 77006
you think so? Since I speak with Captain (7 13) 680-3 181
Russbacher almost daily, I hear that he does
not have thejaundiced complexion and eyes AMERICAN LEGION (NAT’L HEADQUARof a hepatitis victim, nor does he have the TERS)
liver distension and pain associated with the P. 0. Box 1055
disease. It’sespeciallycuriousthatjustafew Indianapolis, IN 46206
months ago, during his imprisonment at (3 17) 630- 1200
MECC and in response to the protests that
he was assigned kitchen duty despite his VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
medical conditions, that institution’s medi- 406 W. 34th St.
cal personnel stated that he did NOT have a Kansas City, MO 64 111
history of hepatitis (which he does-history, (8 16) 968- 1134
not active illness!).
The manipulative aspect of this current THE AMERICAN’S BULLETIN
convenient diagnosis and 60-day isolation is c/o: P. 0. Box 935
that it would prevent his appearing in court Medford, OR 97501
next month to PROVE his identity and his (503) 779-7709
innocence of the false charges. In a concern
just ascritical to hisverylife, 60 dayswithout MISSOURI COMMITTEE TO FREE
the essential treatment-one doctor pre- GUNTHER RUSSBACHER
scribed quadruple bypass surgery, another, 86GUNTHER RUSSBACHER RELEASE
angioplasty-for his critical heart problems COMMITTEE
could prove to be fatal.
c/o: Linda Tanner 86Leland White
If Captain Russbacher does have infec- P. 0. Box 41
tious hepatitis B, which is indeed a serious Black, MO 63625
illness, the standard jail fare and environment are NOT proper diet or rest therapy for U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL JANET RENO
this disease. Nor are they anything other Department of Justice
than crucially detrimental to his serious Constitution Ave. & 10th St., NW
heart problems. And having him admitted to, Washington, D.C. 20530
thejail’s choice of hospital,where recently he (202) 5 14-200 1
was taken and manacled to the bed like a
maniacal killer, is NOT an acceptable solu- MR. ROBERT FLEMING
tion; it is perpetuationof the unconscionable Missouri State Public Defender
treatment of a man who has been unjustly 3402 Buttonwood
and illegally kept behind bars for four years Columbia. MO 65201
in your state.
Gunther Russbacher’s continued conBe tuugfi yet pnth, /ium6E yet 60@
finement in your jail is nothing short of a
death sentence-with you, as Absolute Au-
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MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL JAY
NIXON
P. 0. Box 899
Jefferson City, MO 65102
ST. CHARLES COUNTY ASSISTANT- s’
PROSECUTOR PHIL GROENWEGHE
300 N. Second St., Suite 601
St. Charles, MO 63301
MR. EUGENE SCHWENDEMANN
Presiding Commissioner, St. Charles
County Executor
118 N. Second St.
St. Charles, MO 63301
MR. JOHN G. HEALY
Director, Amnesty International
322 8th Ave.
New York, New York 10001
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL LONDON
OFFICE
FAX 011-4471-956-l 157
MR. GARY STERN
Director, ACLU Center for National Security Studies
122 Maryland Ave., NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
MISSOURI GOVERNOR MEL CARNAHAN
.State Capitol Building
Jefferson City, MO 65 101
Office (3 14) 75 l-3222
Fax (3 14) 75 l-4458
MR. JACK MCLAMB
P. 0. Box 8787
Phoenix, AZ 85066
DR. PIERRE CLOUTIER
America East
P. 0. Box 794
Champlain, NY 12919
DR. STAN MONTIETH
618 Frederick St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
DR. EDE KOENIG
c/o: 36057 Ruth Hill Rd.
Squaw Valley, NON DOMESTIC
California State, w/p UCC l-207, (P-2.
93675-9999)
DR. LORRAINE DAY
P. 0. Box 952
Ranch0 Mirage, CA 92270
DR. PAUL KENYON
1314 S. King St., Suite 664
Honolulu, HI 96814
***
swayeddways
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May I please not only thank Suzy but,
please, will Brent or Rick get addresses,
etc., on these copied parties so that others
can utilize the same list if desirable.
Citizens, it is up to you how you go from
this day forward. It is not EASY but no
longer can you allow the serpent to wag the
course of freedom-freedom will lose. It
takes “little” in actuality to make a mammoth difference-here you have opportunity, along with some other instances, to
not only make “a difference” but set new
standards for soon it will be realized that to
act so unlawfully will place the spotlight
upon self and the actions will be revealed.
You as a nation of individual citizens can
make that different-ne
by one until the
flow is so great that the adversary criminal
cannot longer function. For instance, some
day if you can buy enough time, you can
DEMAND no computerized
election
booths-no allowance given for “fixed”
counters and you can bring back your nation. It is all but too late-IF YOU DO NOT
ACI’NOWAND HEREIS A PLACETO BEGIN.
Before we close I want to also share Suzy’s
letter to Governor Mel Carnahan because it
is difficult to lmow what to write-here is a
good example.
TO:
GOVERNOR MEL CARNAHAN
FAX: (3 14) 75 l-4458
FROM: SUZANNE WARD
FAX: (2061834-6210

.

Governor Carnahan,Icannot understand
how anyonewithaconscience+asoul!-can
continue to ignore the unjust and illegal
incarceration of Naval Captain Gunther
Russbacher (ONI), currently held on the
outrageous cash-only bail of $450,000 on
alleged charges ofwriting “badchecks”whose
total is only around $8,000. Furthermore,

the PROOF that these are manufactured
chargesisavaiMbleinthecancelledche&s
IN OUESTION and the statements of the
bank mers
whose records confirm
there have NEVER been complainants
dk~ these or ANY OTHER CHECKS
CAPTAIN RUSSRACHER.

your official responsibility to govern honorably, justly, and morally-and FREEING
Gunther Russbacher-while he is stillalive?
Ifyou have no fear of ever beingheld accountable for permitting such a blatant injustice
as his incarceration to continue, then you
are limiting retributionto humankind. Govemor Carnahan, that would be a mistake of
the gravest consequence,as God cannot be
fooled or ignored.
Signature.
***
November 4, 1993
TO:
Janet Reno

U.S. Attorney General
FAX: (202) 514-4371
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FINAL ACTION in both the Idaho/ Weaver
incident AND, not less, the WACO incident in which all law enforcement matters were handled by her ofnce which
overrode all local, county and state authority. If it was suitable in a dastardly
situation as massive as Waco, is there no
way to interject “reason” into a county
prison-system in Missouri?]

In the case of Captain Russbacher, outrageous prosecution-which is in actuality, persecution-has marked the entire
legal proceedings against him. The treatment he has received in Missouri state jail
and prison facilities has been unconscionable, in some respects, akin to the treatment he received as a POW in Southeast
Asia. The latest development is that just a
few days ago, after having spent almost two
weeks in isolation, he was diagnosed as
definitely having infectious hepatitis B and
sentenced to 60 more days in isolation.
That would preclude his appearing at a
hearing in December, when his true identity and his innocence of the alleged-and
false-charges could be proven. Does this
not seem disgustingly suspicious to you?
It certainly does to those of us who are
working diligently to free him from his
unjust and illegal incarceration. This manipulative isolation also delays Captain
Russbacher’s prescribed medical car*
either quadruple bypass surgery or
angioplasty-to correct his critical heart
problems, which, if they continue very long
untreated, will be fatal.
Please give this matter your urgent attention so that Captain Russbacher can be
released BEFORE the State of Missouri
manages to accomplish what they obviously want, his death in prison. Thank
you.

FROM: SUZANNE WARD
You have been notified about the blatant corruption of Missouri State and local
officials, and it is my understanding that a
grand jury investigation is underway.
Something that must be included in
such an investigation is the complete autonomy of Missouri counties in their handling of law enforcement, legal and judicial
matters. Even in the face of pervasive
corruption and criminal activities at county
level, there are no higher authorities who
can hold the offending county officials accountable for their actions. I am faxing you
a letter from Rayelan Russbacher (Rayelan
is the wife of Naval Captain (ONI) Gunther
Russbacher, incarcerated in St. Charles
County jail; details are in her letter) to
Missouri Attorney General Jay Nixon and
the response from John Morris. Also, Mrs.
Russbacher has been told by Missouri
Governor Mel Camahan’s private secrecc:
tary that even the governor has no authority over county officials.
St. Charles County Sheriff Raymond
There is no state medical examining Runyon
board which can monitor the treatment of
St. Charles County Assistant Prosecuprisoners

in Missouri’s

county

jails or in-

vestigate their complaints, regardless of
how serious; there is no agency or office in
the State that has jurisdiction to hold the
pertinent county sheriff accountable.
What kind ‘of tyranny is this, where
valid complaints on legal and medical bases
can be stonewalled because there is no
higher authority to whom an appeal can be
filed? Why can a Missouri county operate
as a totalitarian regime; why are there no
safeguard systems such as we have on a
national basis, crucial to a just and sound
government?
Surely YOUR office IS a higher authority than the offices of the St. Charles County
prosecuting attorney, the presiding commissioner and the sheriff, as well as the
Attorney General of Missouri.

tar Phil Groenweghe

St. Charles County Presiding Commissioner Eugene Schwendemann
Missouri State Attorney General Jay
Nixon
Mel Carnahan, Governor, State of Missouri

How can you KNOW of this unconscionable situation-which you DO-and not
act to free this man-which you have NOT.
After having been in isolation for almost
***
two weeks, he has just been diagnosed as
definitely having infectious hepatitis B and
sentenced to 60 more days in a solitary cell.
God bless you, precious people of Truth
and justice, for as the Master said: ‘As ye
This is most suspicious, as it would preclude
have done to the least of the-so
too have
his appearing in court in December,when all
the evidence proving his identity and his
ye done it unto me.’
innocence of the current blatantly false
charges would be shown. It also will prevent
salu.
his having the prescribed treatment--one
physician said quadruple bypass surgery,
another said angioplasty-for his critical
[H: Suggestion: Remind Ms. Reno that
heart problems.
WHAT is keeping you from discharging she HAD THE AUTHORITY TO HAVE
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COVER OR UNCOVER?
I had not wanted to change subjects
from the Concentration Camps and other
citizen control projects but I find a lot of you
moving to distractions.
I AM aware that there is a new book out
which deals with Bushes, et al., involvement
in arms to Iraq, etc. I also am aware that the
man is a #Jew”. I am, further, aware that you
don’t understand how, if this man reveals
TRUTH-how could he be on Larry King
Live?

The group involved in political aspirations beyond the visible are doing “damage
control”. The facts are that Bush is about to
be uncovered for a lot of interesting deeds. Is
he worse than the present thugs? No indeed,
but you will now find the Israelis getting into
the act. The fact is that a lot of the arms
shipped into Iraq (the enemy of Israel) CAME
DIRECTLY FROM ISRAEL! The facts are,
readers, that it is almost impossible to uncover the rats in the woodpile because you
have to understand something-it doesn’t
matter WHO of the Elite would-be-kings is
doing what to who-THEY
ALL HAVE THE
SAME ULTIMATE GOAL IN MIND. FURTHER, THERE IS NO LOYALTY TO ANYONE-EVEN THOUGH THERE WILL BE
EFFORTS TO MOVETHE PEOPLE OUT AND
PAY THEM OFF IF NECESSARY. But why
would such damaging evidence be coming
out NOW when the information is available
in the book called DEH?AVDINGAMERICA
by Rodney Stich-which is all but banned?
Ah, now you are catching on-it is to deceive
you into turning your attention to the scapegoats without noting the other books of
truth.
Bush has two sons who are headed for
political status offrces-Jeb: Governor of
Florida, and George (Jr.): Governor of the
Great State of Texas.
Remember that the Khazarian Zionists
developed BOTH Communism and THE
DEMOCRATIC PARTY! No matterhowmuch
we might have “uncovered” it only touches
the tinymost tip of the massive iceberg.
I can only ask you again to get B@.uding
America and read it-it will be the most
exciting, most informative, most captivating
attention-getter of ANYTHING YOU HAVE
READ TO DATE. It is such an important
document that in response to my petition (so
that this book could be printed)YOU, READERS, of CONTACT made the printing possible. I have gone long with askingyou to get
your copies from Rodney directly-however,
we have many, many inquiries and yes, we

do have the books in stock also. It all ends
up in the same place anyway. Please get it
from wherever you want-but please get it. I
believe the book is about $25.00 plus a
couple of dollars for postage. I don? keep
up-but I can assure you that it is approximately ‘three” of the JOURNALS.
Rodney will, in his second printing, update the new volume. This will be an addition
of a hundred or so pages-no other changes.
My suggestion is to get the volume in stock
and then I will ask Rodney ifwe may simply
run the additional information in the CO&
TACT and offer a separate appendix of the
updated material.
A lot of the book is about Gunther
Russbacher and you MUST KNOW who this
man is and what about him? Whether or not
he startedout to be agoodlywhistleblower he
certainly has paid dearly for the efforts to
uncover a lot of dirty secrets for which the

George

adversary is attempting to take his life. I
simply have not the time nor Dharma the
endurance (for we are writing eight to ten
hours a day these days) for offering all this
information in dated magazine or paper.
We can offer you bits-but every page of
this book in point is so important and
revealing that I would have to dictate every
sentence lest you miss information. Please
do not expect us to do this for you-1 ask
again: Please get the book! I ask that the
staff run a FULL PAGE notice somewhere
in this paper and do so until I ask you to
stop.
We must stop falling to insecurity as
Green and his ‘Legalm league attack in
order to STOP information flow to you
readers.
Green and buddies are back at ureceivership” and I am appalled at how little you
know about your own business.

Green Renews Attack

On Phoenix Institute
ill

12/93 Wl
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RECEIVERSHIP
George will personally tell you that what
?hey-” want is to have ureceivers” who will
uncover the dastardly deeds of the Ekkers
as to their graft, theft and corruption. Then
when asked what that would mean, exactly, vs. bankruptcy-you will get a waltz
around Montana to outdo the two-steppers. He says, well, it just means that
receivers move in and LIQUIDATE the assets. Does anyone comprehend? He wants
to legally cause selling of all gold collateral
which means selling at a lower rate for gold
than originally purchased, the bank notes
would be paid off, the attorneys (his) would
be paid off and you who DID have assets
will have nothing or mere pennies on the
dollar. IF YOU ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN,
PEOPLE, YOU ARE IN GRAVE ERROR OF
UNDERSTANDING. GEORGE IS TRYING
TO BREAKTHEVEILS OFCORPORATIONS
AND ACTUALLY DESTROY THE VERY
THING NEVADA OPERATES-PRIVACY! It
is time that any ‘participant” in the original
program (GEORGE GREEN’S PROGRAM)
remember what HE told you. He still
preaches the INCREASE potential in gold.
This is STILL his thrust along with all his
‘economy” survival buddies. There is no
“Security” involved here. The whole matter
is based on loans which allow borrowing
against gold purchased with the loans. The
agreement has always been-and continues to be-allowance for gold to increase in
value and when doubled EVERYTHING

would be returned WITH FULL PROFIT, or
in cases of regular interest payments, 50%
of the PROFITS! This is a sound program.
Mr. Green continues to refer to his own
program as a Ponzi scam-but it is a fully
sound program as it is structured. The
point WAS to have funds currently available to produce the paper, the JOURNALS
and PROJECTS, such asgreenhouses, prefab buildings and organic growing facilities, Spelt for sale and survival, etc., etc.,
etc.
He claims there is not ‘income”-well,
there are several millions in funding APPROVED for investment in PROJECTS from
the proposals already presented and now
ready for IMMEDIATE startup. It has been
difficult to continue since George tied up
all inventory of JOURNALS (income would
go solely to the Institute) and thieved the
gold which was to have covered a lot of the
outgo in expenses.
Our guarantee to you ones from onset
was that wewould protectYOUR PRIVACY.
We shall do so-BUT YOU HAVE TO HELP
US.
George has told so many stories which
are EASILY proven as lies-at least two out
of three versions must be incorrect for
every time he opens his mouth on the
subject his story is DIFFERENT and his
nose longer. I do not wish to, nor shall IJUDGE THE MAN. His actions, however,
bespeak a liar and a thief.
Why do I continue to speak of these
things in this paper? BECAUSE THE PAPER, REMEMBER, IS FOR THE PURPOSE
of communication with OUR TEAM-MEM-
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BERS. Indeed, we welcome all readers-ALL.
However, the PURPOSE of
the paper is to stay updated and current with you of our people and interested participants. We do not write this
for the CIA-although they are our most
dedicated readers as is the political
administration, Israeli intelligence and
groups and places such as(We
are by court order unable to mention certain
names and iruidences.)
We do not go
around hiding secrets although we have
“confidential” arrangements with youthe-people which is NONE of anyone’s
business save YOURS-not even OURS.
To turn YOUR information over to these
prying beasts is unacceptable.
DHARMA

AND E.J.

OK, here again it comes to a point
you had all best attend well. Dharma
has about had all she can take-as they
are averaging a court case a week now
and she is tired and weary of the ongoing attacks and struggles. Here AGAIN,
is opportunity
to just ‘chuck” the
WHOLE THING. George and buddies
are pushing for receivership and ‘Forced
Bankruptcy” of the Institute.
Since
there is no wrongdoing-only
claims
from these thugs-it presents a perfect
opportunity, if Dharma and E.J. were
not honest and dedicated to Truth and
YOU-to
simply shrug, turn over EVERYTHING, YOU TAKE THE LOSSES
and they simply move away to obscuIf THIS, however,
rity and PEACE.
DOES NOTTELLYOUTHECALIBRE
OF
THESE PEOPLE HOLDING STRONG IN
THE FACE OF THIS ASSAULT, THEN
NOTHING WILL, CHILDREN, NOTHING
WILL. You have not been led astray.and
desertion or turning over for loss, your
property, is NOT acceptable and they
will not “fold”.
I have not led you
astray; God stands as your shield-but
you must hold that shield.
Am ‘I”
annoyed? I AM AMUSED. I’m sorry,
readers, if you wish me to be dramatic
and somehow abused. These are the
best things which can happen to and
for you. These are the LESSONS in
management and participation which
WILL SAVE YOUR LIVES and your assets-BUT WE HAVE TO HAVE YOUR
ATTENTION TO YOUR OWN AFFAIRS.

BATTLES FOR YOU.

I believe that we must continue to speak
about “censorship”as we had begun offering
the segment from IRON CUR7’.‘. OVER
AMl3RZCA by John Beaty.
Without catching up more than to say
that we were in mid-chapter, TheBlack Hood
of Censorship. We hadjust spoken of Major

Iron Curtain
11/12/93
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UINTENSIFYING

CENSORSHIP

With the passing of the years, govemment censorship has become so much more
intensive that it was a principal topic of the
American Societyof NewspaperEditorsat its
meeting (April 2 1, 1951) in Washington.
Here is an excerpt (7’4%
Evening star, Washington, April 2 1,195 1) from the report of the
Committee on Freedom of Information:
Most Federal offxxs are showing
exceptional zeal in creating rules, regulations, directives, classifications and
policies which serve to hide, color or
channel news....We editors have been
assuming that no one would dispute
this premise:That when the peoplerule,
they have a right to know all their
Governmentdoes. Thiscommittee fmds
appallingevidencethattheguidingcredo
in Washington is becoming just the
opposite: That it is dangerous and unwise to let information about Govemment leakout in any unprocessedform.
In spite of this protest, PresidentTruman
on September 25, 1951, extended govemment censorship drastically by vesting in
other government agencies the authority
and obligation to classify informationas “Top
Secret?,“Secret”, and “Confidential”-a right
and a responsibilitypreviously enjoyedonly,
or principally, by the departments of State
and Defense. Again the American Society of
Newspaper Editors made a protest (AP, Sept.
25,195l). The President assured the public
that no actual censorship would be the
outcome of his executive order. To anyone
familiar with the use of ‘Secret” and ‘ConfiIT IS TZME TO FOLLOW-UP ON THE dential” not for security but for “laying safe”
ORZGZNAL DEMANDS FROM HZGHER with a long or not fully understood docuA tiil’w0~1Ty IN NEVADA. ET AL. YES ment, or for suppressing information, the
IT .MEANS YOU MUST TAKE SOME new order cannot, however, appear as other
FURTHER
ACTION--BUT
BY GOLLY, than a possible beginning of drastic govemPEOPLE--IT
IS YOUR ASSETSI!!
ment-wide censorship.
The day after the President’s executive
WHEN ARE YOU GOZNG TO GET
MAD AS HELL AT GEORGE
CREEN order, ‘Some 250 members of the Associated
Press Managing Editors Association” voiced
AND HZS CRONIES AND DECEZVERStheir fesrs and their determination to fight
AND NOT TAKE IT ANY LONGER??
EKICERS CANNOT FZGHT ALL YOUR against the “tightening down of news bani-
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General Patrick D. Hurley and his relationship to Roosevelt and the fact that falsification and censorship not only occurred in
high echelons of government and military
but in the lower ‘ranksAas well. As we move
on we1 will note an intensification of this
censorship especially among federal offices
and personnel.

Over America
ers” (AP, Sept. 1,195 1). Kent Cooper,executive director of the Associated Press, and a
well-known champion of the freedom of the
press, said: “I’m really alarmed by what is
being done to cover up mistakes in public
office.”
The reaction, after the censorship order
was several weeks old, was thus summarized by U.S.News and World Report (October 19, 1951):
“Newspaper men and others deeply fear
that this authority may be broadened in
application, used to cover up administrative
blunders and errors of policy, to conceal
scandals now coming to light, or to hide any
information unfavorable to the administration, especiallyas the presidentialcampaign
draws near.”
It is to be hoped that the newspapers of
the country wilI keep the issue alive in the
minds of the American people. (It is to be
hoped also that they will take concerted
action to deal with censorship imposed by
some of their advertisers. See pp. 90-93.)
[el: CONGRESS, VICTIM OF
CENSORSHIP
During World War II, the Congress of
the United States was the victim of censorship to almost as great a degree as the
general public. By virtue of his official
position, the author was sent by his superiors to brief members of the Congress
about to go abroad, and he also interviewed
them on their return from strategic areas.
He was also sometimes invited to a conference by members with whom he had in his
official capacity become acquainted. He
found them, including some Northern
Democrats, restive at the darkness of censorship and indignant at the pressure upon
them to vote funds for such projects as the
extension ofUNRRAwithoutanyful.lknowledge of its significance. With regard to
secret data, the Congress was really in an
awkward position. Because several Senators and Representatives, including members of the most sensitive committees,
were indiscreet talkers and because of the
possibility that some, like the Canadian
Member of Parliament,
Fred Rose
(Rosenberg), might be subversive, the Congress could make no demands for full
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details on secret matters, The alternative
was the twilight in which patriotic Senators and Representatives had to work and
vote.
Alarmed by the threat of Communism,
however, the Congress has made investigations and published a number of pamphlets and books (Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.) intended to acquaint the
American people with the danger to this
country from Communists in general as
well as from those imbedded in the departments and agencies of the government. It
is suggested that you write to your own
Congressman or to one ofyour Senators for
an up-to-date list of these publications.
One of a series of recent books is actually
entitled 100 2%~s Y” Should Know
About

Communism

And

Gowmment.

How pathetic and how appalling that a
patriotic Congress, denied precise facts
even as the people are denied them, has to
resort to such a means to stir the public
into ademand for the cleanup of the executive branch of our government!
II: PRESS CENSORSHIP
Censorship, however, has by no means
been a monopoly of the administration.
Before, during, and since World War II,
amid ever-increasing shouts about the freedom of the press, one of the tightest censorships in history has been applied by nongovernment power to the opinion-controlling media of the United States. A few
examples follow under (a) newspapers, (b)
motion pictures, and (c) books. These
examples are merely samples and in no
case are to be considered a coverage of the
field. The subject of the chapter is coneluded by observations on three other subjects (d, e, f) pertinent to the question of
censorship.
(a) Newspaper censorship of news is
applied to some extent in the selection,
rejection, and condensation of factual AP,
UP, INS, and other dispatches. Such practices cannot be given blanket condemnation, for most newspapers receive from the
agencies far more copy than they can publish; a choice is inevitably ,hurried; and
selection on the basis of personal and
institutional preferencesis legitimate-provided there is no blackout of important
news. The occasional use of condensation
to obscure the point of a news story is,
however, to be vigorously condemned.
Still worse is a deliberate news slanting,
which is accomplished by the “editing”somewhere between fact and print-of such
dispatches as are printed. During World
War II the author at one time had under his
supervision seven War Department teletype
machines and was astounded to learn that
dispatches of the news agencies were sometimes re-worded to conform to the policy or

the presumed policy of a newspaper, or to
the presumed attitude of readers or advertisers, or possibly to the prejudices of the
individual journalist who did the re-wording! Thus, when Field Marshal von
Mackensen died, a teletype dispatch described him as the son of a”tenant farmer”.
This expression, presumably contrary to
the accepted New York doctrine that Germany was undemocratic, became in one
great New York morning paper %on of a
minor landholder” and in another it became “son of a wealthy estate agent”. It is
not here implied that the principal owners
of these papers knew of ‘this or similar
instances. The changed dispatches, however, show the power of the unofficial censor even when his infiltration is into minor
positions.
The matter of securing a substantially
different meaning by changing a word or a
phrase was, so far as the author knows,
first brought to the attention of the general
public late in 1951 when a zealous propagandist substituted “world” for ‘nation” in
Lincoln’s ‘Gettysburg Address”. The revamping of Lincoln’sgreat words*that this
nation, under God, shall have a new birth
of freedom” would have made him a ‘one
worlder”, except for the fact that some
Americans knew the Gettysburg Address
by heart! Their protests not only revealed
the deception in this particular instance,
but brought into daylight a new form of
falsification that is very hard to detectexcept, of course, when the falsifiers tamper
with something as well known as the
Gettysburg Address! (H: Go back, please,
and read thislast AGAIN. Note how truly

easy it IS to tamper with history,
BIBLIES,-TRUTH1
By changing a mere
word or even the spelling of a word and
punctuation-can
change the entire
meaning of a statement-AND
CHANGE
THE VERY COURSE OF THE WORLD.
For instance to you who know of whom
I speak and those who can think of
similar rituations: George Green sends
portions of out-of-context (at best) legal
documents to %verybody” (his words)
to prove that what he says and does is
correct and the “Ekkers” and Hatonn,
are Bars, abusers and legal misfits. The
thing NOT MENTIONED, 18 THAT THE
DOCUMENTS OFFERED ARE FROM THE
ORIGINALS WHICH WERELIES PLACED
IN THE PAPERS IN THE FIRST PLACE!!
BP GEORGE GREEN In other words, to
shift lies off onto another is easy if the
“other” is not paying attention.
As a
second instance, he (00) will read the
terrible statements of Luke Perry to the
Associated Press and printed across the
nation-as
factual proof for backing of
his own lies just uttered. There is not
one
shred of truth or fact in the artitles-BUT
YOU HAVE BEEN TRAINED
THAT JUST THE PRINTING OF THEM

SOMEHOW MARES THE STATEMENTS
SO! IN FACT, THESE ASSAULTS SHALL
BECOME COSTLY INDEED-AS
ALL
CREDIBILITY OF THESE PEOPLE IN
POINT IS BEINGDESTROYED BY THESE
CUTE ANTICS OF DECEPTION.]

Occasionally during World War II the
abuse of rewriting dispatches was habitual.
One foreign correspondent told the author
that the correspondent’s paper, a “liberal”
sheet which was a darling of our government, virtually threw away his dispatches,
and wrote what they wished and signed his
name to it. Be it said to this man’s credit
that he resigned in protest.
Some times the censorship is effected
not by those who handle news items, but
by the writer. Thus the known or presumed attitude of his paper or its clientele
may lead a correspondent to send dispatches designed, irrespective of truth, to
please the recipients. This practice, with
especial emphasis on dispatches from West
Germany, was more than once noted by the
newsletter, Human Events (17 10 Rhode
Island Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.)
during the year 1950. See the issue of
December 20, 1950, which contains an
analysis ofthe dim-out in the United States
on the German reaction to the naming of
General Eisenhower, the first implementer
of the Morgenthau Plan, as Supreme Commander of our new venture in Europe. p:
‘Eisenhowerwas JewishandcaIledby
his
own troops: UThe Little Jew”. He had
acquired his rank by manipulation,
ubootlicking” and favors.]

In the early summer of 1951, the American public was treated to a nation-wide
example of one form of distortion or falsification in certain sections of the press and
by certain radio commentators. This was
the presentation as fact of the individual
columnist’s or commentator’s thesis that
General MacArthur wanted war, or wanted
World War III, or something of the sort-a
thesis based on the General’s request for
the use of Nationalist Chinese troops as
allies and for the removal of the blindfold
which prevented his even reconnoitering,
much less bombing, the trans-Yalu forces
of the enemy armies, vastly more numerous than his own who were killing his men.
The presentation of such a thesis is a
writer’s privilege, which should not be denied him, but it should be labeled as a
viewpoint and not as a fact.

One powerful means of effecting censorship in the United States was mentioned as early as 1938 by William Allen
White, nationally known owner and editor
of the Emporia (Kansas) Gazette,in a speech
at the University of Pennsylvania. These
are his words:
“The new menace to the freedom
of the press, amenace to this country
vastly more acute than the menace
from government, may come through
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the pressure not of one group of
advertisers, but a wide sector of advertisers. Newspaper advertising is
now placed somewhat, if not largely,
through nationwide advertising agencies....Asadviserstheadvertisingagenties may exercise unbelievably powerful pressure upon newspapers.. .
(quoted from Beaty’s Image of Life,
Thomas Nelson and Sons, New York,
1940). pH: I remind you readersTHIS IS ONE REASON WHY THERE
IS NO PAID ADVERTISING IN THE

CfJmACr
Details of the pressure of advertisers on
newspaper publishers rarely reach the publit. An exception came in January, 1946,
when the local advertising manager of the
Washington rims-He&&rote
in his paper
as follows: cIUnderthe guise of speakingof his
State Department career in combinationwith
a preview of FM and Television Broadcasting,
Mr. 1x-a
A. Hirchmann today, at a meeting of
the Advertising Club of Washington at the
Statler Hotel, asked the Jewish merchantsto
completely boycott the Times-He&and the
New York Daily ZVezus.”It is interesting to
note that Mrs. Eleanor M. Patterson, the
owner of the lhes-He&d
published the
following statement. “I have only this comment to make: This attack actually has
nothing to do with racial or-religiousmatters.
It is merely a small part of a planned, deliberate Communist attempt to divide and destray the United States of America.” She
refused to yield to pressure, and before long
those who had withdrawn their advertisements asked that the contracts be renewed.
The outcome prompts the question: May the
advertiser not need the periodical more than
the periodical needs the advertiser?
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throughthepolicecoxdonestablishedaround 8655, Cole Branch, Hollywood 46, Califorplayhouse.”These thingshappenedalthough nia), and do not miss ‘Did the Movies Really
“not once in the picture... was Fagin called a Clean House?”in the December, 1951,AmeriJew.” Needless to say, the Jews prevailed can Legion Magazine.
over the Berlin police and the British auTO BE CONTINUED; END QUOTING
thorities, and the exhibitorsceased showing
the film (all quotes from the article, “Fagin in
***
Berlin Provokes a Riot.” LIFE, March 7,
1949, pp. 38-39).
The barring of Mr. Rank’s Oliuer huist
Too much “stuff”? No, readers, it is that
from its announced appearance (1949) in truth has been around so long and YOU
theunited StatesisexplainedthusbyAmold HAVE NOT SEEN IT-so, this is our remainForster in his book, A Measure of Freedom ing effort to allow you TRUTH. We have no
(Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1950, p. 10):
wish to burdenyou, ovenvhelmyou, argueor
American movie distributors refused to debate. We present what is and has been
become involved in the distribution and available-AND YOU MISSED IT, MOST OF
exhibition of the motion picture after the YOU. WE WILL CONTINUE TO STRUGGLE
Anti-Defamation League and others ex- THROUGHTHE COURTS IF NECESSARYIN
pressed the fear that the film was harmful. ORDER THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE THIS INThe Rank Organizationwithdrew the picture FORMATION.
Understand that in order to be able to do
in the United States.
Finally it was announced in the spring of this work, Dharma must glean nothing from
1951 that the British film ‘after seventy-two our hours of work-except in service. The
eliminations” and with a prologue by Dr. JOURNALS were to have been available for
Everett R. Clinchy of the National Confer- covering the costs of the newspaper. The
ence of Christians and Jews might be “ac- Adversary has been steadily at work, readcepted as a filming of Dickens without anti- ers, but we shall keep right on keeping on for
semitic intentions” (&zZZczs
Moming Naus). we have nowish to gain monetarily fromany
But is there any Charles Dickens left any- other’s work-WE DO HOWEVER, HONOR
where around? p: With the UJudeo-n part WRITERS WHO HAVE PRESENTED THE
ofJudeo-Ckriairn controlBngaIlthewritPrft-TRUTH AND IT HAS BEEN SQUASHED OR
IGNORED, OVERLOOKED OR HAD TAMten word of God as in “C h&tian”4
h&&n”
left
around?
I
PERING,
BANNING OR CENSORSHIP BY
thae an%
am asked about the authenticity of the THOSE WHO COME ALONG AND GAIN
Dead Sea Scroti?
WHO HAS THEM? CONTROL OVER THE DOCUMENTS OF

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS POSSIBLE REGARDING THEM BEING UNTAMPERED?
Nothing e&m, so far, from, the term uJeWn
to the uholocaust~ has been untampered
to suit the needs of the Zionist New World
Order! WHY do you think they would
leavetheveryworkof
Gad, which COULD
(b): MOTION PICTURES:
defeat them, alone? Tooth fairies and
IN SPITE OF....
Easterbunniesthat
lay chicken eggs are
ti games-but how many chickens have
Propaganda attitudes and activities in you m
with long pointy pink ears?

the United States motion picture output
cannot be adequately discussed here. The
field isvast and the product, the fti, cannot,
like the files of newspapers or shelves of
books, be consulted
readily at an
investigator’s convenience. Some ideaof the
power of organizedunofficialcensorshipmay
be gained, however, from the vicissitudes of
one film which has engaged the public interest because it is based on a long-recognized
classic by the most popular novelist of the
English-speaking world.
As originally produced, the J. Arthur
Rank motion picture, Oliver m,
was said
to be faithful to the text of the Dickens novel
of that name. The picture was shown in
Britain without recorded disorder, but when
it reached Berlin, ‘the Jews and police fought
with clubs, rocks and fire hoses around the
Karbel Theater in Berlin’s British sector.”
The door of the theater was “smashed by
Jewish demonstrators who five times broke

THE

ORIGINAL PRESENTATION AND INTENT.
EASY? NO, BUT HOW ELSE SHALL YE
HAVE THE LESSONS?

I honor this authorwho TRIED, defied the
“system” and paid as dearly as any author
around. Pleasegetthisbookifyoucan. Ifstill
in business: THE llpON CVRTAlN OVER
AMERICA By John Beaty. OMNI PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 900566, Palmdale, CA
93590. We are in great appreciation to you
who have shared your copy with Dharma.
On the question of Communism in Holly- She, too, needs physicalconfumation of that
wood, there is available in pamphlet form a service which she offers me day or night and
remarkablyinformative broadcastof adialog all hours of same. Every document sent in
(Facts Forum Radio Progmm, WFAA, Dallas, confirmation or “new news” or *finds” is
January 11, 1952) between Mr. Dan Smoot cherished and appreciated for this is not a
ofDallasand the motionpicturestar,Adolphe &job”for one-it is a JOB for ALL who would
Menjou. Replying dramatically to a series of be free! Dharma makes no claims to “spequestionsclimacticalyarranged, Mr. Menjou cial” or “more worthy than another”--just
begins with Lenin’s We must capture the one doing a ujob”as best she can-no more
cinema,a shows Americans their ‘incredible important+nly different for ifall do the one
ignorance” of Communism, lists Congres- job-who shall finish the task? She iswilling
sionalcommitteeswhich issue helpfuldocu- to risk the arrows and being the target at
ments, and recommends a boycott of “mo- risk-but she holdsnocomer oneither the
tion pictures which are written by Commu- work or the WORD. YOU are as responnists, produced by Communists, or acted in sible as is shethat this WORD GO FORTH.
by Communists,“-the term CommunistsinOn this subject of censorship we shall
eluding those who. support the Communist take up next time with a discussion of
cause. For a free copy of this valuable uBooksA. This, of course, is most dear to
broadcast, write to Facts Forum, 718 Mer- our hearts under present circumstances.
Please treat each day as the GIFT is IS.
cantile Bank Building, Dallas, Texas. See
also Red Treasonin HoZZywoodby Myron C. Do not waste it in quarrels or judgments.
Fagan (Cinema Educational Guild, P.O. Box Discern wisely as to action-and hold God
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in thine intent. Blessed shall ye be thine
Thank you, friend, for you are the supporting wind beneath the wings of my weary
reflection-GOD!
Eagles in this place. And to you who seem to
never find an end to your labors and if the
‘coopn be not to your liking-change it! But
be not dismayed nor turn away from com‘Eve y breath has unlimited possimitment for no one EVER said the journey
bilities of a new tife, of new challenges,
on the Red Road would be more than it IS.
of new wmpletions, of cm&ion. Every
breath you take oglers you an opportusalu.
?litytodothingsyoumverthoughtyou
could do.
WHY NOT CHANGE.. .....

Little Crow; Feb. 3, 1991

Nevada Corporations
Privacy-Asset

Security-

Tax Reduction
JUDGEMENT PROOFING YOUR
CORPORATION
One of the main reasons that a business owner will decide to incorporate is to
limit the liability that his/ her business has
on their personal assets. With a Corporation, an individual separates their business
liability away from themselves. Any lawsuits, losses, or bankruptcies that may arise
from a corporation will not be the personal
responsibility of its owners, unlike a business that is not incorporated. This means no
matter what kind of trouble a corporation
gets into, except fraud, its owners, directors,
and officers are insulated and cannotbe held
personally responsible or financially liable.
So, once an individual decides to incorporate, what can they do to protect alI that they
have invested into their own corporation? It
is clear that a corporation will provide you
with personal protection but we also need to
take a look at ways to protect your corporate
assets from potential lawsuits.
Corporations are a very desirable targets
for lawsuits today. Attorneys and individuals assume that a corporation will have
assets and are therefore a worthy target for
their financial gain. As we know today, “Just
Cause” is not a prerequisite to lawsuits any
more. Corporate strategy involves many
angles and one of those involves judgment
prooring your corporation.
Onetechniqueusedbycorpomtionslarge
and small is to separate out those areas of
their business that have a higher likelihood
of drawing lawsuits and separating those
areas from the corporation’s more valuable
assets. Construction companies may consider placing their expensive vehicles and
equipment in a separate corporation that
leases these assets to their main company.
This leaves very little to anyone who may

decide to sue such a business like a construction company that finds themselves
open to many different potential lawsuits
that can easily force them into bankruptcy.
This way instead of fighting the suit the
corporation itselfcan be handed over to the
suitors at very little loss to the owners. This
strategy is exemplified by the story of Ted
Kennedy and the death of Mary Jo Kopecney
in the Chappaquidic river. After there was
not enough evidence to prove any Wrong
doing the family of Mary Jo decided to take
their claim up with the owner of the vehicle
which ended up being a trust (which could
have been a corporation) that just held this
one car in it at the time of their suit. If the
vehicle was held personally by Ted Kennedy
they may have had a chance to go after any
other assets that he may have held personally. This then left the family completely
without anyone or anything to go after.
Another useful strategy for Judgment
Proofmg your corporation involves encumbering your corporation with heavy debt.
This strategy can work using two corporations or just one. The idea of this strategy
is to turn your corporation into a turnip
where-by anyone considering alawsuit will
not find anything to go after. The corporation that you are trying to protect borrows
money from you personally or from another corporation. If you have assets of
$100,000 in your corporation you would
want to get that corporation deeper and
deeper into debt through a series of loans
that now would put your corporation at
least $100,000 into debt. Now to secure
these debts, you or the other corporation
that have made these loans to your main
corporation would sign a security agreement with the borrowing corporation. A
security agreement is a common powerful
tool that is used to secure certain assets as
collateral on a loan. With this security
agreement they agree that the assets, receivable, inventory, and everything belonging to your corporation is collateral for the
loans.

Once the assets are secured you would
want to make public notice of this debt to
all of the hovering vultures (lawyers) that
may be overhead. The entity that has now
secured your property for a loan would file
a UCC- 1 financing statement with the secretary of states office of the state where
your corporation is incorporated and with
the county records in the county of the
assets. This UCC-1 states to the public
that these assets are collateral for a note
that is owed. It gives notice to the world
that the assets are encumbered. It tells the
public that they cannot touch these assets
until the debt is paid.
The UCC-1 tells the public that this
creditor of the corporation gets paid first
before anyone else except the IRS. Those
encumbered assets can’t be touched until
after that creditor which may be you or
another corporation that you control gets
paid.
So, when someone decides to sue your
corporation they visit their smiling attorney who can hardly wait to go to work for
them on contingency. They first see just
how much they can take you for by finding
out just exactly how much you have. This
is accomplished by doing a Standard Asset
Search. First, they find any and all assets
that are in the corporations name and next
they look for any hidden assets and any
UCC-1 ftiings. After turning up the UCC’ 1 fling they find out that the business is so
indebted that it is amazing to even be
operating. Now their attorney, who is no
longer smiling, calls them back and gives
them the bad news and tells that there is
nothing to go after in a suit. You have now
successfully judgment proofed your corporation.
This strategy can be very successful by
using a Nevada Corporation in conjunction
with your home state corporation. Your
Nevada Corporation would be the lending
entity to your home state business that
fully encumbers ‘thoseassets of your home
state business. This would allow you as an
individual to remain out of this loop completely because no one has to know that
you are the owner of this lending corporation in Nevada.
For information about how Nevada
Corporations can benef3t your situation
call Corporate Advisors Corporation at
702-896-7002 and ask for Cort Christie
or write to him at P.O. Box 27740 Las
Vegas, NV 89126.

FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND ABOUT

THE VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS
AND THE TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN

ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4) AND PRIVACY IN A FISH
BOWL (#lo). (See back page for ordering
information).
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WOZtlJlVVQOD,
HERCULOBUS, ANUNNAKI (??)
TAIN YOU DURING THIS PERIOD OF HAP- frequencies and be able to accept the inPENING-YOU SHALL BE FINE-IF-you
crease in the bombardment of the damagTHE ANCIENTS
llsten to the monger
from Grandfa- ing invisible rays. You are moved into the
ther Great Spirit! Creator ti
not leave Photon Belt where you are now receiving
Of your year, 1993, the Ancients said you without-IF YOU ARE WITHOUT IT these energy rays ‘%,roundyour clock’. As
that in this year there would have brought IS BECAUSE OF SELF.
Gaiandriana can be introduced into our
to your place, plants and life forms that
greenhouses of algae, we can produce a
would give life and sustenance as never
WORMWOOD, HERCULOBUS,
strain of algae which can thrive on these
before seen. Starvation on the Earth and
ANUNNAKI 133)
unseen rays-but you don’t know yet how
distortion of health COULD be gone.....
to do that properly-just
“throwing”
Could it be? Yes, God has sent it unto you
REVELATION
8:10-13:
gaiandriana into the water won’t do it. Next
for your use through these times of travail
we offer you SPELTA which has husks
and passage and it is called “swamp waAnd the third angel sounded, and there which can withstand the damage of the
ter”, ‘death water” and thus and so. So too fez2 a great starfrom heaven, burning us it rays on the seed-kernels. We also offer you
have the proteins of life been brought and were a lamp, and it felZ upon the thir&part red lentils which coloring transforms these
shown to you, the purification techniques, of the rivers, and upon the fountains of frequencies into useable energy for the
the grains and the that which can sustain waters; And the ruzmeofthe star is called body. We can show you how to integrate
you in perfection. Ah indeed it COULD Wo nnwood (bittemess): and the third p~ti substances within the soybean which will
BE-and for some it WILLBE! Do you JUST of the waters became wo rmwood (bitter, transform it into food needing no suppleneed a bit MORE TIME? No-you need to poisoned); and many men died of the LUU-mentation-and be quite tasty in addition.
spend that which you have, wisely gaining ters, because they were made bitter.
We offer you Kargosok teagrown within the
cellular drianas which will allow the meminformation as to those things which are
presented for your nurturing and passage.
And the fourth angel sounded, and the brane cells to produce in almost total’darkthird part of the sun was smitten, and the ness”-just receiving from the luminesWORMWOOD
third part of the moon, and the third part of cent invisible rays. But it is not a”miracle”the stars; so as the third part of them was it takesTIME ofwhich you are running out.
But how can we get this to all the
But say ye farmers and tinkerers, that darkened, and the day shone notfora third
which you bring cannot live in the semi- part of it, and the night likewise.
people? That is not your problem! We will
get this to those who WANT IT and those
darkness which shall be cast upon the
And Ibeheld, and heard an angeZf2yin.g who can withstand and counter the attack
world as the heavenly bodies interfere according to ‘Revelation”. According to Rev- through the midst of heaven saying with a of the adversarial forces who are conekztion? What of Revelation?
It is a bit Loudvoice, Woe, woe, m, to the inhabiters stantly at assault to STOP YOU!
Stop you? Indeed. Every assault on
awkward to deal with that which has been of the earth by mason of the other voices of
so tampered as to lose meaning. We are the trumpet of the three angers, which am Dharmais a full-blown attempt to stop you
from having the life-sustaining needs to
fortunate, however, that the visionsof John yet to souruf.1
make this passage. If you are but a player
began as ORAL TRADITION of Truth. WritWe speak of Photon Belts and lighted in an illusion, do YOU still need physical
ten words and interpretations are tampered and lose meaning in Truth. The days of three in length and then we speak things? Yes and no-as you “grow” you will
ANCIENTS taught their WISDOMKEEPER of light in only a third its amount indefi- only need the ENERGY that is present in
in the ORAL WAY and required that the nitely-what do these things have in corn- these items. Moreover, you will need (this
students represent and represent to the mon? In both instances the INVISIBLE remnant) to supplement the body physical
teacher that which was given-in Truth LIGHT of the high frequency rays of the sun to sustain both energy form and physical
and without personal interpretation. The will be present undimmed in BOTH IN- form, else your physical form will be cut
short of maturing and you will be left in
interpretations would be allowed opinion- STANCES.
energy form without completion for THE
but N~TTHETRUTH OFTHETEACHINGS.
task at hand.
What is Wormwood and what can it
SO WHAT?
Example? George Green goes about his
represent? Almost anything from a “gourd
Well, our mission is to tell you the truth clandestine affairs with his legal criminals.
of ashes” as in atomic explosions, volcanic
eruptions which darken the sky, impact of these things and offer that which will His effort is to close down the Institute and
from a distant star or planet or portions have capability of life during either of these have all participants LOSE assets to render
thereof-r
space craft or, or, or.. .. What two instances-since, it appears, you will you useless to completion of your
difference does it make? IT IS THE EVENT PROBABLY not change the circumstances projects. If you cannot complete your
projecteyou are going to be unable to
WHICH OCCURS WHICH MUST BE AT- ofyourjourney.
Gaiandriana thrives in either instance. survive that which is coming. Does he know
TENDED IN PREPARATION. IF YOU ARE
PREPARED WITH THAT WHICH CAN SUS- Ingested, it causes the body to change what he does? OF COURSE! He doesn’t
1 l/ 13193 Wl

HATONN
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ACT for these reasons-he acts in greedy
ego hate and passion for self-but he is but
the TOOL, do you see? AND, YOU WHO
CONTINUE CONTACT WITH HIM IN YOUR
‘UNCONDITIONAL” LOVE ARE BEING DESTROYED MORE QUICKLY THAN ARETHE
INTENDED TARGETS.
How so? Well, let us look at poor Leon.
Leon set about to simply get funds. But he
joined forces to FORCE same, with Green.
Ah, and- now we join forces with lawyers
(very powerful politically, Green says) and
others wanting to get funds for self from
parents. Leon trusts Green and denounces
all others involved-and Leon shares with
him and Leon’s attorney shares with himand George betrays them. George Green
has sent the most confidential documents
available and has offered confidential information in detail, to the scattered parties
he is soliciting to put the Institute into
Receivership. THIS IS BREAKING THE
LAW, ACCORDING TO THE LAW! This
negates, LEGALLY, all possibility of continuing the confidential agreement and
REQUIRES BY THE SAME LAW that that
which has already been exchanged be RECOVERED!
Green also tells ‘everybody” (his words)
that Little Crow has denounced the Ekkers
and the place in Tehachapi as a CULT and
refuses to longer “have anything to do with
them”. He continues by saying that he has
first hand and direct information from the
“horse’smouth” fromones who are in Little
Crows group-i.e., LARRY SIMS.
How can this be? Well, he says that
‘everybody” tells Patricia and Leon-that
a...yes, Patricia and Leon always go see
poor old confused John S. all the timetogether and then they give me (Green) all
the information-DIRECTLY!” He tells “everybody” that Sims belongs to Little Crow’s
group and talks with him all the time.” He
also says he &...gets information all the
time, every day, from these other guys
down there who keep tabs on everything.”
He says, further, that “.... these guys
had to refuse to sign to help get John S. out
ofhisconvalescent placement because they
just want to get his money.” What money?
Green also tells ‘everybody” that “,.. they
got all of John’s and Eleanor’s money and
that’s why John is ‘in there’. Eleanor had
over $600,000 ‘in there’ that they (Ekkers)
have stolen and now, John is listed as a
pauper.” Oh? It is true that Eleanor and
Rod, her son, have him signed in as a
‘pauper” and they get all his pension,
retirement, etc, and in addition, full interest on “Eleanor’sS”investment monthly“to pay the Alzheimer’s Center”. Only a
couple of problems with this-It indicates
that something must be left of “Eleanor’s”
fund-if
nothing more than integrity of
the ones holding said funds and JOHN
DOESNOTHAVEALZHEIMER’SDISEASE.
These family members have taken EVERY-
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THING of value as to property, put this
beloved friend into incarceration and left
him to die alone-having by law set it up to
prevent anyone from ‘visiting with him.
And still these “friends of George” continue
to bow and scrape at his lying feet!
Well, Mr. Green, you may be able to
prevent visitors to John, BUT YOU CANNOT PREVENT ME FROM GETTING JOHN
HIS FREEDOM! “ME”? YES, ME! How so?
Because ones in loving care for this manwill get his freedom into their loving homes
and hearts. God our Father has asked US
to attend his child who petitions to us every
moment of his frightened life--AND WE
SHALL SERVE AND WE SHALL WORK
DILIGENTLY UNTIL WE GET THIS TASK
DONE AND THE CLUTCHES OF THE
GREEDY CONTROLLERS ARE RELEASED
FROM HIS BEING.
Oh, by theway, local friendswho thought
my scribe lying about an emissary in Anne?
Leon went white with anger and they all
but shredded Dharma and E.J. because
SHE MADE THE STATEMENT and I told.
We do not have closed-shop here-if you
act in deceit and secret-you are going to
beconfrontedwithTRUTH ifit actedagainst
MY PEOPLE. We don’t have any group-so
everything attacking ones here-are PERSONALATTACKS ON INDMDUALS! NOW,
YOU MAY ENJOY THIS IFYOU HAVE BEEN
HURT FROM THE DISCOUNTING OF THIS
AS A LIE-HOWEVER, MR. GREENISTELLING ‘EVERYBODY” (HIS WORDS) THAT
HE II...HAS A PERSON, ANNE, RIGHT IN
LEON’S BEDROOM AND HOW MUCH
CLOSER CAN YOU GET TO KNOWING
WHAT’S GOING ON THAN THAT?”
Ah, but it is even more interesting,
friends, he is telling ‘everybody” that Nora
and Mitch and others are just working on
the “inside” so they can “get” Ekkers.
Well, I think perhaps that finally some
of the “everybodies” that he tells these
things are getting a second, ‘third and
fourth get of DIFFERENT story-line and are
waking up to see the beast for what it is.
The ‘everybodies” as you might guess are
Institute participants whom Green is
efforting to get to thrust the Institute into
‘Forced Bankruptcy”. He is NOW calling it
receivership-but when queried about itexplains that it is simply “liquidation of
assets’.
I think we had better have a talk today
about bankruptcy, receivership,investment
vs. loans/notes, collateral gold held for
increased value and the original plan designed by George Green himself. This
same plan he NOW CALLS A PONZI
SCHEME!

point out something to all of you; Dharma,
I believe you will agree, knows about everything now, which will secure her nicely for
far longer than she would like to stick
around. Ekkers have invested every last
bit of everything into these projects until
they are exhausted. However,THEY began
well over a decade past-to line-up investors for valid projects. Those investors are
going to come through, friends. They will
not take their newly awarded funding and
run and bury it in a distant place away
from you-theyfullyplan, ANDYOU KNOW
IT, to attend it ,carefully among all of you
present and some absent-to secure yours
and their continuing passage.
They will continue to struggle against
this beast that keepsgnawingawayat their
very flesh and bones until the time is
correct and security for that which WILL be
can be achieved and acquired in protection. This is NOT for the snatching for
self-this is for the sharing among all who
have given and worked and clung to the
KNOWING that what you do is the RIGHT
THING TO DO.
I am particularly pained for one, Patricia.
She, like all ofyou, has searched for peace,
loving friendship, and just a place in which
to serve. We have “spies” among us-so
what? However, I require that my immediate stafftake care and stay alert. When the
-above messages come back from Florida
and Pennsylvania about Green’s “inside
informers” and ones such as Patricia are
NAMED and the NAMING BACKED UP BY
OTHER INSIDE INFORMERS, it is diligence that causes reactions from those
under full-blown physical and legal attack.
I believe that a perfect solution as it can
unfold, for instance, in. the attending of
John, is to follow through with Patriciawho
has offered over and over again to serve, to
tend as a live-in attendant-as soon as
John’s dwelling can be reclaimed. He will
now need furnishings, etc., for Eleanor
took everything of value and ,use. Then, it
would seem that for the legal challenge of
medical care, Audrey would be the visiting
medical person to attend any such needs.
I cannot believe that two FULL-TIM,Eattendants would cost as much as is being
poured away to keep John incarcerated.
Why not place him permanently in Audrey’s
care? Because IF HE IS IN HIS HOUSE, HE
HAS RIGHT OF POSSESSION OF HIS OWN
PROPERTY! THAT will be very, very important as Eleanor’s total control over his
physical being is challenged. Eleanor has
relinquished all responsibility to her son,
Rod. He is now working to legally gain
control of all of Eleanor’s assets also. He is
setting up the case to put her into a placement as being also incompetent!
PERSONAL RESPONSE
Is this your business? Yes-because it
I think you might agree with this state- impacts greatly on John WHO HAS PETIment-it makes Wormwood look inviting TIONED DESPERATELY FOR YOUR
on a personal scale of one to ten. I want to HELP-HE KNOWS HE CAN DO NOTHING
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FROM WHERE HE IS. As to the rest? There
is nothing we CAN do-do you see the
difference? It is so important that you DO
SEE the DIFFERENCE.
One of our very fiist projects which will
be gotten underway immediately upon
funding is a complex of dwellings, specifically originated for care to ones who need
care. Apartments and suites wherein ones
can live comfortably and still have centralized care as needed. It shall be open
housing for ones who simply desire to
share closer proximity with others as the
years and conditions merit consideration
of care and family-style friendships. This
will be Audrey’s and Eric’s gift to you ones.
Perhaps our Laurie and family can come
and make it a working possibility which
brings family into security also. This is
NOT NEW-this is that which has been
planned for, invested in (literally), due and
owing-AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS.
There are ones right now, besides John,
who would benefit so greatly from such
arrangements; Lydia, Cleary-many of you
who now have apartments and who could
have better facilities, central sharing of
%atching out for each other”, gardens,
flowers, whatever, or as little, as you wish.
The facilities are going to be wonderful,
with pools, gathering rooms, shared activities available--maybe even a little Texas
Line-Dancing and a place to have outside
FAMILY come to visit with extra rooms, etc.
This is not JUST A DREAM-this MUST BE
THE REALITY and God bless you children
WHO DO NOT GIVE UP YOUR DREAMS
BUT SIMPLY DO WHATYOU NEED TO DO
TO MAKE THEM COME ALIVE. Do you
somehow think Babajee or Maharajee or
Tunkashilajee and Atonaijee cannot get
along somehow? You won’t find any DIFFERENCE, little ones-and until you can
fly-you need the support .of that which
brings you to flight. DO NOT CONFUSE
THE ENERGY WITH THE MESSENGERS
PRESENTED.
This is what Little Crow efforts to express for your understanding, that there is
only ONE-and myriads of Truths in expression to get you to’ THE “ONE”. The
TEACHERS of LIGHT of SPIRIT-will all
teach the same central TRUTH and show
you that you MUST MAKE THE DECISIONS AND DISCERNMENTS OF THE
ROUTING TO THE “ONE”. As YOU affii
your goal and eyes unto the light at the end
of the Red Road, for instance, you will find
yourself less and less on the Black path. It,
further means that you are going to find
Black Man and Red Man on BOTH PATHWAYS-but the paths lead in opposing
directions-ah ha, however, as with all life
spirals-each is only a part of the other and
the journey is infinite. This dimensional
expression however is a SPIRAL and NOT A
SIMPLE CIRCLE for in the movement of
energy to simply go around and around is
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not such a great idea-you need to effort to
spiral ever upwards toward Lighted knowing and effort to keep from spiraling into
negative aspects of experience. You can go
either way, my friends, either way-the one
choice you DO NOT HAVE is to STOP! You
are going to go one way or the other-so
only the direction is up for choosing.
The point of this spot on your spiral is to
experience that which is in the choosing.
You can pronounce the prophet’s messages, effort to figure out what this one or
that one might have in meaning-but until
you take responsibility for self and journey
you will have MISSED the point of valueentirely.
A QUOTE FROM LITTLE CROW:
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your message, that that is the world you
portray....” LC, 1 l/4/90

And so, what is the “world” YOU portray? You are welcome to come travel and
walk the way with us-but you shall have
to content yourself with our direction-on
the upward spiraling path-FOR WE WALK
ONLY ONE DIRECTION AND WE CANNOT
MOVE IN OPPOSITE WAYS AT THE SAME
TIME. SO EITHER PLAN TO WALK WITH
US OR GO YOUR WAY WITH THOSE WHO
WOULD GO ELSEWHERE-WE HAVE NO
CLAIM TO EITHER ROAD EXCEPT THAT
WHICH ALLOWS ROOM FOR OUR OWN
PASSAGE-WHICH IS INFINITE FOR OUR
NEEDS. WE CAUSE NO ONE TO WALK
WITH US. IS IT NOT INTERESTING, HOWEVER, HOW MANY OBJECT TO OUR

WALKING AT ALL? WHY DO THEY NOT
uYou are the messengers of time. You am GOWALKTHEIROWNPATHANDLEAVE
theprophets of the time. You cxznyforth the USTOOURS? ITHINKYOUKNOWWHY!
word tbugh
your own b&at&r.
If you
May your journey be always in Light
are into the world of materialism and that is that you can see and KNOW. Salu.

God Needs
ACTIVE
llf

13193 Wl

Participants

SANANDA

Peace, Thomas, Sananda present in
Radiance.
We are most busy aboard our craft
these days for your world is in a tangled
web of darkness brought forth by the Elite
controllers who mean to bring your world
and all in it under full and total control. It
is all but done. Ah yes, God wins, beloved
ones of faith, but do not put limits upon the
manner in which the winning takes place.
God’s Plan is Grand indeed, filled with
Radiance for all who would walk the path
of righteousness unto the very end-it is
thine heart intent which is measured in
these Kingdoms, beloved. Your world is a
seething mass, close to total destructionwe are fulfilling the mission which was
commissioned of us, to bring The WORD of
Truth unto the four corners of the world so
that man may make his choices about his
own divinity-and it is so-The WORD of
God has and is pouring forth to inform all
who will listen of the way it is and the way
it has been. Put. not your Truth aside to
turn unto the density that is physical-lift
thineself up to the Radiance that surrounds thee this and every day-the Light
is that which ye seek and therein ye shall
find God.

Be about the business of tending matters which need tending for the hour does
indeed grow most critical. How many of
you who live in large metropolitan areas
have more than 2 or 3 days food in your
dwelling? And what if I were to tell thee that
2 or 3 months would be insufficient? Do ye
think it brings me joy to tell of these
possibilities? Do ye think that Hatonn
enjoys telling of the evil plans in store for
thee? Nay, we would much rather speak of
the glorious things of that which is thine
very spiritual essence of soul evolvement
into Radiance-but we are commissioned
to tell of the other, for it is how your world
has arrived to where it is today-ye have
not been given to know the plans, the
secrecies, the laws which have been passed
to implement Control of your very Beingwe are dutv bound to inform thee of service.
We come not to overthrow or do anything other than bring the TRUTH that ye
may KNOW the true from the false-then
we may speak of these spiritual matters for
which ye long and which, in truth, is all
that is of importance.
Seek not to withdraw thine involvement
in this world, beloved ones-for God needs
active narticipants-ye have come to be on
that place at this time for a reason, and
indeed each soul purpose is unique unto
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itself. Be of courageous spirit-measure
thine deeds with the yardstick of wisdom,
act not in haste but do act-participate
creatively with each day which is gifted
unto thee-In LIGHT, In Radiance and
Truth-with God’s Direction, ye shall be
given to KNOW that which is to be accomplished in a given day-ye have a day
before thee. What will ye do with it? How
will this day be any different than yesterday? Will todav’s work make a difference in the evolution of a planet? Does
it matter?
Ye are given the gift of life itself. Ye
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are fragments of the Lighted God/ATON, the way-YOU do the work.
and ye can create-what
will ye create
I Am Sananda
and will it be worthy as a gift unto
I Come in Radiance and
1
mankind and his posterity, or will thine
Service
unto
God
of
Light/ATON.
creations be only for self which shall
-8
Who might you be?
gather dust and crumble? Think on
In whose service are you?
these things, beloved ones. Thine FaAre you sure?
ther awaits thine decisions and thine
Ask of LIGHT and the Door shall be
actions. Be of good cheer and unwavering faith for I Am as near as thine opened,
First ye must ask!
Breath! Stay the course and hold mine
God Awaits.
hand in thine hour of tribulation and I
shall see thee through-but I shall not,
Salu
nor will God, Do it for thee-we show

From The News Desk
an unknown source, “Houston health offi- up to 24 people near the Atlantic Richfield
cials say an outbreak of influenza in south- Company, which donated $250,000 to the
Forttise of you just tuning into CONTACT, ern Louisiana could cause an early flu cause.”
the column From The News Desk has been outbreak in the Houston area.”
U.N. TROOPS
started so that seldom seenpieces of newsEINSTEIN IN JARS?
worthy information are shared with you.
From the October 29 edition of the
There is much information which pours
through the CONTACT office which ComIn the October 24 edition of the FORT FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, ‘Secremander Hatonn simply cannot use due to WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, from an article &try-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, one
time restraints. This is our attempt at shar- written by Cynthia Mayer, Lawrence, Kan- of the strongest proponents of using force
ing a compilation of gems that otherwise sas: “The celebrated brain of the 20th to impose peace, is backing away from that
might slip through the cracks unseen
century resides in Apartment 13 on the tough policy.
‘Recent bloodshed in Somalia and atsecond floor of a nondescript brick apartCHERNOBYL BACKLASH
ment building here.
tacks on U.N. forces have soured the United
‘It hasn’t produced a worthy thought in States and other key nations on enforcing
Inarecentarticlef~mtheROCKYMOUNalmost 40 years. Which is to be expected, peace in strife-torn regions where U.N.
TAmr NEWS, “Thyroid cancer cases are in- given its current state: bathed in alcohol, troops are unwelcome.
creasing dramatically among children af- cut into about 100 chunks and slices, and
‘Boutros-Ghali, in effect calling for U.N.
fected by radioactive fallout from the diwied up among three glass jars.
troops to stand down, said the United
Chernobylnuclearaccident,theWorld Health
‘Can this really be what’s left of the Nations should ‘maintain, not impose
Organization said.”
mind that conceived the Theory of Relativ- peace.”
Seems like a smoke-screen.
ity?
FBI FINED IN WEAVER/
*It can, and it is.
HARRIS CASE
‘Albert Einstein is in Kansas now. Well,
U.S. TARGETS KOREA
his brain is, anyway.
From an article faxed to CONTACT,
From the Oct. 29 edition of the MODESTO
‘It belongs to Thomas Harvey, a retired
BEE, I’The FBI has been fined $1,920 for pathologist who typically doesn’t tell his appe,aring in the November 7 edition of
delays in producing reports and evidence in neighbors that the remains of one of THE SUNDAY TIMES, written by James
the trial of awhite separatistwho wasacquit- humanity’s great intellects can be found in Adams and Jon Swain, “rhe United States
ted of kiIIing a federal r+rsbaI., U.S. District his hall closet.
has prepared plans for’ a cruise missile
Judge Edward Lodge said the FBI repeatedly
“I don’t like to advertise it,‘he said, with strike to wipe out North Korea’s secret
nuclear bomb-making facility as its conignored orders to produce material in a a little smile.”
frontation with the world’s last StaIinist
timely manner, delaying the eight-week trail
regime turns into President Bill Clinton’s
of Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris.
LA HOMELESS IN DOMES
biggest foreign policy challenge.
“Washington fears that President
GULF WAR EXPOSURE
In an article from the RENO GAZETTEJOURNAL, dated November 6, “Activists Kim 11 Sung, who has massed more
Also from the ROCKYMOUN7MNNEWS,
officially opened a futuristic looking home- than 70% of his one million-strong
“Gulfwar veterans will be tested for possible less shelter of small white domes Friday armed forces close to the border with
exposure to chemical weapons despite Pen- right on the downtown lot where a make- South Korea, will himself order a preemptive missile attack or even an invatagon denials that Iraq ever used such weap- shift encampment used to be.
ons on allied troops.”
“‘Our job is to stabilize them so that the sion of the South in a rerun of the
social services that already exist can come Korean was he launched four decades
LOUISIANA FLU
and work with them,‘homeless activist Ted ago.
“Nearly two million soldiers are dug
Hayes said.
In an article dated September 15, from
Theclusterof 18 omnispherescan house in along the two sides of the 152 mile
1 l/ 14193
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demilitarized zone separating North and
South Korea, 36,000 of them American
troops who would be in the front line in
any war triggered by the North’s effort
to become a renegade nuclear state.”
TURN

IN YOUR

GUNS

investigation.
“As much as $300 million in Pell grantsaid for low-income students-may have
been misused by 21 Jewish schools, the
Senate Governmental Affairs permanent
subcommittee on investigations said
Wednesday.”
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government in elections next year.
“Mandela, president of the African National Congress, continued harsh attacks
on de Klerk and the governing National
Party during a campaign...”
ANC PREPARES FOR WAR

In a recent telephone call to the
COSMIC DUST
In the October/November edition of the
CONTACToffice, it was learned that the
South African publication THE AIDA
San Francisco Bay Area musical conIn another article from the October 29 PARKER NEWSLETTER, “Mandela’s Nobel
cert ticket supplier BASS, has offered edition of FORTH WORTH STAR-TELE- Peace Prize notwithstanding, more and
to exchange concert tickets for guns.
GRAM, written by Mark A. Stein, “Scien- more evidence is accumulating that the
tists in California report that they have ANC is preparing for outright war and
SAY WHAT?
found evidence of organic molecules, po- ethnic cleansing in the beautiful but altential seeds of life, clinging to interplan- ready blood-soaked garden Province of
In an article from the October 29 edition etary dust in a discovery that will probably Natal.
‘What analysts now fear is that the ANC
of the MODESTO BEE, “The California Su- refuel debate over a fundamental issue in
preme Court agreed Thursday to decide science--the origin of life on Earth.
is preparing to do to the Zulus what Mugabe
whether patients may sue health care work“rhe discovery of bits of carbon, oxygen did to their cousins, the Matabele, after
ers for infecting them with the fear of and nitrogen on microscopic specks of Zimbabwean independence. The Zulus,
contracting AIDS.”
dust from space bolsters theories that the descendants of Shaka and other militadust could have been a significant rists whose name is legend, will fight to the
YOUR PAPERS, PLEASE
extraterrestial source of the complex mol- bitter end, but the fact remains that they
ecules essential for the creation of life are pitifully ill-equipped to withstand the
From the October 6 edition of the RE- about 3.5 billion years ago.”
supremely well-equipped and international
financed men so eager to break their back.
PUBLICAN-AMERICAN,
Waterbury, CT,
The pointers to amajorANC build up are all
“Paul Emma got carded at the door TuesTORNADOES IN MENA,
ARKANSAS
there.”
day, and he wasn’t even entering a bar.
In another portion of the same newslet“Emma was at City Hill Middle School,
out to vote. The people asking for identifiFrom the November 14 edition of the ter, uAnotherdocument, also in Mandela’s
cation were poll workers, required to do so DAZLY NEWS (Lancaster/Palmdale, CA), own handwriting, How To Be A Good Combecause of a new state law that took effect Tornadoes ripped through western and munist,held that only ‘revolution, and not
central Arkansas on Saturday, injuring up the slow change or reforms the reactionarlast week.
“The new law, passed to weed out people to 12 people, destroying homes and knock- ies and liberals often advise,’ could bring
about ‘the transition from capitalism to
who try to vote illegally under other names, ing out power in some areas.”
For those readers who have followed the socialism. One therefore must be a revoluplaces the burden of proof and penalty of
reports of cocaine drug trafficking out of tionary, not a reformist.’ Further, The aim
law on voters.m
the Mena airport, does anyone find it inter- of studying Marxist philosophy is to enable
esting that the tornado touched down at us to direct more effectively revolutionary
HANTAVIRUS
mass struggles...the Communistmovement
that particular location?
still faces powerful enemies which must be
In the October 21 edition of THE
completely crushed and wiped from the
HAITI 8&THE CIA
DICKINSON PRESS, New Orleans, ?he
face of the Earth before a Communist world
number of cases of an often fatal viral
From the same edition of the DAZZY can be realised.”
infection could soon rise as mice carrying
Nobel Peace Prize???
the disease seek shelter inside from cold NEWS, in an article written by Tim Weiner
weather, health officials warned Wednes- of THE NEW YORK TLMES, “rhe Central
Intelligence Agency created an intelligence
day.
‘Officials are apprehensive about au- service in Haiti in the mid-1980s to fight
People are aCways
tumn because an Asian version of the virus the cocaine trade, but the unit evolved into
an instrument of political terror whose
is most prevalent as winter approaches.
6lizmin.g their circum‘So far, 42 people in 12,states have been officers at times engaged in drug traffickstances or what they
ing, American and Haitian officials say.
infected.. .”
are. I d on’t 6eCieve in
uAmerican officials say the CIA cut its
ties
to
the
Haitian
organization
shortly
COLLEGE LOAN ABUSES
Ilie
circumstance.
after the 1991 military coup against Haiti’s
people who get on in
From the October 29 edition of THE first democratically elected president, the
WASHZNGTON POST, in an article written Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide.”
this world are the
by Mary Jordan, “The Education Departpeople who et up and
MANDELA
ment has known for 12 years about potential multimillion dollar abuses only now
Cook for t ffe circumAlso from the DAILY NEWS, in an article
being stopped.
stances
they want,
Testerday, on the second day of Senate written by Donna.Bryson, “Inasnda, South
hearings on abuse of college fmancial aid, Africa-Squatters in this east coast settleand-f the can’tfind
a 198 1 letter from the U.S. attorney’s office ment brought their hunger for homes, runthem, ma z e them
here showed department officials were ning water and peace to Nelson Mandela,
aware of problems with some of the ultra- who told them the solution is to bury
orthodox Jewish schools under criminal President F.W. de Klerk and his white
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The Descendants
Of King David
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(Sunh I!&) (There appears to be an error in
this referenceas other referencesstate kings
descended from David were notto be judged
themselves.): kings of the house of David
were anointed, but not kings of Israel (Her.
11b.): and even when kings of Israel were
anointed (when the succession was in dispute), oil of balsam was to be used and not
the prescribed anointing oil. It was. also
ruled: In the Temple Court, the kings of the
house of David alone are permitted to sit’.
(sot. 41b).” End quote. [The Pharisees became rabbis after the destruction of the
second temple in Jerusalem.]

who were heavily involved in marketing, the
productionof beer, weaving of silk, and other
large commercial interests. The satrap controlled these affairs in his province. The
Jewish EXlarch also gathered taxes from
Part II of a Series
Jews outside Persia.
“In the Liturgv David is also remembered
There were also Jewish “nobles” who
THE EXILARCHS
wielded a great deal of power. It was said and extolled. In both the Ashkenazi and
among the lower class of Jews that one must Sephardi rites, the concluding blessing, alWho were the Exikchs? The ‘Exilarchs” avoid conflict with these ‘nobles” at all costs, most exclusively of psalms, states that *it is
were those who claimed descent from the due to their tyrannical severity.
the duty of all creatures to praise and extol
houseofDavid,andwhoweregiven”satrapys”
Why do I write about the Exilaxhs? Be- God even beyond the words of song and
by the Persian Empire through which to cause I believe that most Christians, and-or adoration of David the son of Jesse, Thine
govern the Jews of Persia and other areas Western peoples, are unfamiliar with the appointed servant.” More prominent is the
dominated by Persia, A ‘satrapy” was a circumstances, believing that ‘the house of ‘hope of the restoration of the Davidic Dygovernorship over a designated area and-or David” disappeared millenniums ago. Such nasty and its Messianic undertones”....The
group. The satrap, or ‘Exilarch=, a name by does not appear to be the case. However, the a15th blessing of the Amidah implies this in
which their own governorswere called by the public records grow dim in later centuries. ‘two passages of the Grace after meals. Have
Jews, had many rights and responsibilities The Jews still look for a’Messiah” from the mercy upon....the kingdom of the house of
to the Persian ruler includingcollectingtaxes house of David, who will not only restore David, Thine anointed’ and ‘showeth loving
from the Jews. To the Jews, %xilarchA them to Jerusalem but rule the world! They kindness to His anointed, to David and his
meant their leader, or Prince, in exile (or in believe they are the people chosen to do sol seed for evermore.’ (Theaddition to the Grace
the dispersion,AKA diaspora). These leaders And, the house of David has been carefully for the intermediate Days of SuwcOtalso
were approved by the Persian ruler and maintained for that hoped-for eventuality. *prays for God to ‘raise up the fallen taberchosen by the Jews from among those who
What do they mean by ‘Messiah”? Actu- nacle (suwuXh)of David’ (Amos 9:l I).” End
claimed descent from the house of David. aJly,it means “anointed one”- simply a king Quoting. (Underlining mim+Nora)
Another name for them was ‘Resh Galuta~, of the Davidic line who has been ‘anointed”
or head of the Golah (community).
“In Kabbduh David is seen as the man
and crowned. However they look not only for
I quote from the article *satrap” in the aking, butTHE king-one to rule the world. who symbolized the “quality of the
EncydupediuJudcdca:
The following are some excerpts from The Kingdom”....“Togetherwith Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, David constitutes the ‘fourth leg
EncycZo~
Judaica’s article on ‘David?
‘The satrap possessed very extensive
of the Merkabah’; or the throne in an extenauthority: he supervised the administration
*In the Ac-madak David’s image in the sion of the Midrashic saying: ‘It is the
of the districts of his province, including the Aggadah is many-faceted. The unique sta- Patriarches who are the Merkabah’
imposition of taxes. He had the right to mint tus of his monarchy-in contrast to other (Ge&?.47:7).
coins in his name, except for gold coins, the kings of Israel-is frequently emphasized:
minting of which was the prerogative of the The sovereignty of David shall never lapse’
“In Christianitv. David’s importance for
emperor. He was the supreme judge and (YaZ.,Num 772). The Midmsheven declares Christianityderives from the fact that Jesus
travelled throughout the province dispens- that God looks forward to David being king was considered the Messiah, son of
ing justice. He was responsible for the until the end of the generations* @en, R. David”....“the title, Messiah, was also besecurity inside his province, and supervised 88371,and that Whoever contends against stowedupon Bar Kokhba by RabbiAkiva. By
the highways. He also had an armywhich he the sovereignty of the house of David de- Paul’s generation, however, Christians alrecruited locally, but the garrisons in the serves to be bitten by a snake’ (&nh. 1Z&x]. ready believed that Jesus was descended
citadels and the regulararmywere under the In this emphasis there is an echo of the fmmthe houseofDavid @‘Tim 2:8;Heb. 7~17).
directco mmand of the emperor. The pehah dispute which, in its time, divided Judaism Consequentlytwo distinct and very artificial
(governor) was subordinate to the satrap, after the establishment of the dynasty of the genealogiesofJesus were traced (2U& 2~1-7;
who in turn was subjectto the representative Hasmoneans who were not of Datidic de- La&e 3:23-8).
of the emperor; but satraps frequently con- scent (see “David, Dynasty or).
ducted their own foreign policy. Sometimes
‘In additionhe (David) wasconsidered an
more than one province was under the con“Pharisaic Sunnort of David’s Dvn tv exemplaryking:Charlemagnelikedhiscourttrol of one satrap. The office of satrap at The Pharisees did not deny that accordrg to iers to call him ‘the new David’. The Armetimes passed by inheritance and there were the hcddmh, kings, who were not of the nian Bagatriddynastytracedtheirlineage to
dynasties of satraps which continued for house of David could be appointed (Hot=23a: David and Bath-Sheba, as Ethiopian Monmany generations. As a result of the exten- et al ): but they made a clear distinction archs do to Solomon, the son of David. The
sive authority bestowed upon the satrap, the between them by stressingthat the house of Church regarded David as a prototype of a
Persian Empire in the course of time was a David was eternal, and by placing limits king obeying its precepts, and his anointunited country only in theory”...End quot- upon the authority of the other kings: only ment by Samuel was the basis &x that of
ing.
kings of the house of David couldjudge and kingsand emperorsduringthe MiddleAges;”
Theream accountsofindividual Exilaxhs bejudged themselves, and not kings of Israel End Quoting. (Kings and emperors were
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crowned, or anointed by the Pope in the
“Holy Roman Empire”, and by the Archbishop of the Church of England in England. )
The Jewish sources imply that Jesus
was NOT one of David’s descendants by
pointing out that, according to the New
Testament, Jesus did not claim to be descended from David, although others called
him =son of David”. I have, in Part I of this
series, described some of the problems
with the genealogies of Jesus in the New
Testament. It appears to me that there are
indeed, problems with Biblical accounts.
Some of these problems can be charged to
early errors in translations. However, like
the =JewsD,I believe “Christians” have been
grossly mislead by a priesthood and elite
group intend ing to reap rewards and power
for themselves, NOT to bring TRUTH to the
people.
Esu/Jmmanuel/Sananda stated in the
PHOENIX JOURNAL, AND THEY CALLED
HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA,
that there was NO intrinsic value to the
genealogy he gives to us therein except for
“doubters and testers*. The point I believe
He was making is that it is NOT the bloodline of the physical body, but the nature of
the soul inhabiting that body that is important. King David was a special one, and it
is said of him that he ‘was a man after
God’s own heart.” However, he lived 3,000.
years ago. How many of today’s descendants of David can be said to be ya man
after God’s own heart?” One must look to
the particular man, not the blood-line.
Does the man follow God’s Laws? How
does he treat God’s creation and creatures? David’s son Solomon was NOT a
follower of God’s Laws, and this is why the
“Kingdom of Israel” did not last long. ANY
descendants of Solomon would carry his
blood-line as well! Think about it.
I believe, if indeed there is any true
prophecy regarding the “eternal” reign of
the house of David, that the ONLY descendant now worthy to hold that honor, and
carry that responsibility IS the one called
Esu /Immanuel. In any event, God will
have the last word on this issue.
Jewish communities in Babylon (Persia) continued to grow and expand. “Until
the Arab conquest the government of
Babylonian Jewry for the first 12 centuries
C.E. lay in the hands of the Exilarch.
Rabbinic traditions incorporated in the
Seder ‘OZam Zuta, trace the origin of the
institution to the last years of the exile of
Jehoiachin, on the basis of IIKings 25:27.
Further datawere derived from IChronicles
3:17ff. Whether such an institution actually existed before the Parthian times is not
known, and certainty is impossible.” (Ref.Encyclopedia Sudiaca subject: Exilarch).
The rabbinic tradition of the Seder Olam
Zuta is the LONE account of the early
Exilarchs.

CONTACT:

The article above contains a listing of
the Exilarchs (see below) starting with
Nahum, 140-170 A.D., and ending with
Samuel (b. Azariah?) 1240(?)-1270(?) A.D.
One can find individual accounts of
each Exilarch and their advisors under
their separate names throughout current
Jewish reference works. To say that all
went well for each of them would be a gross
misunderstatement. There were frequent
conflicts, controversies, jealousies, etc.,
between the various leaders and communities. Sometimes there was more than
one Exilarch executing administrative authority in different communities. Also, at
times, the “Gaons* (or priests) objected to

The Exilarchs

List of nilarchs of the Parthian and Sasanid periods (based on
F. Lazarus; see bibl.).
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the Exilarchs who they claimed were =unlearnedA,etc. There was also concern that
the priests, or rabbinic scholars of the
various academies, were more qualified to
lead than the house of David, giving rise to
the question, at times, of whether the
house of “Aaron” (the priest) should not
rule, or at least have equal power with the
king (Exilarch). Nevertheless, the Jews, as
a whole, retained the preference for the
house of David, even though some of the
Exilarchs became despotic burdens. In
maintaining the Exilarchs and the various
academies, the Jews retained their representation at the Emperor’s Court and their
autonomy as a group within the country,
as well as maintaining a continual control
over their own community.
The Jews were mostly favored by a
tolerant attitude of first the Persian Emperor and later the Ottoman Sultan, who
was related to the Tartar Clans. They had
complete freedom in pursuit of economic
activities. “From the tenth century on,
Jewish merchants began to participate in
banking and moneylending and to play a
leading role as financial experts and bankers in the service of the Caliphs and their
viziers” (Ref. : Encyclopedia Judaica, subject: Persia.)
It was during the period of the Exilarchs
in Babylon (Persia) that the BabyZonian
Talmud was developed. It is said, “essentially”, to be “the interpretations and elaboration of the Mishnah as it was carried on
in the great academies of Babylon. Although there are no clear-cut beginnings
or endings, it is customary to date the
period of the Babylonian Tabnud from the
days of Abba Aricha (usually called Rav)
and Samuel, in the first half of the third
century, to the end of the teaching at
Ravina (Aka Ravena) in 499. The most
important academies were in Nehardea,
Sura, Pumbedita, Mahoza, Noresh and
Mata Mehaysa.“.... “Usually the heads of
the Academies who followed each other
were the immediate disciples of the previous heads” ....“While the BabyZonia Talmud
is an interpretation of the Mishnah, it is not
always the same Mishnahas that found in
the Jerusalem Talmud, and there are numerousvariants in the two texts”....“There
are two well-known cases in which the
teaching of the Jerusalem Mishnah is virtually opposite to that found in the
Babylonian Mishnah” End Quoting.
Those of you who can obtain a copy of
the EncyclopediaJudaicu should read their
complete article on the Tabnud, Babylonian,
especially if you do not have access to the
Talmud itself.
Hulugu (descendant of Ghengis Khan),
“who liquidated the Abbasid Caliphate with
the conquest of Baghdad in 1258A.D., did
not harm the Jewish community and its
Exilarch, Samuel b. David. The Exhilarchs
maintained their positions during subse-
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1, 2-6 H Tykocinski,
in Devir. 1 (1923),
178,
179.
7 lggeret Rav. Sherira Caon, ed by B.M.
Lewin (1921)
104
8 bid: L. Cinsbers.
Geonica 1 (1909),
16ff.
9,10
A Harkavy ed. Teshuvot ha-Ceonim
(1887),
378.
1 1, 12 5. Abramson,
Ba-Merkazim
u-yaTefuzot (1965),
1 l-l 4
13 Harkavy,
lot. cit.
14 Abramson,
op. cit., 1 O..,
15, 16 J. Mann in Turbiz 5 (1934).
150 ff.
1 7 ibid. 164, lggeret Rav Sherira Gaon, 1 17
18-22 Mann in Sefer Zikkaron....S.
Poznanski
(1927)
19,20,21.
23. ibid. 21-22 5. Assaf, in: Tarbiz,
11
(1940),
152 ff.
24-25
Mann, in Sefer....Poznanski,
22-23 26
Mann, Texts 1 (1931),
208 27 Abramson,
in KS. 26 (1950),
93.
28 ibid. 93 idem, in: Perakim,
1 (1967/68),
14
29-32 Mann. in Sefer....Poznanski.
24ZSAbramson, in Perukim 1 (1967/68),
16
[A.D.]
Approximate list of Babylonian exilarchs during the
Middle Ages. [reprint from Encyclopedia luciaca
subject: Exilarch.]

quent years.“.... “It was the practice of governors of important towns of Iraq to appoint a wealthy Jew as samzf bashi (“chief
banker”): he also acted as nasi of the local
Jews. His powers were almost identical to
those of the Babylonian Exilarch during
the Middle Ages. The nusi of Baghdad was
the “nasi of the state” and his authority
also extended to distant communities. This
office was- the patrimony of the descendents of the house of David and was passed
down from father to son. From the 18th
century until 1849 the nesi im who were
appointed were not from the house of David.
From then onwards the functions of nesiim
were transferred to the hakkam bashi.”
End quoting (Ref. Encyclopedia Jkdaica,
subject: Exilarch.)
From the above one can see that the
house of David received unusual support
from Persia and the Ottoman Empire, and
has continued up to our own time. Today
one probably should look among the
wealthy financiers, and bankers to find
traces of the ‘house of David”.
One comes across various individuals
throughout the different Jewish Encyclopedias who, today, claim descent from the
house of David. Whether or not they are
recognized as a possible world leader by
the Jews is not stated.
Please note also that Hulugu, the Mongolian, barbarian, invader, descendant of
Ghengis Khan, did not harm the Jews of
Baghdad or the Babylonian (Persian) area.
By 1258 the Jews and the Khazars had
been co-religionists for 500 years, as well
as both being powerful influential groups
including many traders and bankers.
Hulugu’s army had the best arms in the
world at that time. Who do you suppose
supplied these arms to Hulugu?
THE TITLE

“NAM”

Quoting from The Standard Jewish Encyclopedia, pg. 1387:
“NASI (Heb. uprince”): Talmudic term
for the president of the Sanhedrin, who was
also the spiritual head and later, political
representative of the Jewish people. The
second in authority to the NASI was the au
bet din (or president of the court), and
together they composed the Zugot (‘pairs”)
recorded in the Mishnah Some historians
have questioned the Talmudic traditions
and fmd indications in non-Jewish sources
that the president of the Sanhedrin was the
high priest. A solutiqn has been found in
the theory that there were two Sanhedrins,
political and religious, the latter only being
presided over by the NASI before the fall of
Jerusalem. From the 2nd Century, the
NASI-henceforth always a descendant of
Hillel-was recognized by the Roman authorities as Patriarch of the Jews. Later the
title was used in some centers (e.g. Spain)
to designate the lav leader of the Jewish

community,-and ultimately become a surname. In 132-5 A.D., Simon Bar Kokhba
assumed the title, and it is possible that it
was applied to the president of the
Sanhedrin only after this period.” End
Quoting.
Of course, the title of “Nasi” confuses
the question of who is indeed the head of
the Jews. Apparently, the terms were used
by different groups in different ways. There
was also more than one descendant of
David living at one time and more than one
community to ,rule. Some ‘golahs”, for
example, were ruled by ‘chief rabbis”. The
chief rabbi in Egypt was called ‘Nagid”.
MESSIANIC

CLAIMANTS

Beginning at the time of the Moslem,
Islamic conquests during the 7th century,
the ferment caused by the changes in
political, cultural, linguistic and religious
aspects of the entire Middle East, gave rise
to Jewish sectarian movements, freethinkers, heretics and psuedo-messianic claimants. Some of them gained a considerable
following and held sway for a short period
of time. Some of them left a continuing
influence of one sort or another, but none
of the earlier claimants secured the immediate goal for which they hoped-a change
in the spiritual, or religious and political
life of the community and a return of the
Jews to Jerusalem. They did, nevertheless, show that the expectation of, and
hope for, a “Messiah” could be a strong,
influential part of Jewish tradition and
religion up to the present day. I shall list a
few for you and summarize the particulars
of their movements:
1. Abu Isa, a tailor who lived in the
seventh century, greatly influenced by the
heterodox tendencies in Islam, proclaimed
himself Messiah, acknowledged Moses,
Jesus and Mohammed as true prophets,
advocated fundamental changes in the
Jewish Calendar, Jewish ritual and prayer
aimed at reform of, and revolt against, the
rabbinic Judaism. His followers were
mostly the uneducated and poor Jews of
Isfahan (Constantinople). His activities
brought him into open conflict with Islamic
authorities and he was killed in a battle
with the Caliph’s troops. His adherents are
said to have eagerly awaited the return of
their *Mahdi*, Abu Isa, in Isfahan until the
tenth century. (We see again the heads of
the Persian Government supporting the
“orthodox” religion, and not a spontaneous
movement of the people.)
2. In the ninth century, in Khurasan, a
Jew from Balkh arose, known as Hiwi alBalkhi. His teachings are known mainly
through Saadiah Gaon’s 200 refutations of
his beliefs.
3. Anan b. L)avid founded the Karaite
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movement in the eighth century. His move- Miraculous power and semi-divinity were placed him in chains. His popularity conment was squelched by the Exilarchs and attributed to him. His disciple, Solomon tinued. Shabbathai’s courage however,
rabbinic-talmudic Judaism reasserted its Molko, foretold the advent of the Messiah did not equal his popularity. When quesinfluence, although Karaite Communities ‘for 1540 and the sack of Rome in 1527. tioned by the authorities regarding his
continued to exist well into the 16th ten- Both acquired many followers and much claims and intentions, he replied that he
tury, and even some exist today.
influence. Both were eventually handed was merely a rabbi sent from Jerusalem to
4. David Alrov, a pseudo-Messiah, ap- over to the Inquisition as imposters.
collect funds for charitable purposes. Nevpeared in Amadiya in the time of the Seljuk
10. Isaac ben Solomon Ashkenazi Luria ertheless his popularity continued! His fall
sultan, Sanjar (d. 1156). Realizing that the (Ari) (1534-72), was the founder of the came when he was denounced by a rival
messianic movement might encroach on modern Kubbakz who pretended to be the who declared Shabbathai’s “treasonable
his authority, the sultan threatened to forerunner of the Messiah. On Luria’s intentions” to the authorities. In order to
eliminate ‘all Jews in all parts of the Per- death, his disciple, Vital, succeeded to his save his life Shabbathai embraced MuSian Empire unless the movement was position and claimed to be Messiah ben hammadanism!
stopped.” It is from David Alroy’s flag that Joseph, the precursorofMessiah ben David.
I came across another mention of
the symbol on the present flag of Israel was Their activities were located in Safed. A Shabbathai in the Encyclopedia Judaica’s
obtained-the six pointed blue star of in- rival Messiah in the person of Abraham article titled “Seals”. Therein the name is
terlaced triangles on a white field. David Shalom arose at the time of Vital to declare spelled “Shabbetai Zevi”. It is said that the
was killed but his group continued for he was Messiah ben David, ending Vital’s symbol on his seal was a serpent, “the
many years as the sect of Menahemites, influence.
Hebrew word for serpent being numerinamed after Menahem, the traditional des11. The most remarkable and influen- cally equivalent to the Hebrew word for
ignation of Messiah. (Ref.: Encyclopedia. of tial of all the pseudo-Messiahs was Messiah!”
Religion & Ethics, pg. 583.) It was said that Shabbathai Sebi, born into the family of a
12. Two other YMessiahs* followed
Alroy had ‘command of the magical arts.” Sephardi agent of an English Mercantile Shabbathai’s movement:
According to the glossary in the fac- firm at Smyrna on the 9th of Ab (the
Jacob Frank (1726-9 l), an undissimile copy of The Geneva Bible, first pub- anniversary of the destruction of Jerusa- guised charlatan and an apostate from
lished 1560 A-D., Menahem means “com- lem and a day of fasting in the Jewish more than one faith, who pursued a
forter”! Here again we have some similar calendar), 1621 or 1626. He is generally career of unceasing warfare against
but conflicting, beliefs among “Jews” and believed to have died on the Day of Atone- Rabbinical Judaism.
He gathered a
“Christians”. The Christians look for the ment in 1676. As a boy he was noted for his large following and lived in a state of
coming of a “comforter”! Now, who do you strange physical beauty and introspective luxury until his death, latterly known
suppose gave us these words? And, who habits. The kabbalistic mysteries of the as Baron of Offenbach!
confused the kings of Israel of the Davidic 2oha.r had a great attraction for him. He
Moses Hawim Luzzato ( 1707-47).
line with the attribute of ‘comforter”?
revealed himself as the Messiah to a small Not even Luzzato’s most determined enPlease read my article titled, “The Magen group of followers in 1648. The Rabbinical emy could charge him with being a charlaDavid and the Symbols of Israel”, for more authorities decided he had overstepped tan. He was the son of wealthy Italian,
information on David Alroy.
the bounds and excommunicated him Jewish parents who early came under the
5. Abraham ben Samuel Abulafia was about 165 1. Shabbathai gathered several influence of the Kabbalists and the
born in Saragossa in 1240. He was at- devoted disciples and went to several other Zohar, the mysteries of which took postracted to Kabbalistic studies as a child. In localities, where he stayed for awhile: session of him. He even wrote a second
128 1 he was in Rome trying to convert the Constantinople, Salonica, and Cairo. The Zbhar. He was convinced of his DIVINE
Pope! His boldness involved him in impris- approach of the prophesied apocalyptic mission, gathered a few disciples and
onment. Four years later he was in Sicily year, 1666, attracted .him to Jerusalem. started teaching his new text. The rabbis
proclaiming himself as Messiah and an- He gained influence there and was sent of Venice excommunicated him and he left,
nounced the end of the millenium for the abroad to gather funds for those in Jerusa- wandered to Palestine, where he died of the
year 1290. His movement failed when lem during the expected “apocalypse”. plague shortly after his arrival.
1290 came and went and the millenium During his travels he learned about a PolObviously, the above subjects, which
still tarried.
ish Jewess, of great beauty, but also great
were
primarily excerpts taken from the
6. Abraham of Avilla soon proclaimed immorality, who had announced she was
the end of the millenium for 1295. There intended as the bride of the Messiah1When Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, show
were sufficient believers to fill the syna- this became known to Shabbathai in Cairo, the perennial hope and longing of the Jewish people for their “Messiah”, and the
gogue on the expected day. Surprisingly, it he sent for her and married her.
is said many in.the synagogue that day
Shabbathai’s pronouncementswere not unorthodox paths these hopes have taken
found mystic little crosses on their gar- encouraged by the authorities in Jerusa- in the past. It is not stated whether any of
ments and embraced Christianity! How- lem, but he continued to gather a large those “Messiahs”, listed above, were actuever, no ‘Messiah” appeared.
following. He returned to Smyrna, which ally descendants of David, or even that
7. Moses Botarol of Cisneros appeared city welcomed him with a grand reception they claimed to be. Nevertheless, today’s
a century later, but as a prophet he was of and he announced his Messiahship. He culmination of this type of anticipation and
little consequence.
was given absolute power as the sole au- activity helped to precipitate the Zionist
8. In 1502 Asher Lammelein suddenly thority of the Jewish community in Smyma. movement, return to Palestine and a homearose in Istria (Lower Danube area) and Everywhere from the Middle East, to Eu- land for the Jews! There has been, howannounced that if the people would pre- rope, to the Baltics the new Messiah was ever, no new “Messiah” to yet proclaim his
pare themselves the Messiah would appear discussed. Tributes poured in upon him. presence in Jewry, and one wonders which
At the beginning of the year, 1666, scion of the house of David plans to sit in
that year. After much preparation the
Messiah failed to appear and the ‘prophet” Shabbathai left Smyrna for Constantinople. the temple at Jerusalem when it is comBefore doing so he distributed the king- pleted?
disappeared.
Of course, for ‘Christians”, the return of
9. Reubeni arrived in Venice in 1524 doms of the Earth among his principal
and proceeded to Rome where he procured followers. As soon as he landed he was Christ (Jesus/Esu/Immanuel), also a dean audience with the Pope, Clement VII. arrested by an officer of the Sultan, who scendant of David, is expected at the time
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of the apocalypse.
Does that mean
there will be two descendants of King
David to rule? The Biblical Book of ReElalion does not indicate this will be the case.
When,andif,amanofEarthsetshimself
up in the temple and declares that he is
“God”-it is a sign of the end. I could not tell
you whether the “temple” in this scripture is
actually located in Jerusalem or the Vatican
at Rome, we will know when, and if, it
happenswhich city it is. As Hatonn has often
stated, “It does not have to happen according
to the prophesy!”
Recommended reading: Daniel 9,I I and
12; Ma.tthew24:13-18;

Mwk

13:12-18.

Thessalonians Llj 2:34, 8-9 (King James
Version of the Bible) Quoting:

“Let no man deceive you by any means:
for that day shall not come except there be a
falling away fast, and that man of sin be

revealed,the sonofperdition;whosoopposeth
and exalteth himself above ail that is called
God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God
sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself
that he is God.
“And then shall that wicked (one) be
revealed,whom the Lord shall consume with
the spirit of His mouth, and shall destroy
with the brightness of His coming. Euen him,
whose coming is after the working of Satan
with alI power and signs and lying wonders.”
End Quoting.
Bibliography: The Encyclopedia Judaica,
Pub., MacMillan Co., Jerusalem, subjects:
David (incl., In the Aggadah, Pharisaic Support of David’s Dynasty, In the Liturgy, In
Kabbalah, In Christianity.), Exilarch, Satrap, Talmud (Babylonian),Messiah, Persia,
Seals; History forReady Reference, Ed., J.N.
Larned, Pub., C.A. Nichols Co., (190 l), subjects: Satrap, Satrapys; 7’heStandard Jew
ishEncydopedia, Pub., Doubleday Co., Inc.,
Garden City, N.Y., (1962),subjects:Exilarch,

Nasi; Encyclopedia of Reliq’on and Ethics,
Ed.,James Hastings,Pub.,CharlesScribner’s
Sons., N.Y., (1920), subject: Messiah’s
(Psuedo); King James Version of the Bible,
with Concordance, Clarendon at Oxford
Press, (no pub. date, purchased in 1940);
Facsimile copy of ZXe Geneva Bible, Published by the University of Wisconsin Press,
Madison, ( 1969)) see glossary; The Garden
of Aton, by Nora Boyles, Pub., Phoenix
Source, Inc., Las Vegas, Nev., ( 1993), article titled, “The, Magen David and the
Symbols of Israel”, x the same article in
the l/19/93 issue of the PHOENX LIBERATOR newspaper.)
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Itie secret of success in fife is
fin- aperson to 6eready wtien
his o~pmtunity
comes.
Benjamin Disraefi

YOU Are Making
A Difference!
((Continued

ally, several years ago wrote an article on
Education which cost him hisjob because of
it’s content. I ask that that be pulled forth
and shared with you readers in one of the
soon upcoming papers-with an “updated
comment” regarding the subject to let you
know he is still “alive and well”.
Meanwhile, nobody here has time for
writing Editorialsso you will have to be
your own “Editor” and think through your
own commentary regarding EACH issue presented. We are not in the upape?’business
or the publishing business-or in the book
writing business. We effort toward ONE
goal-getting information to your hands,
eyes and minds.
Proof of who we are if we are so confounded important to the evolvement ofyour
planet? Look around you, see the truth of
your circumstances and then ponder as to
whether or not THAT GOD in which you
‘trust” and unto whom you pray-would not
send messengers to assist you IN ANSWER
TO YOUR PETITIONS? So be it. However, for
your more sensitive senses-go without on a
clear night and search, briefly, the sky. Wait
until you see a seemingly %&robing”rainbow
of color emitting from MANY of those twin-

From

page

1)

kling lights OUT THERE. Get a telescope or
go borrow one, the bigger the better, and
SIMPLY LOOK! You will not find, other than
the near shuttleswith singular %ghtsAas in
“bulbs”. The =greater”craft wilI be stationed
between you and FAMILIAR HEAVENLY
BODIES, I.E., VENUS, ETC. Watch for a few
minutes as gossamer vapors bathe in spiraling swirls a rainbow of colors which seem to
be alive. THE SPECTRUMWILLBETHAT OF
THE RAINBOW. PLEIADES CRAFT WILL
ALWAYS SHOW YOUTHE RAINBOW SPECTRUM WHILE SOME OTHER CRAFT MAY
WELLDEMONSIRATEASOLIDCOLORSIGNAL. THIS IS NOT MYSTICAL,SEARCHERS,
THIS IS *PHYSICAL”AND SOLID EVIDENCE
OF ‘PRESENCE”.

Ph@mlpursuits.
“&stanic” has become for
all pnxtical purposes defined as “seeking
afterthephysiazlandlowerenergyaspectsof
your manifestation in experienoe.”

BEHlNDEVIERYSYSTEMOFLAWTHERE
IS A GOD. To find the god in any system,
locute the source of law in that system rfthe
sourceoflawisth.eindMdzuz&
thenthe
individuul is the god of that system. rf the
source of the law is the people, orthe dicta&ship of the prvl&uiat, then these things ate
the gods of those systems. If the source
of law is a court, then the court is your
god. If there is no higher law beyond
man, then man becomes his own god,
or else his created creatures,
the
institutions
he has made, have beWhen you choose
DO ‘WE” BELONG TO A “CHURCH”;’ come his gods.
your authority, you choose your god,
No--NO, AND NOl
and where you look for your lawOnly in the most spea!j% definition of THERE IS YOUR GOD1
WHO IS YOUR GOD-WHATIS
YOUR
“CHURCH” (body 0J.J does the meaningj%
ourpresence. One of the BIG-,
howeuer, LAW?
on your-place, is thepresentment of “Se-CONCENTRtUlON CAM?‘S
tion of Churchand -‘-you
are mnt?vlled
bytheChurchof&tunin~fiUestmeani~
Inthisa?ldrecentpapers,wean?speaking
“Church* being the body or “congregation” of
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about Concentration Cumps-for
you-thepeople. These will be R&R-CCC Centers(Restricted Retirement and Controlled Career
ceders). Im$/ Wd amuse YOUwith cute k@~o
us does your government-BUT
IT IS NOT
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isolate and neutralize the “revolution9’ lead- strators.
ership, and (c) dispersal of crowds of demonI saw a full dress exhibition of what the
strators.
This is followed by successful California National Guard has planned for
prosecution ill order to ( 1) validate the action the next American Revolution: H&copters,

of the police, (2) denyingthe arrestees propa- SWAT teams, civilized military policemen in
ganda materials, and (3) denying them an jackboots and helmets, 12 gage shotguns,
opportunity to recover money damages -38 and -45 &ibre pistols,
radios,
w&&
against
the
police
for
arresting
them.
here about those “retreats” Ifind it heZpfu2to
talkiesand electricallycontrolledintelligence
Let me quote for you the scenario (fact centers wired for instant communications
give you a summary right up frontto focus
yourattention on the seriousnessof thispoint. situation) which was developed for Cable with any police force in t-hesmte.
1 salute you who are courageous enough to Splicer I, II and III to justify the need for
LEAF is a 1,000 member unit put torealize TRUTH. GcH[Georgos Ceres Hatonn] dealing with “civil disturbances”. Phase I- gether this year to handle unique law enan arrest and shootingprovokecrowd unrest forcement problems such as mass civil disCONCENTRATION CAMPS HERE?
and threats against public ~ffda.l~and a riot obedience, protest demons@&,ions and ribegins to form. Phase II-police vehicles are ots, in other words, “bre&g
heads and
The fm
is an article titfen by mbuskd,
various attempted assassina- taking names”. LEAF has the support of the
William R. Pabst and reprinted h-e far tions of public ofi&tls occur, destruction NationalGu~dand~overnor Brown, aquaour readers.
Mr. Pabst in a Houston and tiding of armories occur and thou- ter million dollars worth of grants from the
attorney who resear ched and f&d a law sands of people begin to gather and local Federal government and no public opposiSilt a@hd
the U.S. Government and police losecontrol. PhaseIII-increase move- tion from civil liberties groups.
v8riousooffidatoverreportedconcentrament of rioters and the crowds must be
For all its ineptitude, however, LEAF
possibility from a civil
tion
damps
scdtered around the country. dispersed before they become sympathetic remains a frightening
His report on concentration camps was with the rioters. The National Guard and liberties standpoint. It is the direct product
CABLE SpuC,EI?conferlocal police lose control. This scenario pro- of the c-m
w
wteniugandshouldbe
thorou@ly
iuwtedby
ablueribbondtizea soup. v-idesfor an %rderlyAtransition from state to ences, a series of SECRET high level meetThis report is a follow-up to the concen- federal control.
ings between government officials, law entration camp expose.
The Deputy Attorney General of Califor- forcementofficersand militaryplannersheld
nia commented at the Cable Splicer III con- during the late 60s and early7Os (NOTE:The
FURS
& CONsmRS
=mRT,
Augdept.,
1993;
ferencethat”c~~~~*~
meetings were held as late as 1975 so far as
euen veddh. becomes a trarohrtionnryany public record shows. The meetings
andcznenentv~&fini~
The-~-the
continue but utilize other code names.)
QUOTING:
This
HOUSTON, TX (ENSkTherearevarious
enenw and must be d”
These were the conferences which
kVdS of proof +hatthe federal government is program was taught in almost every state COWER Spp maga&re had identified as
&&en. plot &bpIan
establishing a National Police to be respon- west of the Mississippi and included as mfoka’s
sible to a single federal bureaucrat as is the participants local active military, reserve
Gray Davis, GovernorBrown’sright hand
practice in certain totalitarian countries. military and civilian police. The course name man said, ‘LEAF is to assist civil police, not
The agency responsible for this frightening was CivilEmergency Management Course. to replace them.” Gray s&l, “civilianswould
concent
the U.S. Denartment of Justice,
The offdd explanation that was to be met
a civilian-type enforcement rather
I- is~~
given
if
any
questibns
were
asked
about
the
the Law Enforcement-Assistance Adminis:
than what is con-&only known as martial
program was: “this activity is a continuous law.”
tration.
To set the stage, some background mate- joint law enforcement military liaison effort
In closing, I hope to instill in each of you
rial is necessary for complete understanding and a continuation of coordination estab- that a present physical danger against our
of this article. Hard evidence arose here in lished last year.”
form of government emanates from WashHouston during the investigation that has
ington. There has been a change in the
THE NATIONAL POLICE
continued for the lawsuit against the Conpublic relations explanation of the program
centration Camp Program of the Departfrom ‘civil disturbance” but the training is
The foregoingwas a review of the informa- programmed toward one goal: a national
ment of Defense. Through that suit, I have
been able to prove the LEAA’s criminal tion available up to now. The following. coordinated federal police force like that
justice program through its organization information was obtained by a patriot in utilized in totalitarianor dictatorial forms of
dled the UN Clearinghouse studies Soviet californiawho, after hearing of the “Concen- government.
Union Police Methods, and their system of tration Camp Lawsuit”,has made it possible
law enforcement is the opposite (seemingly) for this report to be prepared.
END QUOTE
LEAR: Safeguard Exercise at Camp Robof ours, i.e., polike repression and tyranny
against the people as compared to protecting erts. LEAF stands for Law Enforcement
~:Theretuodateofthespeechgiven
the lives and property
of the people against Assistance Force. Tonight information is here. I shall not cause undue focus to
the ever present criminal element.
presentedfromtheCaliforniaNationalGuard these people h-e. SIlffics it to say that
The total program involves military units Newspaper the GoMen State Guudsmcq
the phm is ongoing and coutinuously
that have the functions of taking over the l%e New York lhes, The San his Obispo refined and encompassing. Ifyou choose
The Santa Maria to bury your head so that your -w
administration of state and local govem- County Telepm-Tribune,
National portions are aloftment (Operation Cable Splicer) by Army lhes, lYheOczIdand’12ibuneandthe
be it. May intedli‘Civil Affairs Groups” a subplan of Operation Chronicle.Each sourceprovides alittle more gent wisdom be your guide&ne.]
Garden Plot (martial law program).
or different information than the other.
,
Last Saturday, the California National
The method by which the national police
concept is being presented to the public has Guard unveiled the new Law Enforcement 7lie strongest trees are ound
changed. It was first disguised under the Assistance Force (LEAF), a specially trained in the most exposedp L ces.
cover of protection against ‘civil distur- and outfittedmilitaty policeunitwhose memUnhewn
bances”. This program was as follows: (a) bers will serve as shock troops in the state’s
I
keep people from gathering in the streets; (b) war against political protestors and demon-

fUMlj, ?I?ade?-s.
skethere
iswingto be anin-dkpth blast
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APFNHQ702-369-81013>“..no consiparcy can survive EXPOSE'...."

FROtl : Raye

P01

: 4084757s

- .PHONE No.

AllanRuSSbacher

(StiORTENfie
VERSfoN FOB

WbT,

MOSEY)

EXTREMELY URWUT
CRITSCAf.4SITUATXON

WMED’XATE hTTEN%'ZON

REQUIRES

,'

Governor Mel Carnahan
Box 720
Mijsouri State
capitol
314-751-9219
Jefferson
City, MO 65102

Dear Govern~x Carnahan,
C$JNTH!HiRUSSBACHER
ZCEQUIRBB IHMEDIATE OPEN HEART-SW&WRY>
p" CANNOT WAVE OPEEJXEAR'P S$RGERY B$CAUSE-HE HAS QWECTTOUJS
HEPATXTIS,,

Gunther Ruaebachfi+ im in Barn&P, $t.. Pqbora haspib8l.
Hs was
Wed, II-l& bocrruss of chest pain8 whfrh
could
talwn them,

lead

to

attack.

2~ hart

isolatldn
a011 in the St, Chatlea
He
was taken
from the
county Detention Center (314.949036109)
tb the intensive
care
ward in
attnndbg
Captain

Barnes

St. Petare

phyeicisn

ia
was

Ruoabachar

Ih

hoepSta1, (314-926-7750). The

Lenen,

firat

placed in-thr ilsolabioncell cm
Pleabe
October 18, 1993 bacjuse ha had i#Bectiuus hepatitis.
lA#t
June when he wae farqod
to vark
fn the kiLchWt
recall
at the Misrouri Eastern Carrectianut Center. 1
appealed
to
have
him removed
from that debit
you - to
interWne
and
because
the harsh chmicals vote aausing hlu nailbed& to
b&come infected,
swell with puel burst apen and bleed.
I:va8
afraid
he might hava to hava hie fingers amputated, but 1
was afeo
afraid that he wauld
oxpaee
tho prison poputlation
He contracted hrpetitim while u POW in SE
to hepatitie.
Asia,
and in the
pad. has beon diapnoaed BY d carrier.

.'

nLivel: rtudies

parformed

on

your

husband

have been

within
the normaj, limitsand have
shown no indicatlcm of
performed at the
etuaies were
hepatic
disease.
Them
institution and at the Univeruity df M~8UQUri."

The faat8
1. On
liver

speak
or

Bisea63e0

for

themrelvesr

around June 16,

19934

blood

teerto

ahowed

no

Tf these tQhilt%
weren't t&ken st that *ime, and the
prison rrlhd
anly on mrJ,ior test*
taken in March of 1992
at &he Columbia uniueraity Medical Cmnter, thwn the prison
is criminally
negiiyent. If they w+rs taken at that time and
he didnIt have hepatitla-8r then ?v#w did be qet it?
2.

Page52
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3. Rusebacher%

19 day8 later,

5,

He

Wall

O~~~~er 181 19%

Mi~our;'i

State

PHOENIX

sentence vas vacated on August 20, 1993

4. He Was fCtUrrlrd t0 kTauSt.

Center

THE

on September

diagnosed

&lightly

Prison

HepaLitis-B

Ctiarlee County

15,

ad having

1993.

hepatitis-B

over ona month after

Detention

on or around
leaving
the

System.

requfras

an Itncubat1on period.
BWXW~~
iti high&y doubtful,
but not
impossible,
that
ha conbracted
it in the County belt&Won
Canter.
MCJ~Qthan
Likely
he had hegatititi-A
in the inpubatign
stage
when he
6.

of

thi8

left

is,

it

MECC.

7. Acmrding

to your Director

in her June 16, 1993 letter to met

of

Priean,

Dora Q~hriro,

Wepatitie B i,~spread by psr+hbcraI (rrharcd
eexual or perinatal transmieriwkr"
It
IB alsb

blood
have

now!Ues%

spread by
transfueion
OR a purposely
inZectad
needle?
8. My husband ia not
a drug
UBQ~.
If he were it vault
shown up in the many blood a:>d urine teatrr the prism

pfarf0m3.

9, My husband is not a homooexual, and ha6 not
engaged
in anye;;al
activity in ove,rthree years.
hda
had
a blood
transfuuiofi,to my
not
knowlo&,
fn owr ten yeprer
11. Dr. Lewen performed
a catheterization
on my husband
;ind cancluclcrd that he needed mtlltiprr by-pass surgery.
12. F&yaw
rurgery
CANNOT bo performed
while
heydtiti8
IS active,

the

13. GUNTHER RIJSSBACHBR IS AT R?#K OB A MAJOR HEART
ATTACK AND CANNOT RECEIVI ANY TREUThlfNT TO LESSEN THE RTSK
OP ATTACKBECAUSE HE IS AN INMATE IhsST. CHARLES CdtfNTY WI-H)
HAS INFECTIO,WSHEPATITIS AND NO DbCT'?3R
WItL AGREE TO PERPORM
THE SURGERY.
14.

a highly
succescful dlternalive
to etlrgeryjchelation, But chelation
your
thmapy 30 not yet reCCgbw$
by the ,Al$2i
'andtherefore
prison
system and’the
county
jail .* eyktem da not allow it for

their

Xf hs were

inmtek

13.

He

relmased

on bail,

ha ckuld

have

I.

Cannrrt

be

relerred

bccau8e

we

d0

nwt have

in CASH to poet his bcwd,
16, iJudgeWilliam Lohmar ret
the
buil, at
Prosecutor
Phil’ GrOunwoghdu behcaL1 and then remuved himS6lf zrom th8
case.
17. Jrrcl~e Nancy Schneider denivdl s Change of venue, and
.’ then ~cmverl hermU
frw tha easer
18. Defmse
attsrnry
Rob Pleminq statals that
most
Of
the charges on which the bond iar ba@eU are over thr statute
crppsllate
judge
of lidtakiOn6, (thim is tho reason the
VUxttod
the original plea agreement
and eenttnce).
19. Fleming
aI60 statea that many of the other chargels
have been dhtiissud,
but; bail is stjit being demanded of
them.
fur*her
states
thab tram charges
are
filed
20. Fleming
$450,000

PROJECT
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118 two different

al lsged crime,

charges

thereby intInting the

mount

of the

21.
According to Fleming,
thre Only
charglra
Phil
Crowwaqhe
will
likely
bring into
court are alleged
bad
checka In the range of $2,000 to $0,000 and are
all
Club
Va and ADa fslenies.
.: barely abovd
bhe miauemeanor level.
“ridl cu14us
22. The
bail”
an such
minor charges
yrwludes
Russbacherl@
release.
23, Hepatftis-R
precLudss
hiB dedical
treatment.
’

Gunther

Rueebacher
neeCls
immediate tgsatmenh
conditionI’ld~aann~t; have eurgeryl
HAVE CHELATION1
t * * * +
scriaiw

heart

his
for
BUT HE CAN

YOU

office inform&d me that you hqve no authority over the
enough
Lhiu, I have
listed
I: Cake iarue
with
reasons
for you to instruct
your Attorney
&~e!ral
to launch
811 invesCigatian
~nbo the vindictive prosecution of
Gunther
Russbacher
which will kill hfm ir ~CPAdcrn't step in,

Counties

l

Rusebacher ~88 given
appea r~
that
Gunther
Since
it
hepatibie-8 vhfle incarcernted
in yolur prieon
syettmr
then I
beltwe
it is in YOUR ewn enIighteneti intereste
to intervene
in this ca&e and get him rexmm?
from
the County
jail
80
that HE can obtain
his preferred
treatment, chalati~~.
If
Gunther
Rueebacher
die8 vhilr
hb ia; incarcerated
fn the
County jail, not only will the CountpI of 5% Charlea be held
will
be held
responsible,
but you and your prison system
6avc ?~ie lffi?.
rf
you
xespone$ble.
DO the
right
thing.
don%,
and he 4108, Ounthcr Ruwba@wr
will bccorne a martyr
and hiq death will
dostroy.your
future
in politice.

Covarnor
Carmhan, if
y&u
act
to gave his life,
you will
become u hero. Xr you sit bauk and bb nothing
you vi11
be
buk
by
GOD!
ThiB
story
i8
too
judged
not only by the Yetera,
bfg to 8*3y covered up much loktgar.
If he dice, while
inmrcwrted,
tkrr will be Hell to pay0 not just for
pCw
but for W’eryonr wha haEt had a hand tn his murU8r.

Sfnccrrely,

Gwqrnor~1 faxes and phonev
bffice phonr 314-751-3222 Fax 314-751-4458 and
1495
Fax 314-&L% 751-4458
Mansion
314-751-4141

(1 l- 15-93 UPDATE: The doctors have discovered that the hepatitis will not cause problems for Gunther in the
event of surgery. If the doctors and nurses are vaccinated for hepatitis, then the surgery can take place. It appears
at this time that Gunther’s surgery will be within the next day or two, unless by some r-miraclehe is released.)
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WMRNME~TPLANST~REQUIREMANDAT~RYVACCINATI~NAND
76REGISTER

AND TRACK ALL CHILDREN FROM BIRTH
- URGENT ACTION ALERT -

Irtie.;Clintqn administration is leading a G-partisan effon in the House and Senate to set

up a

tiational;~p&r
database linked tracking system coupled with a permanent health ID card which
would tiack all .vaccinations given to individuals from the time of birth. The proposed legislation WR.
940, S.732, S. 733) provides fbnding for universal vaccination of all children with special targeting of
ne~~.infants
and children under two years of age. There are no provisions for dhilosophical or
‘The treoking system will alen state and federal health officials which individuals have not received all .of the recommended doses of vaccine and leaves open the right of officials to charge parentsL
withchild abuse if their children have not received the recommended doses of all vaccines.
The tracking system appears to set the stage for the eventual mandating
and enforcing of adult vaccination. The proposal will allow the government to either not disclose or
mhiniize vaccine risks in information given prior to vaccination.
jcunent federal recommendations support the medical practice of vaccinating newborns with
muliiple &al and bacterial vaccines on the same day, vaccinating babies who are ill, vaccinating without
giving a physical exam or taking a complete medical history, and having non-medical personnel administer vaccines. There has been no bublic dislosure of safetv and eflicacv data to sugpon these official
fecommendations. which will DUE manv more children at risk for vaccine inium and death The FDA

m&&to

refuse to license the safer acellular pertussis vaccine for children under 18 months of age.
Most doctbir’s tie still not reporting vaccine reactions and the govemment will not follow up in detail on
reports of dtiths and injuries following vaccinations, including more than 17,000 retions made in a
20-montl$eribd ending July, 1992.
AJrbady, children and adults who have been injured by vaccines in the past have been forgotten. ~~&lcrt!h~ proposed legislation, the federal vaccine injury compensation program created under the
,

aNationa! Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986”, which NVIUDPT fought so hard to obtain, will be
openedupto include every new vaccine produced by the drug companies and promoted by the federal
goverr&rit: More vaccines will onlv’add more victims to a system that has serious financial and operalional Dibblems. i Tlie proposal does nothing to adequately fund the compensation system to pay the
thousand’s+$f’e&sting vaccine injury and death claims’now pending. The proposed federal mandate to
enforce%c&atjdn
of every child born without proper screening.out of high risk children has the potential to &att-r&e vaccine deaths and injuries, more families who are destroyed and bankrupted.
.? I
:,
,, ‘j 6 .
.
This is the greatest chale meas
1ens for &tr children in order to safemrard their liva
lenge we hati A&l titiring the past decade of our existence. We must act now and make our voice I
offic ials must under-d
thatwe will
.’ hcard:Gn!i%cWhite’ House and the halls of Congress. Our cl&
ealth care choices for ourselves and our childret
.
wthout interference from state and federal novemment. We must let them know that we will not be
tagged &td tracked down and forced to vaccinate our children against our will if we believe that a particular v&&e is iroi safe or’that
our child is at risk of reacting. We will not stand by and be labeled as
,
child,’I.a&&s and parents who don’t care because we are trying to protect our children from vaccine injury Ad de&h.

NATIONAL VACCINE INFORMATION CENTER
JAN ERICKSOFJ

.Dircctor

Dissatisfied Parents Together (NVIC/DPT)
512 W. Maple AVC., Suite 206, Vienna, VA ZlgO
(703) 9%DPT3
9384))3Q FAX: 938-5768

NOVEMBER

16, 1993
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Latest New Releases
CANDLELIGHT

COALESCENCE

It is better to lightjust one little candle...... and, if
everyone lit just ONE little candle-what a bright
world this would be! Light represents “Truth “and
in Truth all other things can be added unto you.
Secrets scattered in the Light are no longer secrets
and no longer can theybeweapons ThePATIIto God
only SEEMSmarrowforyou huvekfiso Wletvomfor
God-thewideboukvurd
headsintheotherdirectionircciionl

That which isfragmented
and hidden in
secretplaces
must be broughtforth
into
coalescence
with that which IS.
Man
canonIyworkchangeifheKNOWSthat
which
is abounding
about
him and
within his social order or disorder.
Our
only thrust is to bring youpieces
and bits
thatcan beformed
into thepuzzle
which
answers what, how, when, where, which,
why and who. When you see Truth only
THEN
can you
have ammunition
to
bring about goodly change andfreedom.

TRUTH AND
CONSEQUENCES
RELATIVE

CONNECTIONS
VOL.

III

In living in ignorance, the consequences are
there-just
not correctly identified as such. You
pay either way-to the lie. Find Truth and uncover
the conspirators and their hierarchy andyow shall
begin to dissolve theirpower overyour experience.
Let us uncover again those who would be KINGS
over your destiny and the destiny of your world.
Tkatis the FIRSTSTEP lo FREEDOMI

BY
GYEORCOS CJZRESHATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

lhah is tkat

BY
GYEORCOS

BY

CERES AATONN

A PHOENIX JOURNAL

CYEORCOS CERES EATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

(Seeliast
pagefm or&w instructiims)

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
CONSIDER

SPONSORING

A JOURNAL

The cost for printing the JOURNALS in
sufficient quantities to offer them at rockbottom prices is always a challenging burden to our resources. Some of you have very
kindly helped out financially
with this
task in the past and we again ask for your
help at this time.
If you may be in a
position to assist, please contact PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS
at the address or telephone listed on the Back Page.

RELATIVE
CONNECTIONS
VOL.

I

In the seauence of events it becomes necessary
for MAN to fitf?eces
and/ots and tit+
to’gether-genera
tze and fin
the perfectton of
weavin
which produces the perfect tapestry.
Our onf y intent ts to bring you resources, information, pieces and arts from which you cun
confirm your own P tnding and knowing. This
means a massive varietv of Usubiccts” and onlv
S. May your continued
“searchinz” be fruitful for YOUat the Huwest Time.

BY
CYEORCOS CERES HATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

I
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Now Back
Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
:ranscriptions of some taped topics, mE WOIZD also offers other tapes and
/ideas on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
:apes and 52.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
[ranscriptions are 53.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add 60.25 and other foreign
Eountries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and
transcription

prices.

Please send checkor moneyorderto: 7tfEW0jZD,
P.O. Box 6194,Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use
Iour Visa, Discover or Master Card.
lfyou desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at
least a f50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you
asyour balance reaches zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by#.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in
bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4);
3/l 4/92(4);
3/21/92(2);
3/28/92(l);
4/4/92(3);
4/l 2/92(2)
a talk at local Community
Church;
4/l 3/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“;
4/l 7/92(l) # Who Were the First Christians?”
4/25/92(2)*
# “The Photon Belt”;
4/26/92(3);
S/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and The
Bigger Plan”;
vww3;
S/8/92(2)
radio talk show;
v9/92w;
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors
over lunch;
S/l 6/92(3);
S/23/92(2);
S/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places In
Between” tapes 1-3;
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2);
6/6/92(4);
6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3);
6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2)
radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake
City, UT;
’
6/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places In
Between” tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
7/l 2/92(3);
7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
W/92(2);
8/32./92(2)
Anti-Christ Banksters;
Www2);
9/l 2/92(2)

radio program,

KTKK;

VISA, DISCOVER
AND
MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

1 O/4/92(3);
1 O/l O/92(2);
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/24/92(2);
11 /l/92(2);
11 /l/92( 1) radio program, New Mexico;
11/8/92(2);11
/14/92(3);11/22/92(2);
11/25/92(l)
radio program, Gallup, NM;
11/29/92(2);
12/6/92(2);
12/6/92.(2)
Cosmos Patriot Group-l;
12/7/92(l)
Cosmos Patriot Croup-II;
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-Ill;
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
12/3 l/92( 1)” Constitutional Law Center;
l/2/93(2);
1 /14/93(2)
Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2);
l/23/93(3);
l/30/93(2);
2/6/93(l);
2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2);
2/20/93(2)
radio program on KTKK featuring Soltec with Hatonn;
4/4/93(3)
including Soltec and Sananda;
4/l O/93(2)
radio program KTKK;
4/24/93(3);
S/2/93(2);
S/l 6/93(2);
S/2 3/93(3),
6/20/93(2);
6/20/93(
1 )*Mystery Virus in New Mexico
7/2/93(2)*
Rayelan Russbacheron KTKK;
7/l l/93(3);
7/l 8/93(2); 7/30/93(3);
7/31/93(1)KTKKLittleCrow;
8/8/93(2);
8/21/93(2);
8/22/93(3)
Gunther Russbacher interview;
8/29/93(2);
9/S/93(3);
9/l 4/93(2);
9/l 9/93(3);
1 O/9/93(3);
1 O/l 6/93(3);
1 O/30/93(2);
11 /13/93(2).

#l -#S Corporation

Lectures

($5 each tape)

In Stock

PHOENIX
OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
INCLUDING
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
*IF USED PRO~LY*
1,000
YEAR (+I-) WARRANTY
(144,000
PLANETS TESTED)

MAINTENANCE-SERVICE
AUTHORIZED INSTRUCTORS
JESUS
LORD MICHAEL
COMPumR

SANANDA
ST. GERMAIN
r%wmNEL

DRUTHEA, TliObUS,

DHARMA

PARTS & USER COMPLAlNrS
GYEORGOS

C. HATONN

THE RAINBOW
MASTERS
“THE

MAGNIFICENT

SEVEN”

BY
THE MASTERS
A F’HOEhTX JOURNAL

(Please see back pap for ordering informdo?L)
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New -Gaia Products
GAIANDRIANA

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health
tonic which provides basic ‘foods” to help
cells, weakened by the stresses of modern
life, to return to a state of health.
The better our cells function, the greater
is the stamina returned to our internal
defense systems, and the better we can
counter the constant onslaught of biological and viral invaders. The end result is a
feeling of well-being by, of course, being
well.
The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to
as “chondriana” in the Biological literature) are capable of intelligent, organized
attack against cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as aYpac-manAoperation
of sorts.
However, beyond that, the
Gaiandriana are capable of stimulating
cellular structural repairs due to damage
caused by, for instance, free radicals and
cumulative levels of so-called‘background”
radiation in our modern environment.
Healthy DNA and RNA within the nuclei of
our cells then lead to properly formed and
concentrated enzymes, upon which healthy
cellular function depends.
Gaiandrianaliquid is made entirely from
wholesome natural ingredients.

AQUAGAIA
Complementary to the Gaiandriana
product, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic
health tonic which provides basic “foods”
to help cells, weakened by the stresses of
modern life, to return to a state of healthy
function.
Aquagaiacontains mitochondria.These
are the major biochemical energy ‘processors” within cellular metabolism. First,
enzymes begin the breakdown process of
organic nutrients (like fats, carbohydrates
and proteins) to intermediate substances
such as amino and pyruvic acids. Then, in
the next “bucket brigade” step, these various acid molecules are processed within
the mitochondria to release chemical energy recognized as adenosine triphosphate
(ATP).
About 95% of the energy needed to “run
the machinery” that keeps each cell going
and healthy is produced in the mitochondria. Unfortunately, the mitochondria are
particularly damaged by free radicals and
cumulative levels of so-called ‘background”
radiationin our modem environment.These
compromised mitochondxia,like half-dead
batteries,then lead to impairedcellularfunctioning and health. Thus is the importance

of Aquagaia, with its assimilatablesupply of
healthy mitochondria- like “fresh batteries” for the body’s cells.
The better our cells function, the greater
is the stamina returned to our internal defense systems,and the betterwe can counter
theconstantonslaughtofbiologicalandviral
invaders.
2111193 #2
GATANDRIANA

HATONN

8s AOUAGAIA

an effort to explainWHAT takes place within
the cellular structures of living organisms.
NOTE

If any product you receive has an unpleasant odor - it is from the finishing
culture process. Leave the bottleopen to air
and it will quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste and preferencmerate
after opening and reclosing.
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
Gaiandrlana and Aquagaia, together for

To help in understandingthe workings of storage as the Aquagaia (mitochondria)
these organic “pat-men” you must realize are aggressive and begin to %at” the
that there is a protein covering “cap’ on Gaiandrianafor fuel. Once ingested, they
viruses. The protein cap is centered on a go about their appointed tasks, but in
chargedzinc atom and is the part of the virus bottle prisons they are not particularly
that recognizes and binds to DNA-in turn compatible once the avdable fuel supply
isexhausted. Juicesareexcellenttotake
allowing the virus to reproduce.
Aquagaia, in conjunction with the withtheAqu.agaiabecausethemitochonGaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a dria must have the fual derived &om
simple “charge” change), which renders the same, the most efSectfirrs
juice being from
protein ineffective. This is a breakdown of the tropical Wuava”’ Mt.
Any juice is
“parts” ofthe Gaiandrianamale-femaleDNA fine, howerva, and is mest pleasant to
structurewhichreleasesmanyworkingvari- intake. Diabeticsshouldutilizewhatever
ants but frees the Gaiandrionettesor =kill- juices are available on th& food plan to
ers” to take out that zinc atom and pass right keep witbin the safe guidelines for talc+
into the affectedcell. Without the “cap”, the ti and other requirements.
The most innocuous and easy intake
virus cannot reproduce and infect more
cells-further, the damaged virus feeds the available is simply I few drops under the
Gaiandrianaunifiedcellsandthecirculating tongue, both products taken at the same
mitochondria.
theoratdifkentt&esdheday.
Once
Healthy cells am not affected because the uinitial~ w
is completed, and
they lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the maintenance l49whlflntaketbeing
f~ad,certaMythednopsunde4cthe
the virus.
These ‘Gaia compounds have an effect tonguearetheleasturnoyingtoanydaily
oncancercellsbecausetheystopanenzyme regimsa
on the cancer cells from producing a tiesA-C-E ANTI-OXIDANTFORMULA
senger” molecule that blocks a second enzyme from attacking the cancer cell’s DNA.
There is growingevidencethat essentially
The compounds (Gaia) have been seen to
actually take out leukemia, breast, brain everyone in our society is exposed to free
and colon cancer cells. We have no claim to radicals, now more than ever. While free
anything other than stating that people uti- radicalsare normal productsof our cells and
Iizing these simple and natural substances have certain beneficial roles in the body,
do show improved well-being and do report increased levels of free radicals in our body
feeling generally and, often remarkably,im- tissues can be detrimental to our health.
proved as to state of health, thought pro- Freeradicalsarehighlyunstablesubstances
produced in the body through,among other
cesses and stamina.
The obviousconclusionis thattheremight routes, metabolismof oxygen. Free radicals
well be good reports of better health and multiply through a series of chain reactions
faster recovery, following infection by other and can attack the polyunsaturated fatty
viruses, than those mentioned above. All acidsofcellmembranes. Unless excess free
viruses known react in generally the same radicals are neutralized, they can cause
manner.
considerable damage to the structure and
It is known that many diseasesare due to function of cell membranes and thus, the
retroviral DNA and these are the most af- cells themselves.
The products from free radical reactions
fected viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas(living crystal forms). We, again, make no areimplicated in the progressiveaccumulamedical claims-we are simply reporting in tion of deleterious cellular changes over
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time,which may eventually result in recogGINKGO BILOBA
&able disease. Free radical damage is
(Ginkgo Biloba extract, 24%)
implicatedin the initiationand promotionof
many cancers, as well as atherosclerosis.
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex
One area of aging research suggests that compound. The green leaves of the tree are
free radicals damage body cells and cause usually harvestedfrom trees grown on planthe pathological changes associated with tations inSouth Korea, Japan and France.
aging. Besides being by-products of the
Ginkgo is reported to have a natural
metabolismofoxygen,suchas duringstrenu- affinity for the nervoussystem. It also seems
ous exercise, we are also exposed to sign& to stimulate the vascular and endocrine
cant sources of free radicals from the envi- systems that, in turn, strongly affect the
ronment, such as from so-called ‘back- function of the nervous system, possibly
ground” levels of ionizing radiation.
increasing the capacity for normal physical
Cooperative defense systems that can activity, and the flow of blood to the brain.
protect the body fi-om free radical damage Some research indicates the possible effecinclude certain enzymesand theantioxidant tiveness of Ginkgo in the treatment of
vitamins A, C, and E and Beta-Carotene, Alzheimer’s disease.
which protect cell membranes from oxidaDue to its pharmacological properties,
tive damage. Vitamin E, one of the fat- Ginkgo is now widely used throughout Eusolublevitamins, is prsent in the blood as d- rope for treating many forms of vascular
alpha-tocopheroland is well acceptedas the disease. In a survey of packaging informan@or antioxidant in lipid body tissues. Vi- tion of Europeanproducts,Ginkgo has been
tamin E is consideredthe frostline of defense recommended for such ailments as headagainst cell-membrane damage due to aches, vertigo, inner-ear disturbances, diperoxidation. Vitamin E scavengesfreeradi- minished intellectualcapacityand alertness
cals, terminating chain reactions and con- as a result of insufficientcirculation to the
fining damage to limited areas of the mem- brain, anxiety, and depression, to name a
brane. Selenium contained in the enzyme few.
glytathione peroxidase is the second line of
Ginkgo Biloba Extract (24%) is concendefense that destroys peroxides before they trated from the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba
can damage cell membranes. Beta-Cam- tree. The highly special&d extraction pmtene, aprecursorofVitamin A, also traps fi-ee cess yields a 50: 1 concentrate from the
radicals. Vitamin C is water soluble and leaves (50 grams of leaf produce 1 gram of
serves to neutralizefree radicals in aqueous extract). The extract is then further stansystems.
dardized to contain24% of the active Ginkgo
The antioxidants show promise as can- Flavoglycosides.
cer-prevention agents, alone and in combiCHLORELLA
nation.
~isanutritionallybalancedwhole
foodandcontributestotheheslthandgrowth
of human cells like no single vitamin or
Aloe Vera Concentrate)
mineral possibly can.
Chtarella is extremely high in protein
Aloe Vera has a long and impressive
history that spans hundreds of centuries, (60%) and contains more than 20 vitamins
countriesandcultures,andappeamincount- andminemls, 19ofthe 22 essentialandnonless ‘folk remedies”as a plant revered for its essential amino acids, enzymes and chlo&la growth factor. It is one of the richest
healing qualities.
Aloe Comple&e is a whole-leaf concen- sources of RNA and DNA known and has
trate prepared from the freshly harvested twenty times as much chlorophyllas alfalfa,
leaves of the &ubadensis Miller Aloe Vem 10 times more than other edible algae inplant. Aloe Complete guarantees a mini- eluding spirulina, and 10 times more than
mum of 10,000mg. of mucopolysaccharides barley grass.
Chlorella is a natural vitality enhancer.
per liter.
The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera in- The vitamins found in chlorellacellsinclude:
elude mucopolysaccharidesandpolysaccha- vitamin C, provitaminA, B-carotene,chlororides (glucomannans), glycoproteins, glu- phyll-A, chlorophyll-B,thiamine (Bl), ribocase, mannose,galactose,xylose,arabinose, flavin (B2), pyridoxine(B6),niacin (B3), pantannins, steroids, organic acids, antibiotic tothenicacid, folicacid,vitaminB- 12,biotin,
principles, glucuronic acids, enzymes (oxi- choline,vitamin K, PABA,lipoicacid, inositol
dase, atalase and amylase), trace sugars, and para-aminobenzoicacid. The minerals
calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18 include: phosphorus, potassium, iodine,
amino acids, tiound healing” hormones, magnesium,sulphur,iron,calcium,mangabiogenic stimulators,saponins,vitaminsB 1, nese, copper, zinc and cobalt.
The amino acids include: lysine, histiB2, niacin, B6, choline, folic acid, chloride,
sulfate, iron, calcium, copper, sodium, po- dine, arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine,
tassium,silicon,manganese,plusmanyother serine, glutamic acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine,valine, methionine,isoleucine,
metabolism-assistingcomponents.
COMPLETE
(whole Leaf, ColdPremed
ALOE
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leucine, tyrsine, phenylalanine, ornithine,
tryptophan.
The suggested daily consumption is 3
grams per day.
ECHlNACEA

GOLD PLUS

w*Am-In recentyears few medicinalplantshave
garnered as much attention as Echinacea
(Echinacea P’urpurea and Echinacea
AngusZifiliQ).

Echinacea is a non-specificstimulantto
the immune system. Claims for Echinacea
include: stimulationof leukocytes,mild antibiotic activity, anti-inflammatoryactivity,
stimulation of the adrenal cortex, stimulation of the properdin-complementsystem,
interferon-likeactivity, stimulation of general cellularimmunity,and antiviralactivity.
Internal preparations are said to assist in
alleviating cold and flu symptoms, respiratory infections,and arthritis,to name a few.
Goldenseal (Hydmstis Canadensis) is
among the most popular herbs in the American health food market. Uses are numerous, including but not limited to: antiseptic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and
tonic/anti-inflammatory for the mucous
membranes, hemorrhoids, nasal congestion, mouth and gum sores and eye afllictions.
Few medicinal plants in the world possessGinseng’snear-legendary status. Dating back thousands of years, its history of
use in the Orient records therapeutic properties so wide ranging that it was first
dismissed by Western doctors as a ‘panacea”. When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly
restores both physical and mental functions to peak efficiency and, with regular
use, improves resistance to disease and
stress. American Ginseng’s genus name is
Pana;lcQuintpefolius.
Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, many of which are used as medicines.
Of particular note are such remedies as
penicillin- and ergot-based extracts used
in migraine treatment, to name a few.
Extensive research has been done with one
mushroom in particular, namely, Reishi.
This mushroom is now considered a tried
and true immune system fortifier.
OXY TODDY

Made from pure Aloe Vera juice from
organic Aloe Vera plants, this product is
oxygen-enhanced with 35% food grade hydrogen peroxide, minerals, whole Aloe Vera
pulp, 60 colloidal plant minerals (an aqueous solution), and natural flavors.
One ounce of Oxy Toddy contains approximately 20 drops of 35% food grade
hydrogen peroxide. This product contains
no sugar, fillers or starches and is cold
processed to ensure maximum enzymatic
activity.

NOVEMBER

16, 1993
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‘Hydrogen
Peroxide
Use For7
Water Purification
Ilopurzfy

water

(of viruses

as well-as Gacteria
use IO drops of 35% yood@ade

drinkingpurposes,
gaCCon of water andagitate

container

and other

critters)

Hydrogen

72 Hour

Checklist d
cl

~(3%) variety

-FoodGrade

Hydrogen

for

Peroxideper

enough to mix weK

contains additives

Peroxide

is necessary

andsta6iCizers

Cl
Food
Suitable for long term storage.
Packaged to
prevent water damage. Include cups, utensils,
paper plates and a can opener, if needed.

as the drugstore

not goodfor

ingestion.

A

Cl
Extra Clothing
A complete outfit of warm clothing for each
family member.
Include extra socks, and underwear. Include walking shoes.

0

New

Gaia

RO. Box 27710
LasVegas,
NV 89126

cl
Light Source
Flashlight with extra batteries or a chemical
lightstick.
Kerosene lanterns are fine, but any
flame may ose a hazard, especially near potential
as Peaks. Have at least two quick and
safe lig f t sources in your kit.

For credit card orders, call l(800) NEW-GAL4
WacceptD&coveqVhorMmterCard.
to:

New Gaia Pnhctk

(NAME)
(ADDRESS-PLL;ASE

GIVE STREEf ADDRESS

FOR UK

cl
Tools
Pocket knife, lightweight
shovel, duct tape,
matches, pocket sewing kit, screwdriver.

DEIJVERYI

KITW

CREDIT UJtD

(Vis& Master

Cl

TELEPHONE)

(ZIP CODE)

(STATU

EXPIRATION

Card or Discover)

Warmth&Shelter

Coats, hats, scarves, and gloves for everyone
include warm blankets (wool or emergency
blankets are best). Rain ponchos, garbage bags,
and/or umbrellas to keep off the rain. Warm
Packs or other heat source. Pup tent or tarp.

Products

Pkaae makea11checksand moneyomders
payaM

Water

Stored in a portable container.
Rotate regu
larly. Have at least three gallons per person
(for a three day supply). Have a water purifica
tion method.

Locating the 35% FoodGrade Hydrogen Peroxide can 6e apro6Cem as the
TCite effmt to cCose down everythiq
thatpromotes
heaCth,fromproducts
to therapies.

Kit

Important

Papers

Important family documents (such as birth certificates, marriage certificates, insurance forms,
wills), addresses and phone numbers of relatives, and places to meet if separated.

DATE

SIGWRE

cl
Money
Keep at last $20 in your kit. Be sure to include
quarters for phone calls, etc.

0

FirstAid

Supplies

Pain relievers,
bandages, antiseptics,
clean
cloths, burn ointment.
Include any personal
medications.
Cl
SpecialNeeds
For babies: diapers, ointment, bottles & pacifiers, hand towels, special foods, and other su
plies as needed. Consider the needs of elder Py
people as well as those with handicaps or other
special needs.
cl
Stress Relievers
Card games books, small hobbies, hard candy,
Bible. For childen: small toys, paper and pen,
Favorite security items.
DLUOUTS AVAUA0l.EFOR -ACT
UANlllYDlSCOUNTS.

SCOUR,

SU-

ONLY.

-ASKAWJTDURDTHERAlDEPRDDlJCE.

WHEN

PISUE USETHE WllP?lNCRATECHART
CAUUlATlNC
SlilPFWGFDR~(NDN--)NewGpkpmdvctr

Q5L?ERm
CROUND
s

O-100

52014m
L341400

Sss
S5.75
S6a
57.00

L501400

SS.00

5 101aoo

L401-500

s7so

UPS 2ND Dw
S11.00
S13.00
116.50

$16.75

$2125
sa.50

s3o.50
s33.50

t19m

s19.00
s22.30

NEVAMRESiDENlSPUASEAOO796SALESTAT

325.00

TOTAL

.

Nom l*IIDtws2llddrybRlu8lAlubppbuounfoontw.
l*lixRiority~roraybortiaypkuoullfortroor
l

* ~roign*adsl.&l.&l8n%~

10

u

Cl Personalsanitation

Sanitary napkins, razors, toothbrush,
soap, dish soap, towels, toilet paper.

SUR-TOTAL
cc SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS)

sTATEsA’~W-

Cl
Communications
Portable radio with batteries, signal
whistles, red flags, signal flares.

our Offl

iu wlitimg fQr

q

PortableContainer

0

AdditionalItems

mirrors,

hand

Such as a book bag, back ack, or duffel ba .
Should be easy to carry an B lightweight. Shou4 der straps are best for traveling long distances.

4dded as carrying weight and expense of
kit will allow: Extra food, camp stove and cooking equipment, tents, sleepin bags, sun block,
insect repellant, portable toi Pet.
.
/
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